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Section One, 6 Pages

New Series No. 1091

MRS. LEXIE WARD
DIES SUDDENLY
FRIDAY MORNING

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Lester Nanney
Gets Discharge

Murray, Kentucky,'Thursday Afternoon, June 14, 1945

- Ralph S. Osborne, Jr.
Slightly Injured
Ralph S. Osborne. Jr., private
first class, has been slightly wounded and is improving, according to
a telegram received by his mother, Mrs. R. S. Osborne, 209 North
12th Street.

Funeral Service
Held Sunday P.M.
At Baptist Church
--Funeral services for Mrs. Lexie
Ward who died friday ineuning. at6:30 at the Keys-Houston Clinic,
were held Sunday afternoon, June
10, sat the First Baptist Church
with Rev. Lloyd Willem and Rev:
B. B. Sawyer in charge. •
Mrs. Ward. before her marriage
was Miss Fannie Houston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Houston of the Locust Grove community. She had been in failing health for sometime and a few
weeks pride' to' her death had submitted to an operation, her condition seemed much improved until sne suffered a heart attack
e few moments before her
-Oath."
1
.fts native of this county, Mrs.
Ward. was known and toyed by a
wide circle of friends, She was a
member of the Baptist
Church
_
. and a devoted wife and
_
mother.
Besideg her parents and her husband she is survived by three sons,
1... Ward or Detroit, Mich.. Pvt,
James Ward of Garden City, Kan.,
MIN/ S-Sgt. Joe Pat Ward in Germany; two graodc.hildren. Judy
and Annette War; Elbert Houston
is a brother.
The body was placed in the reeeiving vault in the City Cemetery
to await the return of S-Sgt. Joe
Pat Ward, _when burial services
will be held.
Active pallbearers were W. W.
Wilson, J. N. Waggoner. Bob McCuiston, Irvan Fair, Hafford Parker, Clebuin Adams.

Standard Printirg, Co
st
220-230 S Fit
Zone 2

Has Served Since 1941
Lester G. Nanney ,a volunteer in the Army in February,
1941, served with the Field Artillery and among the first to receive serious injuries in active
battle, has received his medical
discharge, and is wearing civilian
clothes. He is ats home with his
parents, _Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Nanney, on the Coldwater Road.
Mr. Nanney was among the first
to cross to oversee duty ,and was
in the 'North Aft-teen carripaign,
and received major wounds in the
battles in Tunisia, receiving injuries to the shoulder and legs. He
was awarded the Purple Heart and
the Silver Star and was the second Calloway man to return from
oversee duty. He has been confined in hospitals oversea and in
the States since his injury, and has
improved, and is able -ter:&
.
.without a cane.
Mr. Nanney is a candidate for
the county court clerk's office,
arid was announced formally by his
friends a few weeks ago.

Swimming Pool
Opens Tuesday With
Large Attendance

JOE ROB BEALE IS IN STATES
Joe Bob I3eale, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Beale, Afrno, wired his
parents Monday
from
Boston,
Mawr. saying that he would•be
The ;Murray swimming pool is home before many days. He has
open and more than 100 children been a prisoner of the German
attended the opening day Tuesday, g is:ernment.
The pool will be open every day
thneugh the summer season, according to the park board
The schedule for the week days
is: From 130 to 10 o'clock; Sundays. 130 to 6 pm. Prices have
been made reasonable for all.
There have been four senior life
guards employed. three of them
will be actively supervising the
easel, and one on duty
in
the
office
The pool, newly decorated, new
rest room, modern ' sewage, new
management, has a sun deck newly
built that will accommodate about
25 persons
Dressing rooms And
shower baths will be strictly supervised and kept in sanitary condition, and each person before going
Into the pool will be expected to
take a shower. Seep is furnished.
but you are asked to bring swimming suits and towels.
Swimming lessons by the Red
Cross will be given during the
summer, enabling all to take advantage of the pool that is being
Council
conducted by the 'City
through the efforts of the park
Settling the doubts. the hopes,
board that is composed of T. H. and the fears of anxious parents
Mullins, chairman,Mrs. Graves and loved ones, came the letter
Hendon. Mrs. A. B. Austin, Vernon from Pvt. Rob Huie, with military
Hale, Paul Gholson, Ed Filbeck. and forces in Belgium to his wife.
Clifford Seeber.
Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Huie MonThose desiring other
informa- day, explaining that he had found
tion concerning the pool may call the grave of his life-long buddy.
Mrs. Tom Rowlett, supervisor. tel- S-Sgt. Hugh Grey Erwin on Naephone 150. Senior he guards on tional Memorial Day, May 30.
duty at the pool are: Miss Joan
S-Sgt. Erwin Is the son of Mr.
ButterwOrth, Joe Pace, Jr. Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Erwin of West
:Jack French, and Mrs. Rowlett.
Poplar street_ and was a member
of a plane crew that crashed in
Belgium January 13, 1943.
He
had been reported missing, then
later declared dead, but his parents had held to the idea that he
might be found alive.
Huie is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
J. M Thomas and Waylon Per- Lilburn Huie, who are parents of
ry are making plans for an un- four sons in the service. Their
usual entertainment for Calloway son, Pvt. Van Huie was reported
people July 4, when they will bring killed in action in Germany Detalented musicians to the place of cember..20.
In an earlier letter, Rob wrote
entertainment at Miller's Cross
of his visit to the Foy American
Roads, south of Murray.
According tos an interview with Military Cemetery near Bastogne
the men, this entertainment is the where his brother Van is buried.
The letter, one of the sweetest,
most fully planned of any they
the most heart touching we have
have put on in years before.
So fur as is known, this is the read, is given in full, and gives in
only place of celebration for a detail the story of Rob's discovery
wide area. and Mr. Thomas and of Erwin's grave:
Headquarters Company
shgr. Perry are doing everything
744th Rwy. Opng Bn.
possible for a day of ehjoyment.
APO 350, c-o P. M.'
The speaking of candidates by
New York, N. Y.
transcription will be heard that
31 May 1945
day, and is an entirely new' fea- Dearest Margie,
hardly
I
know
where
or how to
ture 40 be -offered the people,
start as I have so much to tell
and one that candidates may en- about my trig and experrence I
joy. too, for by this system, they had yesterday.
As you already
may hear their own talks and note know I went to memorial services
in
three
Artiericap
Military Cemethe reaction According to the teries
I Will attempt to tell you
managers.
Oxen the strangesf•eirpeekence of

Mrs. Osborne has had
letters
from her son telling her about the
Injury before the telegram
arrived. He received a broken bone
in the left wrist by a gun shut
while- in the Okinawa campaign.
He is resting inn hospital us Hawaii.
He was inducted from this' county February 28, 1944, while he was
a student in Murray State College.
He graduated from Murray Train.
ing School.
He trained at Camp White, Oregon, Camp San
Louis, Obespo,
Calif., and Camp Callan, Calif. He
sailed July 6, 1944, for Hawaii and
later joined MacArthur's forces and
was in the campaign of Leyte.
The Osborries came to Murray
with the T.V.A. and like the comcommunity well enough to purchase a home here. Mr. Osborne
is doing construction
work at
Charleston, Ind,

WAR BOND DRIVE
QUOTA FOR THIS
COUNTY $375,000

r

Original

STOPS AT EXPIRATION DATE

acults of Murray State College

made 'Wednesday

by

T. H. Stokes, chairman, and W Z
Carter, county chairman. These
men are en-xissui that the.WWI* of
the county remember that the E
Bond quota is $215,000 and Is the
best for the public to buy.
Mr 'Stokes did not state the
standing of the drive, but did say
the quota of $375,000 had not been
met. He urges citizens to buy bonds
now and help to meet the quota
before the end of the -month. Mr.
Stokes and other volunteers in the
work of the War Bond Drive know
(let War Bonds are a safe investment_ and will guarantee a financial security in the future.

James G. Wilson
Announces for Sheriff
James G. Wilson has announced

himself a candidate for sheriff of
C. E. Shackelford, Calloway
county, subject to the
of the Democratic primary'.
72, Dies Monday action
August 4.
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
at Local Hospital Q.HeD isWilson
and was born and I. R.Putrtam Is
reared in Concord district. and Is
C. E. Shackelford, age 72 yeaes,
37 years old.
Named President
died at the William Mason MeinBefore being. inducted into the
oriel Hospital Monday, June It at
6 o'clock of paralytis following an Army April 8. 1941, he was con- of Murray Lions
nected with the

illness of three months
Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
Anna Willoughby. and Mrs. Boylan Thompson, New Concord: two
half-sisters. Mrs. Birdie Bucy and
Mrs. Eliza Williams; one brother,
W. E. Shackelford and six halfbrothers, Homer, Brent, Ronie;
Tinie, Gordon and Brook Shackelford.
He was a member of the Missionary Baptist Church at New
Mt. Carmel and had been active
in church work.
' Funeral services were held at
Wew Mt Carmel
day with Rev J H Thurman conducting the services
Burial was
in Shackelford Cemetery,

Thomas & Perry Plan
Feature Promrarn
for Fourth of July

Japan's last defense line on Okinawa began to crack today under
pressure -of American power applied in predawn attacks on both
flanks which took the defenders
by surprise.
N.ipponese set fire to tanks in
Borneo's Seria oil fields, capable
of producing 6.000,000 barrels a
year. when invading Australian
forces were 60 miles away and cut
off by .thick jungles.tankmen
American
Ingenious
packing 500 foot exteogitin hosee
up sheer cliffs helped infantrymen
cut deeply into the enemy's narrowing hold on southern Okinawa.
Japanese - flamethrowing tanks
failed to halt U.S. 37th Division
infantrymen pushing into Cagayan
valley of northern Luzon. Island
for the final battles of the Philips
pines.
At home the Japanese cabinet
made hurried. use of newly granted powers to rule by decree. The
was given control
over all truck transport, preparing
for the 'day when 'American planes
will harry communications lines
in Japan as they are in the Pacific,
where six more ships were sunk,
and in China where trains are
wrecked daily.
Pre-dawn sorties carried U.S.
Tenth Army forces into the eastern
and western anchors of the three
mile long Japanese plateau defense
on southern Okinawa.
With machine guns and ammunition strapped to their backs, U.S.
Seventh
Division
infantrymen
scaled ropes to reach the top of
sheer cliffs on the eastern end of
the line. Tankman ran hoses up
the height to pipe flames from
their tanks into Japanese caves
and strongpoints.
'01#
*totem 'Bank Irlr.t Division
Marines advanced
1,000
, I Continued on Page 4)

;lie resignation of Prof. W.I11-M. Caudill to become president of
Campbellsville Junior College. only
two of the original faculty of Murray State College still remain with
the institution, ,These two are Prof. A
E. H. Smith (extreme
front FILs
State Highway Derow) and Dr. John W. Carr (third'
partment
He was discharged be-'
from left of front yowl.
f The city park- is open for the
cause he was PS years old and stayDr. Carr was the first president second summer
and is under the
ed out of the army for three
of the college, known at "Murray supervision
of Preston Holland,
months. Early in 1944 he was sent
State Normal School- when it op- arid
Billie Ferguson is his assistto the Pacific. and has served in
ened its doors in 1923 at the Mur- tant.
This is the second year for
the Hawaiian Islands, New Guinea,
ray High School_ He later became
these men to be on this program.
Leyte, and is now on Luzon.
dean, president again, then dean.
They will be on the ground from
ind he is now president emeritus.
. He wears the American Defense
230 to 9 p.m each day except SunMr. Smith came to the college as
Ribbon, the Good Conduct Medal,
day.
the Asiatic-Pa -ific ribbon
mathematics instructor and is now!
with
Those who wish reservations for
three bronze stars that represent
serving aS.director of extension,
the pavilions may have same by
the three missions he served, and
Pictured above is the original fac- caning
Mr. Holland at the park.
he also wears the Philippine Lib,ilty: Left right, front row-E. II
:175, between five and six o'clock
eration ribbon.
Smith, mathematics; Miss Stella '
%se
in the afternoons.
"it•
thiree 15r6fIlei's
tfie see'
144
"
14•4461"
""
.151e-wHIP't By
week end. Mr.' Holland`
John
W.
Carr.
president:
G A hopes to have available the tennis
vice
They are: Cpl Lester WillMurphey,
secretary
and
penmanson, T-Sgt Johnnie Wilson, and
courts, box hockey. shuffle board.
ship; James Herbert Hutchinson,
Pvt. William C Wilson.
teeter ball, paddle tennis. badminschool superintendent, Mrs. J. W.
ton. washers, horse shoes, volley.
Carr ithen
Miss Mary Moss)
ball are available now. These
English.
7 games are availagle to all, city and
Back row—Ed Filbeck, science
county, without charge.
and English; Miss Emma Lynn'
Pvt, Joseph W. McCuiston, son
The Park Board met Tuesday
Carter, education; W. M. Caudill,
afternoon and released the plans of Mr. and Mrs. Joe McCuiston of .
geography and acting dean: Mrs. I
New - Concord, was a visitor in the
music, Belle Walker. science; Miss Kath- for the city park. Those present
L. R. Putnam, profess...
thrilled but yet sorrowful and
I were T. H.
Mullins. chairman; Mrs. L. Se T. Office Wednesday mornsad to have found his grave my- Murray State College, was elected
erine
Hodge,
history
and
political
self
I haven't gotten over the
Graves Hendon. secretary; Paul ing.
funny feeling I had yet. I had my president of the Lions Club at the science. Irby H. Koffman, educa- Gholson, Ed Filbeck,
Vernon Hale, ,Pvt. McCuiston who entered the
picture taken beside his grave annual election of officers Tuesday tion, English, athletics, and coachMrs Tom Rowlett. and Preston service in December, 1943, and
Margie, you may tell the Erwins night. R. L. Wade'was elected first ing.
trained at Ft. Leonard Wood. Mo.,
that I said a prayer for all of vice president; S. C. McKee, secHolland.
them over his grave. I feel sure
went over sea in July. 1944. going
Melugin,
third
ond
vice.
and
--Noel
that they will feel better and more
first to Italy he was in the - inconsoled knowing that his soul is vice presidenL-W. Z. Carter is the
vasion of Southern France going
at rest and his body lies in Neu- retiring President. Officials will be
into France on August 15. With
ville American Military Cemetery.
It's the strangest but yet one of installed in July.
'the Seventh Army Engineers. Pvt.
the greatest things that ever hap011ie Barnett was elected secreMcCuiston was in combat all along
pened to me to find his grave like
` Last week this paper dove the
tary; Ralph Wear, Lion tamer;
the Rhine and on March 4, 1945,
I did.
_ At
a
the.
meeting
of
Kentucky
report
that
Clyde
Jones,
tail
twister;
Bryan
Pvt.
Daryl
Parks,
son
I went to the grave registration
was wounciett in the "left shoulder.
were Lake Association held Tuesday at of Otto Parks, was reported dead. arm and hand which resulted in
office at the cemetery and exam- Tolley and W. B. Gilbert
ined the record of his reburial. He elected to the board of directors. Gilbertsville, Claud Winslow. Maythe amputations of his fingers. In
was brought here from Pollinchove.
field, was elected president of .the This report is a mistake, accorda hospital in France for some
Awards were given to the followBelgium where he was killed in a
ing to Mr. Parks. A daily paper
Skesociation;
George
Hart:
viceplane crash January 13, 1943. He ing men who were credited with
weeks he was removed to Engpiesident; Eels Weathers, Hopkins- reported this death, and the boy's
WWI buried at Pollinchove where
land where he was hosiptalized for
outstanding work
in the club:
his plane went down and transferville, second vice-president; and name should have been in the
red to this cemetery on May ft. Bryan Tolley, Boyd Gilbert, R. A. Henry Ward, Paducah, was elect- woundcd column instead of the a month before being sent back
to U.S.
where he entered
the
1941, by a Field Regiment Squad- Johnston. Vester Orr, L. R. Putron. They are gathering isolated nam. Bill Davis, E. W. Riley, F. D. ed secretary-treasurer. 'Mr. Hart column of those listed as dead. Pvt. Thayer - Hospital
in
Nashville,
and Max Hurt were named on the Parks was wounded and he has
graves from all over Belgium and
Tenn, for further treatment. He
Mellen. and Melvin Jones.
bringing them here. There are a
board of directors,
been reperted very
was granted a 30-day furlough and
thousand there now which anCecil McCuiston, Alabama, and
This association was organized
He has been in the Marines five reached home on June 9.
mostly fliers. The cemetery is laid a Lion, was a guest of the club.
last year in interest of the develop- years and has spent three years in
out for ten thousand graves and
Pvt. McCuiston was awarded the
will probably be filled by bodies Lion McCuiston has a perfect at. ment of the Kentucky Lake, and service in the Canal Zone and for
heart.. He
.that he
brought hack _from Germany. It's tendance record uver•ethe. past .twas.hes-several tircnilmsirti nc-r.Ibt-•:duns
--few Mohrhs
had some rough: experiences but
the most beautiful cemetery sight years.
working
on
thi-i
projeA.
Soffit,
Pacific,
the
I've seen yet. His grave is located
was glad he could have a .part in
Tail Twister Shelby Hadden, in
Plot E Row 2, Grave 28 To the
the struggle for Peace and felt
right is an unknown (x -85t sol- a wicked mood for the evening.
himself fortunate to have escaped
dier's grave as there are hundreds proceeded to add many .dimes to
even with injuries.
of such here. To the left is Marthe
kitty
by
fining
all
those
who
shall Rechut—T185778 and secondHe said Murray and Calloway
ly- Irvin S. Weintraub-0-707156 appeared at the club with .their
County looked good to -him as
I have already started making coats .on and at the same time
Allan McCoy was the only person
plans 'to go back and take more pasted a__eiriee on' all those who
Whites and put flowers on his
he saw that he knew - during his
listed,
however:
a
fifth
had
been
grave. I hope also on this trip to tried to slip out of !heir coats. It
may enter the league before Tues- days over sea.
visit Van's grave. I'm hoping
is rumored that Lion Haeon West
Private
McCuiston's wife, the
Full will file a protest with Lion Raybe able to do this soon
day night. The teams entered at
Military Honors were accorded ,in
present are .Navy, Meltigin Oilers, former Miss Fannie Stubblefield,
all the 54 cemeteries over here yes- burn, chairman of prudence and
Blue Bird Cafe. and Junior Cham- and five children have been keepterday _I don't know who was at Judiciary committee.
ing the home at New Concord durber of'Commerce.
Neuville but I do know they had a
Murray's Softball League of 1945
program and that thousands of
Managers met with Supervisor ing,his absence.
will open -with a bang Tuesday
people were there.
Holland Tuesday afternoon and the
And when you hear anyone
evening at 7:30 o'clock in the Murfollowing
rules and regulations
blowing about what they did in
ray High School stadium, Ty Holwere adopted subject to change bethis war remind them for me what
land, supervisor of recreation for
I witnessed yesterday, the graves
„fore opening game time Tuesday
the city Park Board, announcedof thousands of heroes who made
evening:
victory possible.
If we'll only
today.
Will Tabors, a . native of this
The League shall be run by ,,the
keep faith with those who have
will
journey
The
Murray
Lions
The
Junior
Chamber
of
Com- Board of Directors and President county, died in Detroit Monday,
died, talk less and think more we
won't has4 another war for man!" to Paris Friday night where they merce will meet the Navy outfit under the supervision of the City and his funeral will be conducted
years to cotne.
will meet the Lions softball team for the first game of the 1945 sea- Park Board.
at Spring Creek Church this afterI'm still so tired from the trip of that city, according- to an anson. The nightcap affair will see
Each
participating team
that I can hardly write so please
will noon.
Carnouncement
by
Co-Managers
Noel Melugin's Oilers attempting have one representative to serve
exeuse this messy letter.
Mr. Tabors had many friends
. I was so sorry I couldn't visit lisle Cutchin and Leonard Vaughn to smear Albert and Leon Crider's on the
anti relatives in this county. The.
Board' of Directors.
Van's grave but finding Hugh *Murray players will meet at the Bluebirds.
The first-half schedule
.not
Ground rules will be decided up: particulars of his death were
Grey's was just the same AS
ing one of my own brother's High School Friday at 6 p.m.. Tte appears at the end of this article. on . before the initial game of the learned.
graves. So the day I'as mad, game will be called at 8 p.m..
The league enjoyed a most SOC. season and will remain intact
quite complete for me.
The Murray managers today an- ceisful season last year, and, ac- throughout the playing season. '
They had Hugh Grey's name 41i
Playing rules will follow mainHugh C. but I told them it was nounced the follotving probable cording to Mr. Holland, the prosHugh G. so this will be corrected. starting lineup:
pects are bright for a good season ly the miles, of_ official baseball.
You :could see how easy it woald
Glinn Jeffrey, short field; Tom this year. Capacity crowds were however, the departure from such
be to make such a mistake as the
According to reports in this ofletters look so much alike in print. Moore Williams. third base: 011ie in attendance for each game last will be explained in detail before
the
I museeclose and get thir in
Barnett, 'left field; Sandy Sanders, year and the fans enjoyed the out- opening play of the season, and, fice, Claud. Miller pas the fever
mail
I only wish I could call shortstop; Leonard Vaughn, first door recreation and fun.
likewise, will remain intact for for making theicse for the circuit
and tell you about it as I _epstild
The league seaspn again this year the entire season
court.'clerk's office.. Mr. Miller
explain it much better in speech base: Noel Melugin, second base;
Each team shall
but I suppo)weirell just havlb to Charles Oakley, right field; Haron will be split and will be 'composed
furnish one served One term in this place. and
wait.
West,1st teller; Relish WSarSeatcffer; of la first half andsecond half.
umpire for the game in which Is connected with the 'Murray Live
All my love forever,
At presstime today four teams
(Continued on Page 2)
Stock Comport-Y.
Rob
' R. McGavern, center field.

lat a

City Park Open
With Ty Holland
Supervisor

thrs

Joseph W. McCuiston
Home From Europe

Rob Huie Finds Grave of Life Long Friend, Hugh Grey
Erwin, Who Was Killed In A Plane Crash, Jan. 13, 1943
We left here about 0700 hours of
May 30 and drove to Liege. From
here we went out to Henri-Chappeite American Military Cemetery,
which is the largest in this countey
We arrived here in time for
the services. I must say they had
a very impressive one. Mr. Sawyer, ambassador to Belgium and
minister to Luxembourg. spoke the
memorial tribute. Gen. Dwight D.
Eisenhower was the guest of honor
as you have already heard or
read
I stood about 10 feet behind the speakers stand so I got
several good looks at "Ike". He
Is really a nice looking man and
as everyone knows a great soldier.
I'm sure you've read of the program but will tell you a little
about it,
Salutes were fired over the
graves and the flag was raised to
full mast with the pleyine of the
National Anthem. Prayers were
said and it was truly a beautiful
ceremony. Each grave had an
American flag by the cross and
flowers were put on them by
friends and the Belgian people
From Henri-Chappelle we went
to Masstricht, Holland where we
visited the Margrate_n American
Military Cemetery
Some of the
boys along had friends or brothers
buried there. There were 10.000
American dead and each one of
the graves had flowers on them.
These were put there mostly by
the Hollanders. A beautiful but
yet sad sight to behold. There
were many pictures taken but I
didn't have a camera along_
Although, I hope to get pictures from
the ones who did take them
We
arrived here a little too late to
hear the program.
From
Maastricht
we went to
We stopped
Aachen,. Germany.
and viewed the Siegfried Line and
took pictures in Aachen. Aachen
Was one a great city but now it's
only a shell. From here we went
back to Liege and to another cemetery where we have two men from
Just off the
our outfit buried.
main highway from Liege to Huy,
about eight miles west of Liege is
the Neuville American Military
Memetery. the third and last we
visited that day. It is near the
small village of Noville-en-Condroz. Belgium. After paying respect to our men there I started
wandering
along
through
the
cemetery looking at the names on
the crogses thinking maybe I'd
find someone I knew. Margie, it
will be hard for you to believe
what I'm going to say_ I know I
was so stunned for several minutes that it's just hard for me to
deehribe. I just couldn't believe
my eyes! To
think
strolling
through a cemetery I had stumbled
upon something I'd been looking
for every since I'd been over here
and yet hoped that I'd never find.
It wits none other than the grave
of my best friend, Hugh Grey.
His rank and serial number. Staff
Sergeant, 35257587, were given. I
stood there unable to move and
wondered for a. few moments if
really fOund his grave. You Nth
Imagine ho* serprised, shocked,

JAPS DEFENSE IS
BREAKING UNDER
AMERICAN ATTACK
Enemy Sets Fire to
Tanks In Borneo's
Rich'Oil Field

The Seventh War Loan Drive is
going over fine, according to the
statement

Vol. XV; No. 25

Mayor George Hart Daryl Parks Death
Vice President Of
"Report An Error
.Kentucky Lake Ass'n.

MURRAY SOFTBALL LEAGUE
SEASON TO OPEN TUESDAY, 7:30
_
Jaycees-Navy and
Oilers-Bluebirds To
Play First Night

Local Lions to Play
Lions In Paris, Tenn.
Friday- Eveni4i

Will Tabors Dies
In Detroit, Mich:

It

Claud Miller Has
Political Fever

_
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PAGE TWO

THE LEDGER & TIM. MURRAY, KENTUCKY

_

THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1945

.
Titeetlay. Jape 26 .
there was underway the massive
1
Navy vs. latilugin Oilers
project of getting our people to the
..,
Bluebuda avs, Jaycees
Pacific so that the fight could be
. .
finished-. there.
Tharsday. June VI .
My own work
(Continued from Page Ii
Navy vs. Jaycees
seems to be cut out for me for the
Bluebirds vs Melugin Oilers
next- few months. We have liter•
they are me participating.
Historical Section.
ally tons of records, reports, interTuesday. hill 3
It was further agreed that CharHq
assault on Omaha Beach, qacie of views which contain the story of
Bluebirds V5. Navy
lie Gibbs would serve throughout
APO 887
-my jobs was to contact °Meer§ an how we furnished suppliee men,
Jaycees vs Mehigin Oilers
the season as third base umpire,
• c-o Postmaster
the lk Division in regard to the planes, ships for this gigantic batThursday, 3gly 5
• All protests must_ be filed with
New York. N
coverage of history. I was given a tle. Four of us have been given a
Melugin Oilers VA_ Navy
the President of the League for
Paris, 28 May 45
jeep an€ a driver and we drove three -months' chunk of that war
Jaycees vs. Bluebirds
dcciaion. The protest shall be
Dear Lochie:
throdgh southern England. visit- involving many divisions.
.Tuesday.
July
le
a
Our
retain:led with the President withOn 8 May- a long. -dark night
Mg Salisbury. Bournemouth, Bris- job is to see flow the task was perJaycees
VT
,
Navy
in the inning in which the quesended in Europe. We hope that
Later ,we formed, who did it and how well.
tul and other cities.
Nteltusin Oilers vs Bluebirds
tion or dispute arises
The Presbefore long it rnay'seirt th'draw to
The
fought.*
prs eleor_we
preba
parce,mfo
oy
,ed
CernlaefIlla
e
t4e
-entilwtaoi4co,
The answer
to thegood
lasttight
Thursday. July 12- - point is
ident. acaing in accordance -with
its close in . Jaaeen.
e.
BIttetrirde
11516-Bed-i•Tr-DTTetTors, will
all
In the years to come
for 10 days, shut away from the others will take more time. but it
Melugin Oilers VS. Jay.ves
down the decision at proper time
•
talk about V-E day, just as we
public because we had been told is one of the
most fascinating
Tuesday. July 17
and place.
used to like to tell about our exwhere the landings were to take stories of a lifetime and I feel that
Nesy vs Melugin Oilers
Rules pertaining to players, apperiences on 11 November at the
place, the force to be involved I was exceedingly fortunate to be
Bluebirds vs. Jaycees
proved by the managers of each
avid the like and several of us had able both to see and have a hand
'The ftrst named team will be close of the last war. I would like
team, are as follows:
to mention mine in this letter.
been told when. D-day was.
in writing ,somr of the, history
'ht. -home team
New Players may enter .the
The end of the war came as no
Waits D-Day
which I shall one day teach. And
lelgrje in pairs upon the approval,
surprise to us because it had been
Several days before D day we I hope that the time when all of
arid- mimed agreement of the club GO\.
obvious for several days that the
went aboard ship and set in the us shall be back and I will be
trahagers: said players team afGermans could not hold out much
harbors, waiting for the attack. teaching some of this history at
filiation to be decided by toss of -a
longer. The absence of any seriAs you know, the day was changed Murray will -not be too long detaus German efforts to.we waited anicrously to know layed.
Governor
announcWillis
Simeon
The Junior Chamber of Cornwith Our supplies, their mass surBest wishes to everyone,
whether the whole plan had been
.
•
_
heartily
tee.....
ed
last
week
that
he
ep,,
Mere* and the Neva- a'who are
renders to our forces all along the
Pogue
canrell•ed,
However. on 6 June,
tering leaffie within their own or. ored a long range state park deed- front, their lack of real fighting. the Siegfried Line. I had been
the plan went as planned. Our
gankzationsi ma use any Member otirnent program conducted under all indicated that they were•near- supposed to go back in March, but
party, which consisted of English
of their _organizatinne but it is, the supervision of an expert park ly through
We got word of the as .the advance developed they and American officers and men,
agreed tilers'' iThe- Navy and Jay- man within the Division of State surrender shortly after it happen- permitted me to stay, so that I was
stayed aboard ship until 8 June,
Ceea!
Etatabe._ Permatled -te re-, Parks The 9overnor, was quick to ed-, because there was a definite able- LO see the fight through to although the assault troops on our
crust players from any asf ttre point out that the Constitutional desire that no more men be shot, the 'end. I went to Weimar in
vessel were permitted to land.
&hos- -tgarns during the Whole limitation of salaries stymies eM- even though the official ending of the German comreand car in which -Since
we were to Write and not
ployment of a man of the caliber the war was 'not to come until we Made as high as 80 miles an
shoson.
The First Ripest Church, Murto do any fighting, they left us on
and
experience
necessary to assure after midnight on the 9 gay. No hour down the splendid four term
'
A player must-lie a resident of
the bisat which part of the time ray, began their revival last Sunillurray r CalloWay county to play the stateva system of revenue pro- one became very excited. It was highway which the Germans built was Pe ;rule from shore. There day, June 10. Their, pastor, Rev.
41 said League. • It is agreed that clueing parks that eventually would clear that another battle was still to aid their war effort, but which we had an • excellent picture of the, BSawyer. M doing the preachstudents of Murray State College become a prune source of state in- ahead and the end didn't seem too contributed far more to ours.
bombardment from the ships and ing and Mr. Inman Johnson-pro- aridlicornliee's of the Navy Refresh- come. Such situations, he said, had importapt anyway'. It. had been
music at the
At Weimar I got a plane for the reply of German
artillery. fessor of sacred
er Unit are .residents of Murray been worked out before and proba- several days since we had heard Paris and made what was normally Wounded meri were brought from Southern Baptist Theological Semand are, therefore. eligible to- play lais- could be again
the noise of heavy guns and there a tWo day trip in a few hours. the beach to our boat and first in- inary, Louisville, is directing the
41- the Murray Softball League
efore the war, according to
were few evidences. that the war When we reached Paris, an acci- terviews were carried on with the music.
It
agreed that no newpt.yers.. urea compiled by Harold A. Brown- was still going on
Rev. Sawyer. has been bringing
dent'on the runway made it neces- slightly wounded soldiers at that
stall lie...Added for the last 'four ing, commissioner of conservation,
It so .happened that the menu tor sary for tar to .eirele the City for time. ' —
splendid. inspiring messages and
games of the first hall nqr the lest Kentucky's tourisearacte waS worth 7 May was made up of chicken, about. SO minutes. so- we had an
'After landing. I was assigned Many souls are being brought into
four Iames of the second half.'
4
$68.972.006 Brovanakg'figures, if the cake and some ice cream, so we excelleet opportunity to see Paris the task of interviewing men of the church. Prof. Johnson is help•
The Btu, mid roster.- -Managed state• enjoys an increase in tourist really had something to be excited from the air.
the 29th Division, a difficult job ing the service in a fine way with
by McWilliams. is as 1011014'F:7 „. trade proportionate ta..the predict- about. even 'if we didn't cheer too
Reminisces Ost Trip Over
since , they were, continually mov- the beautiful messages in song that
Larapkins. Sandy-4anders. Hatay ed national average, it will receive
,ud about, peace.
As we were flying into Paris I ing into the line at this time. I he brings.
Sitiakee. liarral. Bitty 'Purger-son. a reeenite of approximately $92 The revival will continue until
V-E
- began thinking of .my last erbatetstayed with One regiment several
Joe Spann. -Rutty Sai'nett. Sleeper. 422.480 in the first year after the
On V-E we started a move- into trip, the one which I made from'days. evening rather close to act- June 24 and the membership of
T. IL Williams. Sam Calhoun. Gor- war an average increase of 34 per -Czechoelovakia. At 3. o'clock in Washington to London last April, tion
several times. It was on this the First Baptist Church - invite
such.. J. Holsapple.'• B Waldrop. eent--flyothe third penr-etti w sear the afremsort
napped along a-rid - the things Which - hiid happen trip ihil-T met • Ernie Pyle, Don and prge the public to attend these
J.
...
-Ja- P. Anderson. Bre- /r ie-estimated Kentucky can %Mae the road Plat east oTlhe
edsince'then. EitSiet a year ago - Whitehead and a number of- Other services and hear their pastor as
lock. J Alexander. Pat . Roper. E. its, tourist travel a: 3106286.040- dereand listened to a radio on the I spent _in Washington, watching correspondents.
he brings these soul-stirring mes.
1) B
arr Illt.restraE of VP per cent.
Chaplain's car. It was there that the cherry trees blossom under a
.
Then- the scene changed te the sages.
The Meiugin, Oileaa, managed by,
Admittedie• Kentucky has never we heard Churchill's announcement hot April sun. The next day we cold weather of BelgiumaHurtgen
Olin Jeffrey, ata as follows:
had a -progreive long range' park of theeend of the war. After the left Washington in -the afternoon Forest and the Ardennes. I yeRaiford Parker, Fred Saunders. program_ Inquiries pouring into announcement was - completed we and before dales were in -the fogs 'member again the breakthrough
J. loman." Toni Rowlett Benton, Mr Browning', office indicate an got back into our jeeps and pro- of Newfou
*
land: - The next day and the anxious days we spent
Gilea, MurrelL Bell. Walker. Oak- awakening of''Kentuckians to the ceeded to .
the hortas tf we W-ere
ivering in the coos plus the thrills we got when our
Monday, June 18, Penny-- In the
ley. G Wallis. Murphy. . L. Colbatty, of turning its wealth of the famous nada works, in Cze- April win .
Scotland. We left i air force leek over and helped to home of Mrs Garnett Loafman,
he. B. J
Irvan.
Allbritteri. na al scenic advantages into real choslovakia. The .people. Who had our transport, plane there and took smash the_ German attack, which
Thursday, June 21- Pottertown-Crowell, fioreia. Rose O. a. Jef- PayIntra.nvestments.
been liberate only two days before. a bomber down 'to London. For had already been blunted by our In the home Of Mrs. J. A. Outland,
trey --•
11fe\Ketlfiscky - -Lake State Park. already had the city decorated wifh three weeks we were Wen In: infantry and artillery,
Friday, June 22, Hazel Highway
in .TVA's Gilbertsville Darn area flags of the various nations, to- structions on our Mission and were
Since March things have pro- ---tn the home of Mrs. Raymond
Tuesday. June U
near Eagner's Ferry. state officials gether with pictures Of- their two given-1 chance to gee the sights id aressed so rapidly that it is about CauseY. e
Joyce-- v- Navy
Pdasaryk and the city -St Paul's, Westrninster all I can do to mention names of
point out. sepresents a engle de; famous leaders
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale, Emer,Ildelugui Oil., es..Bluebects
I had already vieited gency War Food Assistant. Will
velopment in which
The state literM5. They had heard the an- Abbey; the .Tower. Scotland Yard. places.
Thursday. June -21
and give a canning demonstration at
coeld well afferd to invest a TWA'S- nouncement of -Tie war'S end and Buckingham Palace. the House of Maimedy. Eupen, Aachen
- Navy vs - Bluebirds
But then in rapid these meetings.
sary le250.000 fut\ increased gasoline had thronged the streets We lisp- Commons 'where we heard Eden. Maastricht.
Visitors are In.1 •yeees
pened to be the ones who receive
Bevin. Morrison. 'Sir John Ander- succession same • Cologne, Bonn. vited to attend.
lax alone
the.%welcome. They almost slope son. Attlee, Sinclair, Greenwood Retnagen, the crossing of the
Mrs Ara, Van
Meter of the pei.d otsr, carsras we passed thi-ough, and several others iii debate'. We Rhine. Coblenz. Kassel. &atmLouisville flumemakees' Club in so 'closety ...did they pack around saw the ruins of London and were leen. Weimar, Buchenssiald. Jena,
,
yelled -Welcome-. treated to an air-raid for several Lutzen. Leipzig, Torgau. Lilzen,
discomfort
I•e
of
1e150.5
Franklin county repeits rebuild- the cars. Tbesc
nAlt.
geasus Frk lie Meat. florsibera. Itching and slipcovering an' attractive "Victory", aHurratefor the Allies" nights hand-running. Then awe'. This period was memorable for the
lag skis. Chigger or Mosquito bites.
and held tsp. bz.nnerS: saying "Wel- in this case refers specifically to scenes of the broken
Meal, •r Sock, lids
German
chair at a total cost of 93 cents.
Tared Sweaty
Feet
it rooting. sosolsiag MUNI, Gtt
cerne to our Liberators" as we My friends _Gordon Harrison 'an army, of wrecked German cities.
is sass ker. .7.air or by Mag. Itstl•
through
That evening Oxford graduate who teaches' at cal peaceful German landscape, of
La
ses. Florseste Ada.
Back the attack! BuT17
1inillr °oft passed
— —
many ef, them gathered in the Harvard- and David Garth i who hordes of liberated prisoners gostreets whenever Americans came recently mitilished his fifth novel ing lihme, Of the meeting with the
by and they bibught out wine and -Bermuda Calling"-.
Russians and finally the triumphfood f..r them. Someone would
al entry into Pilien.
New Assignment
!- produce an accordion
At the close of April I was asand the
Flans For the Future
_!rotip would dance in the streets. signed to -First- Army and then.
Now I was coming back to
it aseemed fitting to • us that we in turn. attached 'to V Corp'. Paris: Already,. as
flew along I
aet the end of the war in This Corps was in charge of the could get some idea of the redecaoschreloyakia. one
01 the first division's which were to make the ployment of our army. Already
••ountries to be seized by Hitler,
.rid one of the lands which never
&Ita
knuckled 'ender to
gorrelsder of Germans
I On the neie day after our-arrival
saw one or the mog inTFresting
ights which I \have seen in Eur• pe the eurrender of more than
s division of Gerznans who had
, erne from the gareison at Prague.
They filled the read,s for more
han 15 miles- their truck, and
—White
• ,ther _Vehteles...alinest burnber,toRayon Shade
t,umper
Every vehicle was jamesed full, with the high ranking
••fficers riding in cars filled with
10-inch
nlisted men. As. they came neer
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111-Sgt. Forrest C. Pogue Writes of V-E Day
Eyerioices—and Pre V-E Day

MURRAY SOFTBALL-

Troop 45 Scoubi
Off To Pakentuck
Sunday, June 17

rrotf5A

havors
State Park Program

sots,

Large Crowds Hear
Sawyer In First
Baptist Meeting

Twenty-six member, of Bey Scout
Troop 4 will leave Murray Sunday afternoon at 1:00 o'clock for
choir annual -camping experience
at Camp Pakentuck, near Ozark,
Ill. Members of Troop 90 at the
Training School and also a number
of boys from the Kirksey troop
will leave with Troop 45.
The Scouts will report to Scoutmaster Everett Jones at the Murray Post Office at 1245 p.m.
Sunday. 411 luggage must bear
the name of the' owners and will
be placed in an orderly row on the
outside of the sidewalk on the
north side of the Post Office on
Maple street. The bus is scheduled to leave here promptly at I
o'clock.
The followaug members
45 will attend camp:

---se
Donald Tucker, David Clark Outland. Donald Starks, Buddy Valentine, William Smith, Charles TolBynum, James Bucley, Jerry
hanan, Walter Moser, and Gene
Paul Daniel.
Jimmy Ramsey, who has been
acting aleJunior Assistant Scoutmaster of Troop 45. will be a
junior officer of the camp this
season,

-
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Washington-The corner butcher
shop may be getting a few more
lamb chops before long.
Administration
The War Food
today reduced from 25 to 20 per
cent the percentage of top-grade
lamb production allocated to the
armed forces.

Oliver C. McLemore, James Bondurant, George Robert Allbrittera
John
Paul Butterworth, Chad
Stewart. Terry Grant, Zane Coleman, 0. B. Boone Jr., Clegg Austin, Bobby'JoeCarson, Max Moore,
Bill Ferguson. Billy Jo Crass, Bill
Rowlett, Pat Sykes, T. 0, Taylor,
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NOTICE!
In The Future

MURRAY MACHINE SHOP
Will Be Operated Jointly By

Ralph Jetton.and Trellis Seaford
We Specialize in Farm Equipment, Automobile
and Tractor Repair, General Machine
Work,

Homemakers'
Schedule

OUR WORK IS THE BEST
OUR PRICES REASONABLE

FOR ALL KINDS OF REPAIRS
---=---.Cotne to —

MURRAY MACHINE SHOP

Summer Time

SPECIALISM:

IS

Memorial Time

FLOOR LAMPS

If You Have Neglected to Erect a Monument

S17.95

for Some One Dear to Your Heart

DELAY NO LONGER

Olen drove on up to a field where
v.-a waved them inte_a place where
•ney were ti t:1y as. prisoners. Fee
.everal day* after that we, would
iass several, ci-irload,171- Germans.
aiming in from varieus parta. of
'tie front to surrender. Signr were
out •up m German telling them
le lee and the guard, would
asave thAtm
proper place.
Ordered To Park
St-,, ,r;:y after reaching Pilzen. I
: ito ordered back to Paris to start
..eriiirig on lane of the greet camrevere ef the wet . the battle et

robing—
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Because of the all-out war
production at the Ford plants,
we have in some instances
been limitedinsupplying
parts promptly. But more
Genuine Ford Parts are available now.

i

k•-

Quality. both in tioitakial
a•
and r.iorkmah,hip. Truly a 21.74.0

'Kidne•

LIMITED (11.ANTITY

317.95

CRASS FURNITURE CO.

iction

Mod-r.' I Is with oto hdrry and worry,
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impro;nir eating sad
,Iriaakfr•g ,ts tab,if
moors, and
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001.
Fula my odibir nagging barharhr,
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tiv, dAts-nrin, getting up night.
g
a..-tang - 4,1 ronagantly
red, norriioa, all worn ',en flahirr Steno
I Indaspioalriaddas liwardor aro aim.'.
:me'. borwing, meanly Or too (fel:point
i,rination
Krilp the
Fly Dean'a rale.
harMful else,/ body
I 'I,... to pass
s astir. Thsy ii,'. had m4re -than lealf,
,iiiartify of pub., aillrproval. Sr. roierirriryi ninarid .Lay trat•54111 WW1'S svirrywhi Irk onntr ar,ghblor! •

DOAN'S PILLS

Phone:, 381

Yes, sir! Conditions are
improving! Now, we
have more functional
parts and can still supply many non-functional
parts you may need.

We •re maintaining a balanced stork of Genuine Ford
fninepl
th
.
acern
,,bent Forts to iforviro
vour car quickly. and keep it

as long as stars

will live on in a
Memorial-

BETTER SERVICE
ri,s, horn, s. sp.sw isl
tools, plu• Genuine Ford
Parts, •re your alsourorice of
service satitf•rtirm So, bring
your car "bails home" to um
. . lot us help you Assam it
rolling!

THE LARGEST STOCK IN WESTERN KENTUCKY

Murray Marble & Granite Works

IT PATS TO INSIST ON
•

- 1 or

look down memories
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ARE FORD PARTS
AVAILABLE?
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See Us *For Appropriate
And Lasting
Markers
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Stokes - Billington Motor Co.
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More Lamb Chops
For Civilians

Use our elassuiea
get the business.
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rather than scorned. He was his' have always wanted to live.to care I The Churchill Funeral Mani
past months has been making her and Mrs. W. E. Clark and family at the clinic .how to give muscle- FAXON HOMEMAKERS MET
calendar still hangs on the wall at
own .worst enemy. Being handi- fur him his whole life through.
home in Detroit, is visiting her of Olive street last Friday. Cpl. building exercises, which must be TUESDAY, JUNE 12
caped by the fleshy nature he met
The sickle of death has broken Sunday. April 8. There Is a saddaughter, Mrs. 011ie Barnett and Jackson was called home because given the children twice daily to
with
many
hardships
and
disapup his home. His eyes are closei ness in every gentle breeze or.
Miss Ophie Lee Miller, who has Mr. Barnett.
The Faxon Home,rnakers met on pointments. trying to live the right to Earth; his sweet lips ate silent. soundof the air. And when the
of the illness of his sister Miss teach the affected muscle how to
been teaching at Eldorado,
days on
function again. Marie and Mitt Tuesday, June 12, for an all day kind of life.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Moore, De- Daisy Jackson of Hardin.
The home of .his loved ones will few weary, sad and lonely
has returned to spend the summer
meet
Aside from. the One human Weak.-- know hint nti•anore And tears un- earth are spent. I hope today
nton, Mich. are spending a two
Pfc. Paul D. Jones. a liberated were two of the three victims of meeting.
in
Rubert.
some
sweet
dear
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
of
his
vaness
he
had,
which
was
biddenstart,
as
I
think
open
to
last
County
Calloway
polio
in
There were 12 members present. the world, and which he
.Beyond, where sickweeks vacation with Mrs. *Moure's war prisoner, visited J. W. Clark
tried so cant chair, and sigh for the touch the beautiful pain and death are
Grover Miller of 'Lynn Grove.
ness.
sorrow,
summer.
one visitor, Miss Rowland, and Mrs. hard to conquer and overcome, of the vanished hand, and the
parents, Mr. and Mra. Fred Bar- of Olive street Monday.
Miss Ruse Marie Perdue. Paduunknown.
Mrs. Herman Hendrick of East Ragsdale.
there never lived a better-hearted sound of the voice that is still.
ber. Mr. and Mrs. Moore attended
Mrs. Carter Whitnell who sufcah, was the week-end guest of
Where there will be no more
man.. He could say with Paul;
Detroit, Mich., has returned home
the
Derby
in
Saturday
Louisville
Saturday
last
heart
attacat
His
place
must
remain
vacant
fered
a
One
new
member
was
enrolled,
Miss Mary Jacqueline Wear, 211
-The things that I would, I do because nothing can fill the ach- goodbye and no farewell tears are
after spending ten days the guest Mrs. Lola - Hale.
before
Murray.
coming
to
shed.
improving
at
her
home
morning
is
North Fifth street.
not"
ing void occasioned by his deparof her husband's parents and other
The grass may grow upon his
Mrs. Jesse Brandon, who has on North Fourteenth street.
-And the things I would not, ture.
Our major project was finished:
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. RoTyland and
grave, flowers planted by loving •
the
relatives
of
county.
Pak,
He will long be remembered by hands may bloom and scatter their
also Mrs. Ragsdale and Miss Row- that I do".•'
and Mrs. Roy Jackson Of
daughter of Chicago,. 111., are visit- been. employed in Highland
Mrs John Overbey and children.
He was a good neighbor, and me, and the many many words
Mr. and San Francisco, Calif., were the
sweet fragrance upon the air, but
land tested pressure cookers and friend to all.
ing Mr. and Mrs. Buddie Paschall is visiting her parents.
He never
held spoken by him will often echo to these cannot wake his slumber,
Linda and Billie, are visiting Mr.
Concord.
Farley,
New
Mrs.
Wilson
guests
of
Mrs.
Hazel.
Thursday
night
gave
a
a
grudge or ill-will toward any his memory.
demonstration 'on canning.
and Miss Nelle Doran of
.
and Mrs. Luther Robertson.
and nothing can erase from my
which was very interesting, and man. nor had an enemy in his life.
Mrs. Tip Hendon. and daughter, Talmadge C. Ftiley at the home of
'Tis hard to break Me tender
Mrs. Ruth Tinsley and baby
memory the smile of his loving
Mrs. Dwight Stone of Hampton,
He loved his many friends and
chord;-daughher parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
enjoyed by all.
Patty Hue, wife and baby of Elmo Mrs. Hazel Gardner, and
face.
was always ready to lend a helpArkansas, is visiting her parents.
When
love
has
bound
the
We decided tor have' our picnic ing hand. He came to me with all
Tinsley, MM 1-c who is in Okina- ter, .Ca'rolyn, left Monday for Long Carter. Cpl. Jackson is with the Mr.. and Mrs I-ter-man Ross.
-Dearest loved one, we have lain
heart,
• thee- - -Our tint Malin InEeting dare. his faroblernsa heartarhes -and diswa, returned to their=fibme in Beath; —Calif. They 'haVe been Harticia- Defense of San Franelge
'Fis hard.hard- To-11)&0c
cpl. and Mrs. Dale CioP--ton -Of
appointments,
and
I
am
glad
I
can
In the peaceful grave's embrace.
ihe words; .
Boston. Mass., after visiting his visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. and is stationed at Ft. Miley, Calif. Columbus. Ohio,..are here visiting which will be July 10.
'truthfully say. I never turned him
will be cherished' .
We
must
forever
part.
But
thy
memory
Pvt. and Mrs. R. L, Ellison and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Tinsley, W. L. Underwood. here six weeks.
away empty handed; unless it was
their Parents1
Nine long! long! - weeks have 'Til we see thy heavenly face.
something
detrimental
to
his
Allan Poole, SC 2-c, USNR, left baby daughter, Naketa, left Tuesown
Lynn Grove. '•
passed away, and everywhere and
A lonely, devoted sister,
Mrs. Boss Cole is quite ill at her RICHARD MASON: MM 3-c,
welfare. The night . wa's never too everything seems desolate and sad.
night for Philadel- day, June 5, for Colorado Springs,
Lillie M.
Miss Alpha McGough, who has last Wednesday
dark nor too cold to administer to
home in Paducah. She has suffer- 11031E FROM SEA DUTY
after Cobo. where he will be hospitalfor
duty
to
report
phia,
Pa,
his wants.' But all that loving
been visiting friend and relatives
ed several paralytic strokes in the
30-day leave with his iced awaiting his medical disRichard R. Mason, MM 3-c, hands could do, has been done.
in Murray and Princeton. left Mon- spending a
last two weeks.
Jo Lassiter Poole charge. Pvt. Ellison recently reOh those happy days gone by,
grendson
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Robday night for her home in Detroit, wife Mrs. Betty
Lexington,
is
Grace
Cole,
Miss
could I but recall them back. But
of 508 Vine street. Mrs. Poole ac- turned from overseas and spent a
eitson
who
has
Mich.
seen
service
in
father,
at home visiting with her
they are--gone never to return.
will remain 30-day furlough with relatives and
Oh if - I could just have been
Mrs. Myrfle Crawford of Lake- companied him and
J. A. Cole, and sister, Mrs. Gatlin the South Pacific for the past
two years. is at the home of his with him in his last moments. But
land, Fla., is the guest of her with him until his ship sails. He friends.
to
think he went away brokenMr. .and Mrs_ N. _Ft...Scott _and .C1°Pt°"'
tiothes
-Washer- -and Mrs. is serving aboard the U.S.S. HuyMri. Willie 'Shortand daugh- grandparents for a 30-day leave. hearted and alone,.as he hal been
ter,
a
destroyer
escort
son,
Bobby,
of
Clinton,
were
the
Washer of Route 1.
tem Linda and Daytha, spent the
a broken-hearted; lonely wanderer
Mr. arid Mrs. AUgust Wilson, De- guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. PurMrs. Victor Wells who for the
ever since his wife was laid to
Week-end with her sister, Mrs.
troit, are visiting friends and rela- dom of North 10th St., the past
rest in Mav. 1943.
Bryan 'Neal, 1102 Sycamore.
tives and Murray this week. Lt. Week4tid.
In speaking of going home he
Mrs. Dan Hutson aM' for the
Jay Wilson, Infantry, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott spent
would say, It wasn't home, just a
past Year has been in San Franplace to gh. When ,he got there,
the week-end in Southside, Tenn.
and Mrs. Wilson, is in Porto Ricci.
cisco, Calif:, is visiting her par'
no was there, and no one to come.
Miss Sue Futrell is employed in Mr. Scott's brother . remains quite
He craved so much, and tried so
rents Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Gibson.
Bank
of
Murray.
ill.
the
hard to live right.
husband,
T-5
Dan
Hutson's
Mrs.
No one will ever know the loneFate Lee. Route 2, well known
•Mr. and Mrs. Tolley Cole: DeHution, is in New Guinea.
liness
I feel, and how much I miss
farther, renewed his' Subscription troit, are visiting relatives in .the
him, and the Company . he was to
_
to the L & T. 'Ttlesday, making county and Murray this week.
me, for ever since he has lived by
him a subscriber 29 consecutive
Mrs.'W. V. Gingles and Misses
himself, if I wasn't oat there he
came here most every day.. All
years.
Nallie. and Lowell Gingles were
the days are sad and lonely to me
Mrs. Mavis Hamilton Moore of visitors in Murray Tuesday.
We have had another big rain
sinc,. his going.
But the three
Miss Freda Dunn and her father, this Monday morning. Still no
Pensacola, Fla., arrived Monday for
saddest are- -Saturday first....-beSUPPLIES
cause that was the last day I saw
a visit with her parents, Mr. and Jake Dunn, were in Paducah Tues- C fi planted but tobacco is all
him alive. He took dinner with
• a
set.
Mrs. J. D. Hamilton, of Olive day.
me. Then when I went to town.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Nix and
Mr. and
Mrs. Noel. Melugin
Street,
I saw him at 3 o'clock at the back
BUILDING & FARM
of
guests
were
week-end
dour
of Wallis' Grocery with his
children
were
in
Paducah
Tuesday,
Cutchin,
Srnyrna
Air
Lt. Stanfill
lightbread. bottle of milk and t,!-se
Mrs. Charles Warthington, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Farria- and
Field, .Smyrna, Tenn.. is on furHARDWARE
for supper. Then at four o'clock
lough visiting his parents, Mr. and of Murray, is the house. guest of daughter.
I saw him in front of the Baker:,
•
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville, Mr:
for the lastsaime. Sunday—becaus.
Mrs. Clan& Anderson and Mr. AnMrs. Carlisle Cutchin.
that
was the day I !nand him
and
son
and Mrs. Otis Falwell
Mrs. James- -Thurmond is visit- derson this week.
cold in death. The last time I
-a
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra
Otitis of were Sunday afternoon guests of
mg In Chicago this week:
could ever see him in his home
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.
And Monday—because that waCpl. and Mrs. Roy Jackson. of Lexington. Ky., are guests of their Geo. Linville and family.
the: day he was laid away nevi.,
Earl Stom isn't so well.
San Francis°. Calif., visited Mr. daughter, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester.
.
,.•
return.
to,
Mr. and -Mrs. Tobe Adams- spetir
of Miller Avenue.
have lived the last slit or'eiglit
Mrs.
and
with
Mr.
days
a
few
.
Claude Miller and son. with Mr.
years of my life for him, could it
last week. THOMAS HUBERT McDAN1EL
have been possible I would have
and Mrs- biontice McCallon and Aubrey Adams and son
died for him. Notwithstanding I
will
maybe
I
scarce,
News
is
Marie, of Kiiksey, spent the week• Thomas Robert McDaniel was.
end in Louisville, where Mitt and have more'next week.
born July '29. 1889; departed this
life April 8. 1945. He was the son
Marie received check-ups at .the
of A. W. and Arlethe McDaniel.
'
Physio-Therapist Clinic for polio
deceased.
out-patients
Both children are
He was married to Maud Tucker
showing marked improvement, but
We certainly are hailing a lot in the year 1907. To this a. union
girl,
were . born two children,
must return 'i;very two months for of rain. thunder, lightning and Treva who died in early childhood. from functional periodic pain
check-ups. The parents are taught wind. The lightning killed- a cow and one son, Virgil McDaniel, of
Cardtd is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
beltinging to Tonic. Chiron, Thurs- -Murray.
ORDER OF REFERENCE
He made a public confession of
from the cramp-like agony and nerday night.
vous strain of funcuonal periodlo
faith in Christ in 'the year 1943.
-—
distress. Here s how It may help:
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester Although he-had been saved a
Calloway Circuit Court
4 Taken like a tonic.
Wednesday number of years Wore that tirne.
children spent
and
Lucille Bradley, Admrx., Piaintiff.
Hard indeed, it is to give up one
night with Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
duel,dum
aid
s dul
lgae
es
tsiciPsehto
It
sa much loved, and that without a
VS Order of Reference.
tion.• thus help build reClayton and sons.
moment's warning.
-time"
for
the
sistance
Heirs and Creditors of Boyd BradMr. and Mrs. Woodall- Clayton
-Of all sad Words of tongue
to come.
ley. Defendants.
or pen,
Started 3 days beand sun spent Sunday 'oh Mr.
these.
,it
are
saddest
The
fore 'your time". It
It is ordered that this cause be and Mrs. Nalor Clayton.
should help relieve
have been.- That.—
might
referred to George Hart. Master
pain
due to purely funcMr. and Mrs. Ambray Latimer
If I had .still been out there
tional periodic causes.
Commissioner of this court, to take and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
I could have had the doeTry
Carnal,
If It halm you'll
or helped in some way.
proof of claims against the estate Tellus Clayton Saturday night.
be glad you did.
. Yes he had his faults, but who
of Boyd Bradley, deceased, and all
and
OutlInd
Ofus
Mrs.
Mr. and
Some are more public
hasn't"
persons holding claims against said son were Sunday visitors -of Mr. that others which mighe be worse:
estate will present their
claims and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton and
But with all his faults, I loved
%CIL laet•
him still.
I take this method of placing my candidacy tor the
duly proven before said Commis- sons.
e pitiect.
_He was a man tii
sioner on or befare. August 1. 1945,
nomination for the office of Sheriff before the people of
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
or be forever barred from collect- and daughters. Mr.. and Mrs. HerCalloway County, subject to the action of the voter's
ing same 'in any manner through bert - Alton and children. and Mr.
August 4, 1945.
this suit.
and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn and son
I realize to many of you I am unknown. I am the Ma:
Witness my hand la Clerk of visited Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn
of Q. D.'and May Wilson and was born and reared in
Murray, Miss
, said Court, this June 11, 1945.— and
children of
New Concord magisterial district and I will be 38 yearC
Otis Lovins, Clerk of Calloway Catherine Sanders is spending this
old in August. I am a graduate of New Concord HighI County Circuit Court.
Jn28 week with the Vaughns.
Rev. Garvin Curd is a patient
School and---have farmed all my life except for a short:
at the Mason Hospital.
time when I worked with the Highway Department. I was.,
Mrs. Lottie Clayton and children
inducted into the Army April 8, 1941, and except for three-,
and
Mr.
spent Monday night with
months in 1941-42 when I was discharged because I waK,
Mrs. Tollie Clayton and daughter,
over
28 years of age, I have served continuously. I tookEstell.
training at Camp Shelby, Miss., and at Camp Carrabelle,1
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Garner ?pent
Fla. Early in 1944 fwas sent to the Pacific, first to the
Monday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Hawaiian Islands, from there to New Guinea and stayed:
Wilburn Clayton and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Clayton visits
there several months, from there ta Leyte and I am now.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Bun Clayton.
in Luzon.
Monday night.
In asking you to elect me Sheriff of Calloway County.
-414r. and Mrs.'Virgil Clayton and
for the next four years, I realize that I am asking for
children spent Monday night with
great deal of your confidence to trust me with this mostMr. and Mrs. Chalmus Clayton..
,important office..
Mr. and Mrs. Stovewall Lax and
Mr.
visitors
of
family were Sunday
person living and perhaPC
I hate war as much as
and Mrs. Oren Huey and family
ncryoung man•hated to lea‘4 his quiet and peaceful hoinC
and Pvt. and Mrs. Everett Huey.
to enter the service more than I did, but the job had to be.
Lee Garner. Pete and Chester
done and I have tried to do my part well. Without any-.
Lee Coleman and Illay &its atintentions of boasting I have the following to-my cred4.7.
tended the Grand Ole Opry in
the American Defense Ribbon for being in the army be—
Nashville. Saturday night.
_Brownie
fore Pearl Harbor, the Good Conduct Ribbon, the AsiatIC
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announces for

In Loving Memory
Of
My Dear Brother

6

0

SHERIFF

Murray Route V

PLUMBING

A. B. Beale & Son

GONNA HAVE SOME REAL FUN
'CAUSE ...

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

Buchanan News

2

••••./

CARDUI

t0/04,4114 Dad/

Roofing.

•

WE ARE PREPARED-TO HANDLE YOUR
ROOFING NEEDS

a

•

C

We will sell the roofing straight or contract for the
entire job of putting it on

ilny

407

AND
SUPPLIES

BARGAIN PRICES

For Exterior and Interior.
sell the highest grade
--""s 'ce Paint
^•

We

OUIk PAINT LINE BEFORE YOU BUY
0

V)
as

as

ulate Your Home for Summer
lanville Blown or Block Rock Wool

County Lumber Co.
TELEPHONE 72
•

Quarter pound
25(
Monarch Tea
5 lbs. Staley's
35c
Golden Syrup
Tip
Satin
boxes
3
Ile
Matches .....
3 cans V.C. Improved
40c
Beans
3 cans Scott County
40c
Corn
3 cans Sailor Man
40c
Peas
3 No. 2 cans
40c
Tomatoes
40c
3 cons WVBE Peas
1 lb. Mother's Cocoa
28c
1 lb. Guava Jelly
1 lb. Dates .......50c
40c
1 qt. Gulf Spray ..
13c
3 bars Gayla Soap
1 set Mrs. Potts
$1.35
Sad Irons
No. 1 Peaberry Coffee 20t

DAD'S

A

SWELL

FELLOW! SURPRISE
is

HIM

AND PLEASE

HIM WITH A ...

Handsome Manhattan Shirt and
Wembley Tie From

Corn - Austin Co.

H.I. NEELY& SON
HAZEL, KY.

-Where Men Trade

Pacific Ribbon with three bronze combat stars in it rep•renting the three missions I-have -been off, and thePhili
Liberation Ribbon. I do not expect you to vote for
me because I have the military record mentioned above.
but only think it fair that you should know about my lifer
I want you to- ask those who know me best about my.past life and ask the men I IiiVe been associated with in
the army for the past four years. I do not think I am ask-,
ing anything unreasonable of you to give me four year*
in the Sheriff's office, for I have given you, my countrymen, four of the best years of my ,life that the United
States could go on living the American way of life.
I do not know when I will be able to see you, maybe
not before the primary, b-ut I will soon have enough points
to'be discharged. If I was not sure I would be back lit
Calloway County before the end of 1945 I would not ask
you to elect me.
To you, the good citizens of Calloway County I am.
making this appeal for I know you can be depended on
to elect the best men and women possible to fill the County
offices. You who do not know me will have to depend on
the -truthfulness of those who do. To you, my buddies
in the air and on the sea and on the land. I am asking for.
your support. To you, the mothers and fathers of the boys.
and girls who are in service, give me a careful consideration when you go to vote.
To my opponents I wish to express my highest regards. I hope to defeat you August 4, and if I do it will
be done on a high plane, for I do not want to be elected
any other way.
Sincerely yours,

JAMES G. WILSON

•
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1...••••••••••••••
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there was underway the massive
Donald Tucker, David Clark Outproject of getting our people to the
land, Donald Starks, Buddy ValenPacific so that the fight 'could be
tine, William Smith, Charles Tolfinished there.
My own work
ley. Jerry D. Bynum, James Bucfrom
Page
1)
(Continued
seems to be cut out for me fur the
hanan, Walter Moser, and Gene
next few months. We have literPaul Daniel,
they are not participating
Historical Section- t
ally tons of records, reports, interJimmy Ramsey, who has been
it was further agreed that CharHq
USA
assault on Omaha Beach. One of views which contain the story of
acting as Junior Assistant Scout-Twenty-six
member
of
Boy
Scout
lie Gibfis would serve throughout
APO
my jobs, was to contact officers in how we furnished supplies, men,
a
Troop 45 will leave Murray Sun- master of Troop 45, will' be
the season as third base umptre.
Postn ter
the 1st Division ip regard to the planes, ships for this gigantic batjunior officer of the camp this
afternoon
at
1:00
o'clock
for
day
All pretests must be filed with
Y
New Yost.
coverage of history. I was given a tle. Four - of us have been given a
(heir annual camping experience season.
the President of the League for
Paris. .18 May
jeep and' a driver and we drove three months' chunk of that war
at Camp Pakentuck, _near, Ozark.
shall
be
The
protest
- a-7 arciaion.
Dear Lochie:
England,
visitsouthern
easoughinvolving many divisions.
Qur Ill. atembele bi Troop 90 at the
recorded with the President withOn 8 Mey a long, dark ni t
Beurnemouth.
BrisSalisbury..
ing
job is to see how the task was per- Training School and also a number
in the inning in which .the quesended in Europe, We hope that
I.ater we formed, who did it and how well.
tol and other cities.
of boys from the Kirksey troop
tion or dispute arises. The Presbefore long it may lstart to draw to
went to Cornwall tee prepare for The answer to the last point is
will leave with Troop 45.
ident. - acting in aceordance leith
its close in Japan.
the invasion. We. stayed in camps clear-we fought a good fight. The
the Board of Directors, will hand
Washington-The corner butcher
The Scouts will report to Scoutshut . away from the .othere will take- more time, but it--Lae-the yeazs- teS rt-tw,t't we
down the decision at proper time
matter Everett Jones at the Mur- shop may be getting a-lew more
talk about ,V-E' day, just as we
public because- we had been told is one of the
most fascinating
and place.
where ,the landings were to take stories of a lifetime and I feel that ray Post • Office at 12:45 p.m. lamb chops before long
used to like to tell about our exAdministration
The War Food
Rulee pertaining, to players applace, the force to be involved I was exceedingly fortunate to be Sunday. 411 luggage must bear
periences on 11 November at the
proved by the managers of each
and the like and several of us had able both to see and have a hand the name of the owners and will today redueed from 25 to '20 per
close of the last war. I would like
top-grade
team. are,as folleWs:
be-en told when D-day Was.
to mention mine in this letter.
in writing some of the history be placed in an orderly row on the cent the percentage of
outside Of the sidewalk on the lamb production allocated to the
the
New players may enter
'Waits 0-Day
The end of the war came as no
which I shall one day teach. And
noeth side of the Post Office on armed forces. lebrie 'ine pairs -upon the- approval
-surprise to us because it had been
Several days before D day wt.! I hope that the time when all of
Maple street. The bus is schedanal-mutual agreement of the club
obvious for several _days that the
went aboard ship and set in the .us shall be back and I will be
uled to leave here promptly at 1
*as-they
mithagers; said players'. team afUse our classinea
Germans could not hold out much
harbors, waiting for the attack. teaching some of this history at
o'clock.
get the business.
filiation to be decided by loss of a
longer. The absence of any seritoo
long
deAs. yetieknewe_ the day was,changed Mucray will not be_
COCA.
The following members of Troop
ous Getman efroils to interfere and we waited anxiously to know Taied7
Governor Simeon Willis announc45 will attend camp:
The Junior Chamber of Comwith our supplies, their mass surBest wishes to everyone,
whether_ the.. whole plan had been
merce and the Navy Who are en- ed lest. week that he heartily fav- renders to our forces all along the L
Oliver C. McLemore, James Bon- A
Pogue
cancelled. However. on 6 June,
Wrote 'for biteeture '
tering teams within their own or- ored a long range state park devel- front. • their lack of real fighting the Siegfried Line. I had been the plan went as planned. Our
durant, George Robert Allbritten,
ganizations! may use any member opment program conducted under all indicated that they were near- supposed to go back in March, but party, which consisted of English
John
Paul Butterworth, Chad
V
of their organizations, but it is the supervision of an expert park ly through
We got word of the as the advance, developed they and American officers and men,
Stewart, Terry Grant, Zane Coleagreed they ithe Navy' and Jay- man- within the Division of States surrender shortly after it happen- permitted me to stay, se pat I was stayed aboard ship until 8 June,
man, G. B. Boone Jr., Clegg AusI The Emmett Slavons Co.
cees, will not be permitted to re- Parks. the Governor, was quick lo ed. because there was a definite able -Ark, see the fight through to although the assault troops on our
tin. Bobby Joe Carson, Max Moore,
outstare:Log
oal Lomb
cruit players from any of the point out that the Constitutional desire that no more men be shot, the end. I went to Weimar in vessel were permitted to land.
y- E s t•t., I .ihed 1910 0
Manufactor
Bill Ferguson, Billy Jo Crass, Bill
Ky
to Ir.* 5, -540
4ither teams -during the whole limitation of salaries stymies em- even though the official ending of the German command car in which Since we were te write and not
Rowlett, Piit Sykes, T. 0. Taylor,
ployment of a man of the caliber the war
Eason. •
•
as not to come until we made as high as 80 miles an to do any fightinge_they left us on
The First Baptist Church, Mur*A player mast -be a resident of and -experience necessary to assure after midnight on the 9 May. No hour down the splendid four lane the boat, which part of .the time ray, began thejr revival last Sunwhich the Germans built Was Its mile from shore. There day, June 10. Their'-pastor Rev,
Murray or Calloway county to PUY the state- a. system of revenue pro- one became very excited. It was highw
ip said League. It is agreed that ducing parks that, eventually Would clear that another battle was still to aid t ir war effort, but which we had an excellent -picture of the B. B. Sawyer,
doing the preache
students of Murray State College become a prime source of state in- ahead and the end didn't seem too contributed far more to ours.
bombardment from the ships' and ing and Mr. Inman Johnson. pro- and members of the Navy Refresh- come. Such situations, he said, had important anyway. It had been
music at tV
artillery. fessor of sacred
At Weimar I got a plane for the reply of German
er Unit are residents of- Murray been worked out befoee and proba- several days since we had heare Paris and made what waa normally Wounded men were brought from Southern Baptist Theological Sem.4nd au.. therefore. eligible to play bly could be again.
the noise of heavy guns and there a two day trip in a few hours. the beach to our boat and first in- inary. Louisville, is directing the.
in the Murray Softball League.
Before the war. according to fig- were few evidences that the war When we reached Paris an acci- terviews were carried on with the
It ia agreed that no newplayers ures compiled by Harold A. Brown- was still going on
Rev. Sawyer has been bringine
dent on the runway made it neces- slightly wounded 4oldiers at that
shall
added for the last four ing. commissioner of conservation.
splendid, inspiring messages and
It so happened that the menu for sary for us to circle the ciey ter time.
In The Future
games of the first half nor, the tail Kentucky's tourist trade was worth 7 May was made up of chickep, about 30 minutes, so we, had an
After landing. I was assigned many souls are .being brought into
four games of the second hay.
968.972.000. Browning figures. if the cake and some ice cream. so %Ile excellent opportunity to see Paris the task of interviewing men of the church. Prof. Johnson is helpThe Blue Bird roster, managed state enjoys an increase in tourist really 'had something to be excited from the air.
the 29th - Milton, a- difficult job ing the service iw a fine way with
by idcWillitirns. is as follows:
trade proportionate to the predict- about. even •if we didn't cheer to
since they were continually, mov- the beautiful messages in song that
, Reminisces ON Trip Over
. leampkiel. Sandy Seanders. Halee ed national average, it will receive leud about peace.
As we were flying- Into Paris I ing into the line at this time. I he brings.
Will Be Operated Jointly By
Stokes, Harrell: BirlY Furgerson,
revenue of approximately $92.The revival will continue until
0111 V-E Day
began thinking of my last plane stayed with one regiment several
Joe Spann, Rudy Barnett Sleeper. 42'2.480 ir the first year after -the
On V-E - wr-started a....mcke into tripe the one which 1-made,, from days.--conaing =Meg-cisme .140- sea- June 24 and the membership of
T. M. Williams. Sam Calhoun. Gor- war an average increase of 34 per Czechc;elovakih. 'At -3 reclocktO
-Washington'to -London last April, don several times. It was on this the First • Baptist church invite
such. J. Holsapple. B Waldrop, cent Ely the third peacetime year the afternoon we stopped along and the things which had happen trip that I met Ernie Pyle. Don and urge the public to attend these
J. Sammons. J. P Anderson. Bia- At i,s esUrnated Kentucky can value the road just east of the Czech bor- ed since then. Easter a year ago Whitehead and a number of other service's and hear their 'pastor as
lock. J Alexander. at Roper. E.' its 'tourist travel at 2108.286.040- der and listened to a radio on the I spent in Washington.. watching correspondents.
he brings these soul-stirring mesWe Specialize in Farm Equipment, Automobile
D. finginns.
an increase of 57 per cent.
chaplain's car. It was there that the cherry trees blossom under a
Then the scene changed to the sages.
and Tractor Repair, General Machine
The Meiug,n Chless. managed by
Admittedly Kentucky has never we heard Churchill's announcement hot April sun, The. next day we cold weather of BeleMm;--tturtgen
Work.
Gum Jeffrey. en as follows:
had a progressive long range park of the end of the ,war. After th-t left Washington in the afternoon • Forest and the Al-denne:s. I reHaftord Parker. Fred Saunders. program. Inciter:es pouring into announcement was completed we and before dark were in the fogs member again the breakthrough
J. Inman. Tons Rowlett., Benton. Mr Browning•s office indicate an got baik into our jeeps and pro- of Newfoundland. The next day and the anxious -days, we spent
OUR WORK IS THE BEST
Giles, Murrell.. Bell. Walker. Oak- awakening of Kentutkians to the ceeded to rilzen. the home ef we were shivering in the cool plus the thrills we got when our
teleind.ay. June 18. Penny- In the
OUR PRICES REASONABLE
ley. G. Wallis, Murphy: L. Col- possibility of, turning its wealth of the' famou's Skoda works. in Cze- April winds. of Scotland. We left air force took over and helped to home of Mrs. Garnett Loafman.
lie B J
Irvan. J.
Allbritton. natural scenic advantages into real choslevalgia. The people, who had our transport plane there and took smash the German attack, which
Thursday, June 21, Potterteivere Cfbevell. Hargis, Rot*. 0 " R. Jef- paying investments_
been liberate only' two days before, a bomber down to London. For had already been blunted by our In the home of Mrs. J. A. Outland,
frey
Friday, June 22. Hazel Highway
The Kentucky Lake State Park. already had the city decorated with three _weeks we were given in- infantry and artillery.
flags of the , various nations, to- Structions on our mission and were
the home of Mrs. Raymond
_Since March things have proin
TVAs
Gilbertsville
Darn
area
_
Tuesday. June If
Come to
given a chance to see the sights cat gressed so rapidly that it is about Causey.
rear Fegner's Ferry. state. officials gether with pictures of their t
Joyce• - v•
famous leaders - Masaryk- and the city --St. Paul's. Westminster all I can do to mention names of
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale. Emerpoint
out,
represents
a
single
de- Bluebirds
.Meluy.::- Or Already vieited gency War Food Assistant, will
velopment in which
the .state Benes. They had heard the an- Abbey. the Tower.. Scotland Yard, places.' I had
Thursday. Jose 21
and give a canning demonstration at
could well afford to investa neces- nouncement of the war's end and Buckingham Palace. the House of Malmedy, Eupen, Aachen
• Navy V5 Bluebirds
But. then in rapid these meetingos. Visitors are insary $250.000 for .increased gasoline had •thronged the streets We hrp- Commons 'where we heard Eden. Maastricht.
Meliiri'm vs ,I.,ver-os•
pened to be the ones who receivea Sevin. Morrison, Sir John Ander- succession came
Cologne, Bonn. vited to attend.
tax alone.
the welcome. They almost slop- son, Attlee, Sinclair. Greenwood Rernagen. the crossing of the
Mrs Are- Van
Meter of 44111lie ped our cars as we passed theough, and several others in debatei. We Rhine. Coblenz, Kassel. GottinLouisville Homemakers' Club in so closely 'did they pack around saw the ruins of London and were gen. Weimar, Buchenwald, Jena.
• 'sir discomfort of POTION! OAK,
Franklin county reports rebuild- the cars. They yelled "Welcome". treated to an air-raid fir several Lutzen, hitipzig, Tetgau. Lilzen.
reuss•. Prickly Neat Sentient, Plebing and alipcovering an attractive "Victory". -Hurrah for the Allies" nights hand-running. Then "we" This period was memorable for the
elle.
cusp-,
or
Mesquite Maas,
e
and held up banners. saying "Wel- in this case refers specifically to scenes of the broken
German
Seale or Jerks hell Tired Swe•ty
chair at a total cost of 93 cer)ts.
feet. S '.sIke. seeable. lialawa. GO
come to eur Liberators" as we my friends-Gordon Harrison tan army, of wrecked German cities.
easekirre
IS
7.6. or as was. sisus
through.
That evening Oxford graduate who teaches at of peaceful German landscape, of
Lallietatorairs. ntitrIPIKIP Ala.
Back the attack! Buy War Bonds' passed
— —
- - -- many ef them gathered in the Harvard- and David Garth Iselin hordes of liberated prisoners gostreets whenever Americans came recently published his fifth novel ing home. ef the meeting with the
by and they brought out wine and -Bermuda Calling--.
Russians. and finally the triumphal entry into
food for them
Someone would
New Assignment
produce an accordion
At the clese of .April I was asNara For the Future
and the'
aeon would dance in the streets signed --to First Army and then,
Now I was coming back • to
It seemed fitting to us that we in turn. attached to V -Corps. Paris. Already, as I fie* along I
sould see the end of the war in This Cerps was in charge of .the could get some idea of the roeCzechoslovakia. one of the first divisions which were to make the ployment of our army. Already
countries to be seized by Hitler.
.end one of the lands which never
<
knuckled under to him.
Surrender et Germans
Or. the next day :Mer our arrival
I -.law -one of the most interesting
, Aghts which I have seen in Eur, , pe the surrender ef more than
Hi division of Germans who had
some from the garrison at Prague.
They filled the roads for more
—Wbite
' than 15 miles their trucks and
I ether vehicle's. almost bumberliee
Rayon Shade
' bumper
Every vehicle was jammed full, with the high ranking
, officers riding in cars filled with
10-inch
'. nlisted pew,. As they came near
—3-Way
I .ur lines, they threw their guns
Reflector—
Socket
into ditefie, along the road arid
, then 'drove on up, to a field where
1 we waved them inte a place where
tree were te_eas- :is prirrees. For
aseerel days after that we would
. pess .several eirloads of Germans,
cQming in from various parts of.
the front to surrender Sign.'. were
Because of the all-out war
M. I I tibing—
pig up in .German - telling them
production at the Ford plants,
whers tee etc and the guards would
we have in some instances
wave tee - ei to thi, proper place
i listed To Paris
been limited in supplying
Sheer .. :lter- reaching -Plizen.. Iparts promptly. But more
I was order's"--id "hack to Paris 11-) start
Genuine Ford Parts are avail, writing Oct iinp -of the great cam,
able now.
paler)e elf 'he! trenr the' battle err
•
"For as long as stars

MURRAY SOFTBALL

Tuesday. Anse 28
Navy vs. Melugin Oilers
Bluebirds vs. Jaycees
Thursday. June II
Navy vs Jaycees
Bluebirds vs. Melugin Oilers
Tuesday. July 3
Bluebirds V5. Navy
Jaycees vs Melegin Oilers
Thursday. Iely
Melugin Oilers vs Navy
Jaycees vs. Bluebirds
Tuesday. July 19
Navy
JaYeeC5 ,
N
.
Mettigin Oilers vs Bluebirds
Thursday, July 12
Navy vs. Bluebirds
Metogut
CT, 'TT Jas
Tuesday. July 17
Nese: vs Melugin Oilers
Bluebirds vs. Jaycees
,The first named team will be
the home team !

Troop 45 Scout&
Off To Pakentuck
Sunday, June 17

AtSgt. Forrest C. Pogue Writes of V-E Day
riepres--and Pre V-E Day
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More Lamb Chops
For Civilians

7.
bees
in /
day
Mil
!SI
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Gov. Willis Favors
State Park Program

LEGS, ARMS!"f

Large Crowds Hear
Sawyer In First
Baptist Meeting

•

a

NOTICE!

MURRAY MACHINE SHOP

Ralph Jetton ,and Trellis Seaford

Homemakers'
Schedule.

FOR ALL KINDS OF REPAIRS

C

I

MURRAY MACHINE SHOP

tri

•

Summer Time

SPECIALISM!

!

IS

Memorial Time

FLOOR LAMPS-wwem...
S17.95

If You Have Neglected to Erect a Monument
for Some One Dear to Your Heart

DELAY NO LONGER

ARE FORD PARTS
AVAILABLE?

e

—Weighted
Base

t

That Paging

t

adillsraews.

Backache

Jam; .is,el he-War Quality:both in material
and N‘ erkmari,hile. Truly a $24.50 ‘'alue
‘0111.1-i A

Ini,rrED QUANTITY
• 1,AsTs--

317.95

CRASS FURNITURE CO.
Phan, 381

1

nrn of Iii.ordered
Kleine., Action
Modern If. with Its horry arul worry,
•riressilse•hirtilta, durproper permit and
innkhur --rts rest of esoriann• and mfer'.
ilr,
Fr
t MeV - heavy -st rain 1111 t
,4 the kidneys. They Sr. apt to become
,.ver-tased and fall to Choi *zero* sr.('
nod -other imporlties from the Hfe-giving
Woad.
You may toffee nagging backache.
headache, digs-newt, gritting up nights
leg puns,
-feel errnaltantly
tired. nervous. all worn oat. Other erns
of ksdney or Madder diseeder are poSiestimea bursi.ng, acuity or too frequent
urination
T,y Doee's Pills. Does'. help the
horinful acren, body
te pees
s-aideher,h.si• had mnre than Sal?.'
siisti:of
approval. Ara ft.e0171men oft by grateful swers evRywhere.
' r tee•Woo

DOAN'S PILLS

See Us For Appropriate
And Lasting
Markers

•

•

THE ANSWER

look down memories

GOOD NEWS

IS

We are maintaining a bal.
•nreel stork of Genuine Ford
Repla,timent Parts to servtr•
WMr rtr quickly and keep it
on the yob.

Yes, sir! Conditions are
improving! Now, we
have more functional
. parts and can still supply many non-functional
parts you may need.

will live

in a

Memorial"

BETTER SERVICE
Our trained trt., hanice,•porial
tools, pins Genuine Ford
Parts. •ns your aisniranne of
Derek, satisfaction So, bring
your ear "Nark home" In us
. . . let us help you keep et
rolhing!

THE LARGEST STOCK IN WESTERN KENTUCKY

Murray Marble & Granite Works

IT PATS TO INSIST ON

Stokes - Billington Motor Co.

PORTER WHITE, Manager

East Main Street, Near the Depot

•

Telephone 121
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rather than scorned. He was his have always wanted to live to care I The Churchill Funeral Home'
past months has been making her and Mrs. W. E. Clark and famiiy at the clinic how to give muscle- FAXON HOMEMAKERS MET
the wall at
hangs
on
still
tarouga.
1-calendar
whole
life
his,
own
.worst
enemy.
Being
handifor
him
home in Detroit, is visiting her of Olive street last Friday. Cpl. building exercises, which must be TUESDAY, JUNE 12
is a sad.
caped by the fleshy nature he met
The sickle of death has broken Sunday April 8. There
daughter, Mrs. 011ie Barnett and Jackson was 'called home because given the children twice daily to
with many hardships and disap- up his home. 'His eyes are closei ness in every gentle breeze ow.
Miss Ophie Lee Miller, who has Mr. Barnett.
The. Faxon Iiiimernakers met on pointrnents, trying to live the right to Earth his sweet lips are silent. bound- of the air. And when iner
of the illness yf his sister Miss teach the affected muscle how to
been teaching at Eldorado, Ill.,
.
lonely days on
function again. Marie and - Mitt Tuesday, June 12, for an all day kind of life.
The home of his loved Ones will few weary. sad and
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Moore, De- Daisy Jackson of Hardin.
summer
the
spend
to meet
to
returned
has
Aside from the one human weak- know him no more. And tears un- earth are spent, I hope
troit. Mich. are spending a two
Pfc. Paul D. Junes, a liberated were two -of the three victims of nueting.
sweet day in
Ruben.
some
dear
Mrs.
and
Mr.
parents,
with .her
ness he'had. which-was mac% to biddenstart, as I think of t.)„Ls valast
County
Calloway
in
polio
There were 12 members present. the world, and which he
beautiful Beyond, where sickweeks vacation with Mrs. Moore's war prisoner; visited J. W. Clark
tried so cant chair, and sigh for the tough the
Grover Miller of Lynn Grote.
summer.
one Visitor, Miss Rowland, and Mrs. hard to conquer and uvercome_ sot the vanished hand, and the ness. sorrow, pain and death are
Monday.
Fred
BarOlive
street
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
of
PaduMiss Rose Marie Perdue.
unknown.
Mrs. Herman Hendrick of Easa Ragsdale,
there never lived a better-hearted sound of the voice that is atilt.
ber. Mr. and Mrs. Moore attended
Mrs. Carter Whitnell who sufcah, was the week-end guest of
Where there will be no more
man. He could say with Paul:
Detroit. Mich., has returned home
the
Louisville
Saturday
Derby
in
Saturday
His
place
must
remain
last
vacant:
heart
attaelt
One
new
member
fered
a
was
enrolled,
no farewell tears. are
Miss Mary :Jacqueline Wear, 211
"The things that I would, I do because nothing can fill the ach- goodbye and
spending ten days the guest M's. Lola
after
before
coming
to
Murray.
shed.
home
at
her
improving
Morning is
Hale.
•
not"
North Fifth street.
void
occasioned
by
his
deparing
of her husband's parents and other
The grass may grow upon his
Mrs. Jesse Brandon; who has on Noath Fourteenth street. •
"And the things' I would not. ture.
Our major project was finished:
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Rowland and
grave, flowers planted by loving
relatives of the county.
.
that I do".
Highland Park,
He will long be remembered by hands may bloom and scatter their
in
employed
been
also
of
Roy
Jackson
Mrs.
Ragsdale
and
Miss
visitCpl.
and
Mrs.
Rowill.,
are
Chicago,
daughter of
Mrs. John Overbey and children,
. He Was a good neighbor, and me, and the many! many words
parents, Mr. and San Francisco, Calif., were the
sweet fragrance upon the air, but
land tested pressure cookers and friend to all.
ing -Mr. and Mrs. Buddie Paschall is visiting her
He never
held spoken by him will often echo to these cannot wake his slumber,
Linda and Billie, are visiting Mr.
Concord.
Farley,
New
Wilson
Mrs.
a
Mrs.
gave
a
grudge or . ill-will toward any his memory.
night
guests
of
demonstration
-on
Thursday
canning,
and Miss Nelle Doran of.- Hazel.
and nothing can erase from my
and Mrs. Luther Robertson.
which was very interesting, and man, nor had an enemy in his life.
Mrs. Tip Hendon, and daughter, Talmadge C. Riley at the home of
'Tis hard to break roe tender
memory the smile of his loving
Mrs. Ruth Tinsley and baby
Mrs. Dwight Stone of Hampton,
He. loved his many friends and
chord.
Patty Rfie, wife and baby of Elmo Mrsa' Hazel Gardner, and daugh- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Arkansas, is visiting her parents, enjoyed by all.
face.
was always ready to lend a helpWhen
love
has
bound
the
We decided to have our picnic ing hand.' He came to me with all
Tinsley, MM 1-c who is in Okina- ter, Carolyn, left Monday for Long Carter. Cpl. Jackson is with the Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ross.
Dearest loved one, we have lain
heart,
thee
on Our next regular meeting date, his -problems, heartaches and dis'Tis hard. so hard to speak
wa. returned to their home in Beach,. Calif. They have been Harbor Defense of San Francisco
Cpl. and Mrs. Dale Clopton of
appointments,
and
I
am
glad
I
can
the peaceful _graves embrace,
,the
iFtriston, -Mass., after visiting Ms. viteiting- her parents. Mr. and .Mrs. and ioatationed at-Ft. Miley-, Calif-,
Trulhffilly say. T never turned-him
We
must
forever
part.
But
thy memory will be cherished
Pvt. and Mrs. R. L. Ellison and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. I. Tinsley, W. L.,Underwood, here six weeks.
away
emptY
handed;
unless
it
was
Nine long! long! weeks have aril We see ahy heavenly face.
their parents.
something
detrimental
to
his
own
Allan Poole, SC 2-c, USNR, left baby daughter, Naketa, left TuesLynn Grove. •
passed
A lonely,' devoted sister,
away, and everywhere and
Mrs. Boss Cole is quite ill at her RICHARD MASON, MM 3-c.
welfare. The night was never too everythina seems desolate and sad.
Lillie M.
last Wednesday night for _Philadel- day, June 5. for Colorado Springs,
Miss Alpha McGough. who has
dark nor too cold to administer to
home in Paducah. She has suffer- HOME FROM SEA DUTY
phia, Pa. to report for duty after Colo, where he will be hospital-his wants. But all that loving
been visiting friend and relatives
ed several paralytic strokes in the
spending a 38-day leave with his ized awaiting his medical disRichard R. Mason, MM 3-c, hands could do, has been done.
in Murray and Princeton. left Monlast two weeks.
Oh those happy days gone by,
Mrs. Betty Jo Lassiter Poole charge. Pvt.- ElliSon recently reday night for her Inane in Detroit, wife
Miss Grace Cole, Lexiagton, is grandson of Mr. and Mrs. L. Rqb- could I but recall them back. But
of 508 Vine street. Mrs. Poolt ac- turtied from overseas and spent a
eitson
who
has.
seen
service
in
Mich.
father,
with
her
they are gone never to return.
at home visiting
companied him and will remain 30-day furlough with relatives and
Oh if I could just have been
Mrs. Myrtle Crawford of LakeJ. A. Cole, and sister. Mil. Gatlin the South Pacific for the past
until his ship sails. He friends.
with him in his last moments. But
two
years.
is
at
the
home
of
his
land, . Fla., is . the guest of her with him
Cloptora
to
think he weht away brokenU.S.S. Boy.
Mr. and Mrs. V. R. Scott and
brother Will
Washer
and Mr& is serving aboard the
Mrs. Willie - Shoat and -daugh- _grandparents,. for is_ 30,14,y leave
hearted and alone,- as he- hat been
announces for
destroyer
escort.
ter,
a
son,
Bobby,
of
Clinton,
were
the
•.
Washer of Route 1.
ters, Linda and Daytha, spent the
a broken-hearted, lonely wanderer
De- guests of Mr. and Mrs, C. E. PurAugust
Wilson,
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs. Victar Wells who for the
ever since his' wife was laid to
week-end with her sister, Mrs.
troit, are visiting friends and rela- dom of North 10th St., the past
resin May. 1943.
Bryan Neal, 1102 Sycamore.
tives and Murray this week. Lt. week-end.
In speaking of going home he
.Mrs. Dan Hutson who for the
would say, It wasn't home, just a
Jay Wilson. Infantry, son of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott spent
past year has been in San Franplace to go. When he got there.
the week-end in Southside, Tenn.
and Mrs. Wilson, is in Porto Rico.
cisco. Calif., is visiting her pano was there, and no one to come.
Miss Sue Futrell is employed in Mr. Scott's brother remains quite
He craved so much, and triad so
rents Mr. and Mrs, W. J. Gibson.
Murray.
the Bank of
hard to live right.
Mrs. Hutson's husband, T-5 Dan
No one will ever know the lonewell
known
Fate Lee, Route 2,
Mr. and Mrs. Tolley Cole., DeHutson, of in ge---vr,quineg.
-liness
I feel, and how much I miss
farmer, renewed his subscription troit. are visiting relatives in the
him, and the company he was to
to the L. & T. Tuesday. making county and Murray this week.
me, for ever since he has lived by
himself. if I wasn't out there he
Mrs.'W. V. Gingles and Misses
him a subscriber 29 consecutive
cattle here most every day. All
Nallie and Lowell Gingles were
years.
the days are sad and lonely to inc
We have had another btg rain
Mrs. Mavis Hamilton Moore of visitors in Murray Tuesday.
sinc,_ his going.
But - the three
Miss Freda Dann and her father, this. Monday morning. Still no
Pensacola. Fla_ arrived Monday for
saddest are—Saturday first_because that was the last day I saw
SUPPLIES
a•visit . with her parents, Mr. and Jake Dunn, were in Paducah Tues- corn planted but tobacco is all
him alive. He took dinner with
set.
Mrs. J. D.' Hamilton, of Olive day.
me. Then when I went to town.
•
Ms. , and Mrs. Leman Nix and
Mr. and
Mrs. Noel
Melugin
Street.
I saw him at 3 o'clock at the back
guests
of
BUILDING & FARM
week-end
door
of _Wallis' Grocery with his
were
children
were
in
Paducah
'rues
Smyrna
Air
Lt. ,Stanfill Cutchin,
lightbread, bottle of milk and fash
Mrs. Charles Warthington, Jr.,. Mr. 'and Mrs. Zelna Farris and
Field, Smyrna, Tenn., is on f5rHARDWARE
for supper. Then at four o'clock
lough visiting his parents. Mr. and 'of Murray, is the house guest- of daughter.
I saw him in front of the Bakery
•
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Linville, Mr.
for the last time. Sunday—beca irse
Mrs. Claude Anderson and Mr. AnMrs. Carliale Cutahin,
that was the day I found him
and
son
Falwell
and Mrs. Otis
Mrs. James Thurmond is visit- derson this week.
cold in death. The last time I
ing In Chicago this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra L. Gillis of were Sunday afternoon guests of
could 'ever see him in dant. laosne.
Est. 1897 Murray, Ky.
And Monday--because that wa•
Cpl. and Mrs. Roy Jackson, of. Lexington, Ky., gre guests of their Geo. Linville and family.
the day he was laid ateay neve!
Earl Stom isn't so well.
San Franciso, Calif. visited Mr. daughter, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,
return.
to
Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Adams spent
of Miller Avenue. .
I have lived the last six or eight
years of my life for him. could it
Claude Miller and son. with Mr.- a few days - With Mr, and Mrs,
have been possible I would have
and MrS. Montice ailcCaltan and Aubrey Adams and son lag_ We0c. THOMAS RUSERT aleDANIXL
died for him. Notwithstanding I
News is scarce, maybe I will
Marie, of -Kirksey, spent the week• Thomas Robert McDaniel was
week:
end in Louisville, where Mitt..and have more next
born July 29. 1889: departed this
Lelife April 8. 1945. He was the son
Marie received check-ups at the
of.-A. W. and Arlethe McDaniel,
Physio-Therapist Clinic for polio
deceased.
out-patients.
Both children are
He was marriedato Maud Tucker
in the year 1907. To this union
showing marked improvement, but
lot
having
a
are
certainly
We
were . born two children, a girl. from functional periodic pain
must return every two months for of rain, thunder, lightning and Treva- who died in early childhood.
check-ups. The parents are taught wind. Thi• lightning killed a cow and one- son, Virgil McDaniel, of
Carduf is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
belonging to Millie Clayton, Thurs." Murray.
ORDER OF REFERENCE
He made- a public confession of
from the cramp-like agony and nerday night.
vous strain of functional periodio
faith in Christ in the year 1943.
diatreas. Here's how It may help:
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Winchester Although he had been saved a
Calloway Circuit Court
_
4 Taken like a tonic,.
children spent Wednesday number of years before that time.
and
It should etimulate
Lucille Bradley, Admrx., Plaintiff night with Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
-Hard indeed. it is to give up one
appetite. aid digessa much loved, and that without a
VS. Order of Reference. •
tion. thus help build reClayton and sons.
moment's-warning.
sistance for the •Alme'
and
Boyd
BradHeirs
Creditots of
Mr and Mrs. Woodard Clayton , "Of all sad words of 'tongue
to come.
ley. Defendants.
or pen.Started 3 days beand son spent Sunday with Mr.
at
these,
saddest
are
fore your time-. It
The
It is _ordered that this
' cause be and Mrs. Nalor Clayton.
should help relieve
have been." That-might
referred to George Hart. Master
due to purely funcpain
Mr. and Mrs. Ambray - Latimer
there
out
If I had still been
tional periodic causes.
Commissioner of this court, to take and children visited Mr. and Mrs.
I could have had" the doeTry
Cardul.
If It beim you'll
or helped in some way.
proof of claims against the estate Tellus Clayton Saturday night.
be glad you did.
Yes he had his faults, but who
of Boyd Bradley. deceased, and all
and
Outland
Ofus
Mrs.
Mr. and
Some arc more public
hasn't^
persons holding claims against said sore were Sunday visitors of Mr. that others which mighe be worseestate will present their
claims and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton and
But with all his faults, I loved
sea Lao. ommenoWs
him stall
I take this method of placing my candidacy for the
-duly proven before said Commis- sons.
I
He was a man to be pitied.
sioner
-8r-before-A ugust..la.1945,
nomination for the office of Sheriff before the people of
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders
- -or be forever barred from collect- and daughters, Mr. and Mrs. HerCalloway County, subject to the action of the voters
ing same an any mariner through bert Alton and Ant-en. and Mr.
August 4, 1945.
this suit r
and Mrs. Vernerd Vaughn and son
I realize to many of you I am unknown. I am the sun:
Witness my hand * Clerk of visited Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Vaughn
of Q. D. and May Wilson and was born and reared inMurray. Miss
said Court, this June 11. 1945 — and
children of
:Sky& Concm
—=d—magisterial district and I will be 38 years:.
Otis Lovins, Clerk of Calloway Catheriae Sanders is spending this
ohl in August. I am a graduate of New Concord HighCounty Circuit Court
J n28 week with the Vaughns.
Rev. Garvin Curd is a patient
School 'and have farmed all my life except for- $ short.
at the Mason Hospital.
time when I worked with the Highway Department. I wes, le
Mrs. Lottie Clayton and children
inducted into the Army April 8' 1941, and except for three..
spent Monday night with Mr. and
months in 1941-42 when I was discharged because I wak:
daughter,
Mrs. Wile Clayton and
; I took'
over
28 years Of age, I have served continuously
Eaten.
training at Camp Shelby, Miss., and at Camp Carrabelle,...
Mr. and Mrs. LAT Garner spent
Fla. Early in 1944 1 was sent to the Pacific, first to theMonday night with Mr. and Mrs. /
-"—
Irawiiiili;Tands,-Tran -There.tQ New Guinea and stayed
Wilburn Clayton and son&
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Clayton visitthere several months, from there to Leyte and I am now.
ed Mr. and Mrs. Mtn Clayton:
in Jattzon.
Monday night.
In asking you to elect me Sheriff of Calloway County.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Clayton and
for the next four years, I. realize that I am asking for a"
children spent Monday night with
great deal of your confidence to trust me with this most.
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmus Clayton.
1 4.
important office.
Mr. and Mrs. Stovewall Lax and
family were Sunday visitors of Mr.
I hate war as much as any person living and perhaPs7
and Mrs. Oren Bucy and fanalla
no young min hated to leave his quiet and peaceful homC
and Pvt. -and Mrs. Etaerett Bury.
to enter the service more than I did, but the job had to beLee Garner. Pete and Chester ,
and I have tried to do my part well. Without any..
I
done
Lee 'Coleman and ftelley Parka atintentions of boasting I have the following to- my credit::
tended the Grand Ole Opry in
the American Defense Ribbon for being in the army be—
•
Nashville, Saturday night.
fore Pearl Harbor, the Good Conduct Ribbon, the AsiatiC
—Brownie
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In Loving Memory
Of
My Dear Brother

•

0

G. WILSON

SHERIFF

Murray Route V

"Th

PLUMBING

A. B. Beale & Son

GONNA HAVE SOME REAL FUN
'CAUSE ...

Ina

'How women and girls
may get wanted relief

Buchanan News

2

CARDUll

OtromARIlivis,

Roofing.

144416 Dad/

• •

WE ARE PREPARED TO HANDLE YOUR
ROOFING NEEDS

We will sell the roofing straight or c ntract for the
entire job of putting it

4

•

•

NT,)

AND
SUPPLIES

BARGAIN PRICES

For Exterior and Interior.
•

We sell the highest grade
Outside White Paint

LOOK OVER OUR PAINT LINE BEFORE YOU BUY
Insulate Your Home for Summer
• Johns-Manville Blown or Block Rock Wool

Calloway County LumberLE,Co.n
THIRD STREET
•

Quarter pound
25(
Monarch Tea
5 lbs. Staley's
. 35c
Golden Syrup
3 boxes Satin Tip
-11c
Matches
3 cans V.C. Improved •
40c
Beans
3 cans Scott County
40c
Corn
3 cans Sailor Man
40c
Peas
3 No. 2 cans
40c
Tomatoes
40(
3 cans WVBE Peas
1 lb. Mother's Cocoa 11c
28r
1 lb. Guava Jelly
50e
1 lb. Dates
40c
1 qt. Gulf Spray .
3 bars Gayla Soap . 13t
1 set Mrs. l'otts
Sad Irons
No. 1 Peaberry Coffee 20c

H. I. NEELY & SON
HAZEL KY
• -

DAD'S

A

SWELL

FELLOW! SURPRISE
HIM

AND PLEASE
et

Handsome Manhattan Shirt and
Wembley Tie From

Corn - Austin Co.
-Where Men Trade

Pacific Ribbon with three bronze combat stars in it rep..renting the three missions I haVe been on, and the, Philip,:
pine Liberation Ribbon. I do not expect you to Vote for
me because I have the military record mentioned above.
but only think it fair that you should know about my life:
.1 want you to ask those who know me best about my;
past life and ask the men I have been associated with in,,
the army for the past four years. I do not think Tam saki:
ing anything unreasonable of you to give me four yearsin the Sheriff's office, for I have gifen you, my countrymen, four of the best -Years of my life that the United
States could go on living the American way of life.
I do not know when I will be able to see you, maybe
not before the primary, but I will soon have enough points
to be discharged. If I was not sure I would be Walt itt,
Calloway County before the end of 1945 I would not ask
you to elect me.
.
To you, the good citizens of Calloway County I am
making this appeal for I know you can be depended on
to elect the best men and women possible to fill the County
offices. You who do not know me will have to depend on
the truthfulness of those who do. To you, my buddies
in the air and On the sea and on the land, I am asking for
your suppdrt. To you, the mothers and fathers of the boys
and girls who are in service, give me a careful consideration.when you go to Vote.
To my opponents I wish to express my highest regards. I hope to defeat you August 4, and if I do it will
be done on a high plane, for rdo not want ,,to, he elected
any other way.
Sincerely yours,

JAMES G. WILSON
•••
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Eddie Arcaro Rolls Hoop Jr. to Win
71st Kentucky Derby Saturday-2:07

JAI'S DEFENSE
(Continued from Page D

_Arcaro rated Hoop along in front
On a muddy and slow t,garlt,
Hoop Jr. won the 71st and richest of the pack until he hit the head
of-all Kentucky Derbies at Louis- of the home stretch--a quarterville last Satutday. Hoop Jr. won mile from the finish line-then
711ite race an easily it appeared his the Newport. Ky.. Italian called
•• on Hoop Jr. The race for the $64.15 rivals were in another race.
With Eddie Arcaro in the saddle 850. winner's share of the gross
- for his third triumph in Ameri- purse of $86,875, was settled right
ca's premier race, the son of Sir there. Stepping the distance in
.crossed the
Gallahad 3rd carried F. W Hopp- 207a the Hooper
ers blue and white silks across finish line swing on the bit, he
the finish line six lengths. 'in ad- enjoyed the biggest margin of vicvance of Pot OLuck from Warren- tory since Whirlaway won by eight
lengths.
._ Wright's Calument Farm.
Mrs. W. G. Lewis' Darby Dieppe.
hoping to be the first grey horse
to carry off honors in the classic
run, for the roses, was third. beat- ,
etaa half length for rtrineralp honNative t'allowayan
ors. Lt. Corn. T_ D. Buhl's. Ain
a Bailor failed to land its the arioneyl John a Hutson 53 years of at4v- picture by a neck as the other veteran of World War II. and native of this county, has been made
horses finished far back.
•
Running over a track soaked by undersecretary of agriculture and
stlarae_. QL.W.D.r•ux,
tv. _ancl_Ms
three -dilys of- rater-andsuntier -orerfoods, according to infor• Cast skies that threatened all day ports of
long to drench • the. crowd of -65.000 mation released by the gvernment
. the Jacksonville, Fla.-owned Hoop this week.
He was head of the commodity
Jr.. stepped on in front of the
a pack Maisie od. the first sixteenth credit, and, was assistant to Chief
of a mile and- never was headed. Justice Byrnes until his resignanon
,

a

-

John B. Hutson
Receives Promotion

s.
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BUILDING
BLOCKS

[We have a limited stock
of Cinder and Cement
blocks
Call us for any quantity.
WE DELIVER

Ross Feed Co.
110 N. Third St

Mr. Hutson is well known here
and is a brother of Nicholas Hutson. He has not resided- in Calloway for 25 years. but has many
friends here who are proud of his
record. He and his family reside
in- the- suburbs-el Washington. Eg
C
His daughter, Miss Nancy
Jeanne. is in college. •
Between 110 and .75 4-14 club
members are participating in the
hybrid corn project in McCreary
:ounty, each member planting a
.If gallon of seed

Ask Emphasis On
Vocational Training
At Murray College

Service Notes

Cpl. Cecil W.Dodds
In Czechoslovakia

WITH MEDICAL CORP
IN FIRST ARMY

opportunities for all the school
to eight months.
. children of The Conimonwealth. 9. An amendment to the present
B.-To make possible the services
law to increase the minimum
outlined
above under "A", the
legal salary of teachers from
General Assembly is requested to
$75 to $100 per month.
adopt the following minimum pro- 10. An amendment to the present
grim in 1946:
law to provide that the need
1. A state per capita fun of $15,of school districts fur partici750,000.
pation in the equalization fund
2. A state equalization fund of
be based upon a 75c levy in
$1.750,000.
county school districts and up3 An initial appropriation for
on- a $1.00 levy in ihdependtransportation of $500,000.
ent school districts.
.4. An appropriation to the office 11. Amendments to strengthen and
of the Superintendent of Pubimprove the State Teachers'
lic Instruction of $100,000.
Retirement Act and an ade5. An increase in the salary of the
quate appropriation to adminSuperintendent of Public Inister same.
struction to $5,000 per year.
12. A new textbook adoption law
6. Asepertnisiable tax levy of $1.50
-to permit all local boards sit
for each school district in the
education to select textbooks
state with provision that the
best suited to the needs of their
proceeds of not to exceed 10c
respective school 1.istricts.
of such levy plus unexpended 13. To strengthen the Taws coverbalances appropriated in the
ing transportation of pupils
Budget for capital reel* purto provide a safer, more serposes may be est aside to create
viceable arid more economical
a reserve for future schoolprogram of transportation.
house construction.
14. Support of legislation looking"
7. An act to permit boards of edit.'
toward the adoption of a
cetien to share in the net profmodern Constitution adapted to
it§ of municipally owned utilipresent day needs:
ty plants to the extent of the 15: Adequate state financial supa
yield of•the school tax levy on
port for state institutions of
the book value of such properhigher learning to enable them 6
ties,
to meet present and -postwar
8. An amendment to the present
needs.
law to increase the minimum
PRENTICE L LASSITER
legal school term from seven
Supt. Calloway Co. Schuols,

Cpl. Cecil W. Dodds, who was
in the Fir* Army, has -been transyards- through light resistanee to
Streamlining and revamping of
ferred to the Third Army and is
seize strategic • Kunishi ridge. A course's and departments at .Murstationed • in Czechoslovakia. He
daylong battle raged around the ray State Teachers College have
was inducted September 23, 1944,
ridge and nearby Kunishi town. I been recommended by
returned
and went overseas November, 1944.
On the marth the 96th Infantry !servicemen now studying at ahe
His brother, Si-e Lewis Chester
captured Yuza town and high institution, in a series of
"plans fOr
Dodds, was one of the first Calloground to the south. Adm. ChesMurray State" submitted to the
way men' to be reported' missing.
ter W. Nimitz offered no confierneadministration
by
the
War
College
February 28, 1942. These young
tion of a Japanese report of an
Veterans Council.
men are sons of Mr. and Mrs. Muss
American amphibious landing .to
Greater emphasis on vocational
Dodds. Alm.
the south.
training
for
professions
trades
and
Mrs. C. W. Dodds resides with
A smaller, second force of Japaher husband's parents.
nese was being steadily, squeezed other than teaching is stressed in
out by the Sixth Marine Division the veterans' report, which urges
-be--that- -the-- word -”be
gnirri. ICafta-.-One U.S. ship was damaged in moved from the name of the
Japanese suicide attache. 'Four- school.
teen Japanese plant's were destroyEstablishment of an industrial
ed in this attack and American arts department offering manual
- The children of this county are
sweeps over Japan.
and mechanical courses with colentitled to .the same opportunities
Occasiorial strong Japanese pock- lege credit, heads the list of re-s.
as all other children in the. state
ets have furnished the only resist- quests. Short term courses designand nation. We need more money
ance so far in the Borneo cam- ed especially for returning servicefor teachers, equipment, and buses.
paign, now in its fourth day, but men also an asked. These would
Pvt. Fred._ L. Bray, 20, son, of The following program submitted
Lt. Gen. R. L. Mor7head foresaw Include such subjects as comand Mrs.,,Fred L Bray. Hazel, ley the _Kentisekv Edtication As1-"I6dlaUX - and arduous campaign" merce. education. and Industrial
was drafted from this county in sociatton, if passed, will enable us
for his Australian troops who must arts, and would serve as "refresher"
June, 1943. He is with the Med- to-give the children' oT Calloway
contend with swamp's. jungles, and courses for men *hose education
'
. ical Corps and is with the First
county many of the advantages,
tropical forests as well as the on- has been interrupted by the war.
Army. He has been
overseas which to day are denied.
emy„
The veterans Council asks en- since June, 1944..
Thq.1946 ILEA, Legislative
--Ninth Division Aussies finished largement and improvement of the
Pvt. Bray attended Hazel High
Program
the conquest of. Muara Island and agricultural department, addition of
School. •
•
minimum desirable educaadvanced two miles on Labuan,
of
.the
department
printing to
He was presented the Bronze tional program to provide the folithe entrances ta Brunei Bay, and journalism and addition of courses
Star medal in February for meri- toeing services for the childhood
on the mainland Pushed through in electronics, radar". aviation, metorious achievement,
of Kentlicky:
the jungles to within ten miles of chanical engineering and other
I. A minimum' school term of
Brunei's capital •whiChithe enclnY
sciences.
GIVEN
MEDICAL
DISCHARGE
months.
set On fire. The bay, 800 miles
The ex-aervicemen stress the
2. A minimum teachers salary of
from Singapore, was being con..need foes tmadernizing the teaching
9-1-00 psc -month.
verted into a naval bWitle
of foreign languages. in line with
3. State aid for safe pupil TransThe Singapore garrison' is among
quick conversational !systems del
portation.
200.000 Japanese in southeast Asia
veloped by the Army.
4. Adequate school buildings,
WE RAVE IT - WE WILL GET IT
that Maj. Gen. Claire Chennault
Completion of the Kentucky Dam
CAN'T BE HAD
equipment and grounds.
said have been abandoned by Japby the Tennessee Valley Authority'
5. More nearly eqtral educational
anese withdrawals in southeast
is reflected in the request by the
China. The Chinese high col-acouncil for studies in public utilimend confirmed American raports
wth the legitimate and customary
theories" and electrical
that the enemy recaptured lihan ties, "TVA
conduct of the business, industry,
as in. a plea
engineering,
as
well
in this area but said fierce fight- fif
or profession ,of the _person or oradditional courses in the physIf interested in buying anything in the Real Estate -line, be
ing was underway on its Outskirts.
ganization
concerned."
Report;
that
will
department
ical education
sure and see us before yuu purchase.. as we have a large asmust be filed by transactions ins
Kentake. advantage of the new
sortment of farms, with prices ranging from 51.000 to as high
gelving $4.000 or more of U. AA_
tucky. Lairak-these would include
cursency in denominations of 00
as $35,000. *Ivo several houses and lots in and around Murray
swimming. rowing. sagboating. fly'
or higher, or .involving $10,800 or
with PRICES RIGHT.
casting and other water sports.
more in any denominations-sunless
The veterans' council is composthe financial inatitution knows the
ed_ of carman 'Graham. chairman: 1
transaction is legitimate and cusIn the first game of the Murray L. J. Hortin, George Hart, arid Dr.
tomary.
Junior Softball League, sponsored Wm. G. Nash.
LOCATED OVER P la, &It BBLEF1ELD DRUG N1 011.E.
Secretary Morgenthau said the
by the City Park Board, Manager
use of currency in an attempt to
Gaylon Trevathan, Conn Moore, Guy Billington,
Chad Stewart's Yankees took the
conceal income is a facter in many
and E. C. Jones
measure of Eli Alexander's Browns LOCAL WOODMEN CAMP
Pfc. Homer L. Faints was given tax-evasion cases now being invesTO MEET ON JUNE 28
by a score of 2-1.
3 medical and honorable discharge ,. ,•
The Yankees stored in the felt,
Due to conflicting dates of some April 5. 1945. fres,Gardner Genwhen Cathey reached first on Allocal ere' Hospital. Chicako, after nine'
exander's error, went to third on of the state officers, the
Bill Parks' single and scored as Woodmen Camp will hold its regu- months overseas"
He served lit Italy with the 363rd
McLemore was being thrown out lar meeting June,28 instead of the
at first. 'Their other run came in regular meeting night. A later an- Infantry and Leas seriously woundthe fourth frarhe when McLemere nouncement will be made regarding ed in. October. 1944. He was
asearded the Purple Heart.
was side on an error, went to third the program.
ala
He is the sun vf Mr. and Mrs.
Waylon Rayburn, Con. Cam
on Ellting single and scored on 3
Luther Fairria Hazel His. wife rehit by Starks.
, A GOOD MOVIE IS THE BEST SUMMER RESORT
sides in Hazel.
The Browns also scored in the
feurth when Alexander led Off
with a triple and scored later on
PFC. WILLIAM POGUE
Thornton's. single. That ended the
AT HOME FOR VISIT
scoring for the day.
Nothing
Pfc, William L. "Bill" Fugue,
The second game scheduled for
They've Got
COOL oss1COMFORTABLE
Wednesday afternoon W S 1;),sitwith the Army Air Corps sta..
on Him •
ported until . Friday at 3 p.m. It_
tioned at Aloe Field, Victoria. Tex,.
.
except
will bring together the Cardinals
arrived here Sunday to visa with
of Gene Paul Daniels and the
his parents. Me and Mrs. Leslie
Giants, managed
Pogue. Paducah. and friends in
by Joe Pat
Hackett.
Murray: .Pfc. Pogue
enlisted
September 2. 1943, and entered serGames schedulad for Friday
afterm...n are as -follows:
vice April 10, 1944. He is a gradthe Newest...and
3 P M Giants vs. Cardinals.
uate of Murray High School and
-ADDED FEATURES
Wild
Hero!
West
4 P M.- Browns vs. Giants.
was a student of Murray State
0,107
MGM Techaicolor Cartoon
5 P.M.---Yankees vs. Cardinals.
College when he was called into
"MOUSE
COMES TO DINNER"
The public is invited to these
service.
games on Wednesday and Friday
He is being transferred to •Ft.
Rohm Hood of
LATEST PICTORIAL NEWS EVENTS
Meyers,. Fla, where ha will enter
afternoon.'
.
the Range' training for the
gunnery.
-Buy that extra War Bond nowt
was an Eagle Scout -ar-the
local Boy Scout Troop 45 when he
entered the service.

Education In
Calloway County
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Stewait'S Yankees
Top Alexander's
Browns by 2-1 Score

The Murray Insurance and Realty Co.

POPULAR
PRICED GIFTS

• SHAVING SETS
• PIPES
• SMOKING TOBACCO

THURSDAY ONLY

• BILLFOLDS
• STATIONERY
• RAZORS
• STATIONERY

SAT. - SUN.

• RAZORS
• MILITARY SETS

SUN. - MON.

•

MURDER!

*wet

Dale & Stubblefield

THE DURANGO KID
..

THE REXALL STORE
set'

FRIDAY and SATURDAY-

COMPLETE CAR SERVICE

Mrs. Ruth Agnes Riley received
a telegram Monday from her husband, Cpl Talmadge C. Riley, saying he had- arrived in the States
and' would he seeing hie soon. He
will _report to _Camp Attexbury.
Ind., and from there receive a 60day furlough. Cpl. Riley has been
a prisoner of the German government since December 17, 1944.

YOUR CAR

BIGGER than a RODEO-BETTER than a PICNIC!
Hop on the Joy Wagon with these
celebrities of radio and screen in the
BEST HILLBILLY MUSICAL in years!

Marshall

DEMANDS

Color Cartoon

Treasury Asks
Report On All
Currency Deals

ATTENTION

Regular Service Will Prolong
the Life of Your Car
Visit Our Garage Regularly For

s_
sreb

TEX HARDING
Jean Stevens
John Caivert
arid The Jesters

QUICK, EFFICIENT SERVICE

CABLE & MILES
203 South Fifth Street

Telephone 485

"ZORRO'S BLACK
WHIP" NO. 5
and

FI.ICKER FLASHBACKS

Washington-The Treasury Departrrieht has ordered all financial
ffistitutioris in the country to file
reports of unusual currency transactions.
Setiptary Morgenthau announced
the action today at a news conference. He said it was part of the
skive to stamp out tax. evasiens.
The order applies not only' to
banks, building and loan associations rind brokers. but also to
thousands of "currency exchanges'
that have grown up in large cities.
Authority Given in 1942
It was the first time these institutions have "been included ,in
Treasury Department ;order. The
exchanges cash checks for a fee
and perform other services. They
are not subject to federal, banking
regulations bat some States have
taken steps to reaulate them,
Failure la turn in the reports can
be punished by 510.000 fine, 10
years ite.priesm. ar both.
$LOW _la lifinlmstsn
The financial institutions mustal
report any transactions "in.amounts
or denominations Which, in the
jirdionant of the -financial Institutions exceed those commensurate
•"

-
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and
FOX MOVIETONE
L

;is

WORLD NEWS

if

•

U

wet
Trudy

sum
SUMMERVILLE
EL BRENDEL
_IRIS ADRIAN
""( BENNETT

TUES.- WED.
HE WAS A 'TOP-MAN'
4FRAID OF FALLING.. TILL.
HE FELL IN LOVE!
'of huiPh

b'^q

S.

p0001
Featuring
• JIMMY WAKELY
• THE SUNSHINE GIRLS
• THE PIED PIPERS
• THE MILO TWINS
EXTRA FUN! A THREE STOOGE COMEDY

Robert IflWERY
HOOF

Phqllis

-PLUS --Mighty Mouse
( ,ilor Cartoon
"KILKENNY CATS"

•
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present
minimum
leis from #

Socket

e present
the need
✓ partici-.
tion fund
: levy in
i and upiiidepend-

MRS. H. I.

Telephone 247
WHAT IS DAY CAMPING?

:then and
Teachers'
an adeo admin.

Day Camping is exactly what the
iname implies — camping by the
day. In a day camp, girls from

ption law
hoards of
textbooks
Is of their
tricts.
sis coverif pupils
nore serconomicaI
ation.
looking
is of a _
idapte,d to

sup.
.utions of
able them 41
postwar

Icial

t

!TER
Schools.

several troops meet together in
small groups with special leaders
to spend the day in trie out-ofdoors. The campers arrive, at the
camp site sometime in the morning or afternoon, and spend about
six or eight hours there enjoying
activities suitable to be carried on
in the out-of-doors — cooking a.
meal, hiking, wading in a brook,
swimming, resting under the trees,
getting aoquainted with birds and
insects, and making a camp home—
in short, all the activities that are
found in other types of camps, eacept that the campers do not sleep
on the camp site. They return' to
their homes at night, unless an occasional overnight stay is planned,
and come -again to the camp on
other specified days The camp Is
conducted on a site that presents
opportunities for out-door activities and that is near the homes of
the campers, or within easy transportation distance. The activities
of the various groups within the
camp arr planned by the camper
groups and the leaders.
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Smart white oxford with
perforated toe design.

A gift iertilicate N ill
enable Dad to make
bia owe selection.

•
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Social Calendar.

Park.
Sharing honors with him, the
picnic was a welcome home to
Misses Elizabeth
Fay
and Sue
Upchurch and Mrs. Bogard Dunn
all of whom have been away for
the past year leacbing.
Those present were- Mr. and Mrs
Roy Farmer, Mr. and ,.Mrs. Gingles
Wallis, Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bondurant, Mr. and Mrs. Max Hurt,
Mr. and Mrs. Go. Upchurch, Mr.
and Mrs. Hub Dunn, Mr. M. D.
Halton,. Mrs. Jack Beale, Mrs.
Mavis Morris, Mrs.. Margaret ILO
Boaz, Mrs. Susan Hurt, Mrs. Bogard Dunn, Mrs. James Thurmond,
Misses Carolyn Thurmond, Carolyn Wallis, Frances Lee Farmer.
Betty Charles Bondurant, Ann
Dunn, Mary Elizabeth
Roberts,
Lula Clayton Beale, Jane Roberts,
Elizabeth Fay Upchurch, George
Ann Upchurch, Sue Upchurch. Lanelle Layer, Sandra Houser, Messrs. Mansfield Fatrner, James Houser Bondurant. and Don Boaz, Lt.
Gene L. Dulaney, Mrs. Edith Dulaney,

•

•

MATTIE BELLE HAYS
MET MONDAY NIGHT
The Mattie Belle Hayes Circle
of the Woman's Society of Christian Service met Monday night at
the home of Mrs. Will Higgins
Whitnell with Mrs. J 'B. Wilson.
Mrs. Jack French and Mrs. Beale
Outland assisting.
,
Miss Frances Sexton presided.
Mrs. Ralph McCuiston was program leader having as her subject "Juvenile Protection".
The
call to worship was given by Miss
Mary Lassiter, with prayer by
Miss Oneida Wear. A timely and
inspirational talk and a prayer on
the protection of our children was
given by Rev. T. 1-1. Mullins Jr.
• • •• •

bride, his parents Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Scherffius of Detroit, his sister Mrs. Herbert Hughes, and his
cousin Martha June Rogers.
• ••• •

The Ledger
Congratulates

Over WO Enrolled
In First Baptist
Vacation School

naPPY Birthday!

Mr. and Mrs. Abner p'arker, a
son. Thomas Jefferson, porn June
8 at a San Diego, Calif. hospital.
Mrs. Parker is the ...former Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farmer, Elisabeth McKee, daughter of the
Route 1, announce the marriage of Rev. Samuel C. McKee.
their daughter, Miss Mary Jo. to
Staff Sergeant William R. Tidwell.
Pvt. and Mrs. David S. Daves,
The single ring ceremony was Lynn Grove, on the .birth of a
read on May 24 at 2;00 o'clock at daughter, Anna Mae Carroll, on
the home of Eld. Harold Watson June 8.
who read the wedding vows.
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Perkins,
The bride was attired in white
with white accessories and wore Murray Route 3, on the birth of a
daughter, Martha Ruth, on June 8.
a corsage of white carnations.
The only attendants were Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Lovett on
and Mrs. Osro Butterworth.
Mrs. Tidwell is a graduate of the birth of a son, Jerry Don, on
May 9.
Lynn Grove High School.
S-Sgt. Tidwell attended KirkMr. and Mrs. Edward Duncan,
sir High School and has recently
returned from 39 months service Dexter Route 1, on the birth of a
B. D. Nisbet. field man for the
In the Pacific Theater of Opera- daughter, Caroline Emmaline, on
Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board,
tions.
June 9.
will be in Murray at the Peoples
Savings Bank Building on SaturEnsign and Mrs. Pat Gingles-on
VAUGHN-LAMPKINS
Zurie--fe, for the purpose cif
the birth of a daughter on June 12,
helping and advising veterans and
Word has been received by rela- weight 8 pounds. 1 1-2 ounces.
their dependents in the filing of
tives here announcing the marclaims for pensions, compensation,
riage of Miss Margaret Vaughn of
Mr and Mrs. H. D. Farmer on the education, etc.
Tell City, Ind, and Robert Lamp- birth of a son on June 8.
kins of Hazel
Graves county reports excellent
Mr. Lampkins ts the son of Mr.
strawberry and peach crops.
and Mrs M Lampkins of near
MISS MARY JO FARMER IS
BRIDE OF S-SGT. TIDWELL

FEMALE
MISERY

eatimidgeota,

Notice to Veterans

Hazel. but for the past few months
has been away at work.
•

Receives Letter From
Belgian Girl

June 22—Mrs. Lucian Lockhart,

Mrs. Cleatus Ward.
June 24—Mrs, Herbert Dunn,
June 10—Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs.
Frances Coleman Johnson.
1
June 29--Mrs. Desiree Fair.
June 14httrs. R. L. Humphries,
'The Vacation Bible School at the Mrs. Floyd Pugh
First Baptist Church is now in
June 15--Mrs. 011ie Snow.
taws to relieve MONTHLY
progress in connection with the
June le—_Johnnie Phillips, Miss
revival meeting. The enrollment
Bettie Beale,
has been well over 100 but many
June 17_Eddie Gene Lovins,
more boys and girls are needed,
End Lee Goodman.
officials of the school said.
June 48_Mrs. V. S. Miller will
(Ala.flee Sanasdik Timid)
Mrs. L. T. Dainel is principal of
be 86 years old.
Lydia Z. Pinkhanns Vegetable Comthis school and 'she has a fine
pound Is nnnous to relieve not only
June 19—Holman Jones, Shirley monthly pain but also accompanying
corps of workers helping her. -If
nervous, tared, hIglistrung feelings—
Nix,
Charlie
Denham,
Mrs:
E.
M.
your boy or girl or your neighalien due to functional periodic dlsbor's child is not in this school, Duncan.
turbanaes. Taken regularly—It helps
us. reabitaaca altalnkt such "ssend hint this next Week. Your - June 20—T. 0. Turner, Mrs. E. Wald PlnichaMa
Compound helps natrew
child will receive a blessing from E. Youngblood.
turel Follow label direction*. Try it/
June 2I--Joan Love, Mrs. J. B.
attending,"
instructors
in
the
resamin
eats
Hay, Dickies Berry.
school said.

Will Have
240 DRESS PATTERNS on SALE

SATURDAY
120 Yards will be placed on Sale 9 to 11 A. M.
120 Yards will be placed on Sale 1 P. M. to as
long as they last

T.0. TURNER

Homemakers To
Exhibit Handiwork lhere June 23-26

An exhibit of furniture, reclaimed and slip-coveted by members
of ,Homemakers Club, will be on
display in Murray beginning Saturday, June 23. and Continuing
through Tuesday June 26, according to an announcement made today by Mrs. Fred Gingles, county
Major project elader.
The exhibit is being arranged so
that all who are interested may
have an opportunity to see the
chairs and other pieces of furniture which Homemakers have remodeled and slip-covered in their
project work during the Pear just
ending,
'
The place of the exrubit will be
announced in next week's paper.

Mrs. Annie Brooks, Route 1, has
received the following letter from
a girl in Belgium who is a friend
of her son Pvt. Cleet Brooks, now
in Germany with the Engineers:
Rue Natalis; No. 200
Haccourt--Vise
FAREWELL RECEPTION FOR
Pvs DeLiece
CAUDILLS GIVEN BY FACULTY
Belguim
Saturday, 1945, 10
A farewell reception for the
Caudill family was given by -the Mrs firflOk11:
You will have a great surprise
faculty of Murray State college
Friday evening, June 8, in Ord- when you receive this letter. It is
a girl from Belguim who writes to
way Hall.
Prof. .W. M. Caudill has resigned you. I cill myself Rita and I'm 12
from his position as dean of men years old. I know well your son
leet. He is friend with me and
and director of student personnel
at Murray to accept the appoint- a brother who I like very much.
NOTICE
ment as president of Campbells- My family likes him also and he
ville Junior College, Campbells- is very pretty and very considerThe annual meeting of Calloway
ville, Ky. Since ,the college first ate.
Ccitinty Chapter of American 'Red
Your son, WC Brooks. has come
()tithed Its doors in 1923, Mr. CauCross will be on June 16, at 2:30
dill has been a member of the to our house during six months
p. m., in the main room of the
Murray College faculty,
and his his departure to artrither
Court House for the purpose of
Speaking in behalf of the facul- country the whole family have
electing the following officers for
ty and staff Friday evening, Dr. much pain. It is why I ask you
the coming year:
C. S. Lowry. head of the social Mistress, will you give me from
Chapter Chairman, Vice Chairscience department, expressed the his news sometimes if that does
appreciation of the group for the not annoy you, for k believe by the man, Treasurer, Secretary, and Executive Secretary.
devotion and loyalty of Mr. Cau- Army it will be very difficult.
dill as a member of the faculty.
Still, dear Mistress. I ask it to
Every person within the terriTo Mr. and Mrs. Caudill and you to write me sometimes to give tory of the Chapter who has Rigid.
daughter. Billie Jo, Dr. Lowry pie- us from his news.
Red Cross membership dues within
sented a gift of glassware from the
I hope for you it will be a a year is a member of the Chapter
faculty and staff.
great pleasure to know your son and is expected to attend and vote
Responding to the tribute, Pro- has left us only two' days and at this meeting.
fessor Caudill thanked the group Was in high spirits and with good
for the gift and promised them health.
Dop't Nogloct Slipping
that he and his family would alCourage, Mistress,
very soon
ways cherish the memories of their Your Cleet will go back for war.
friends and associations at Murray.
In waiting to read you received
Do false teeth drop, slip or ...Dbl.,
He exprelsed the hope that his this letter.
when •ou talk, eat, laugh or an•ess?
oe &ono)ad and embarrassed by
friends here would visit the CauMistress
Brooks, my faithful Don't handicaps.
FASTILL-TH, an •ike•
mete
dills at Campbellsville and he in thanks,
loon -and) powder to sprinkle on
keeps false teeth more
your
plates.
turn suggested that he would be in
Rita
firmly set Glees confht•nt feeling of ea•
Murray ' frequently
to
renew
aunty and added comfort No tuT.Zi.
„
panty taste op
friendships made during bis stay
HAZEL HIGHWAY. CLUB TO
Buy that extra War Bond nowl FreL
anyiee
d ring •tG
or
ee
t
'lf
toiay
on the campus and in the city.
HAVE COMMUNITY CANNING
Refreshments of punch and cake
DEMONSTRATION JUNE 22
.
t-H41411/15t1....,
'
were served it the reception, with
The
Hazel
ITIghvilfy-- Home- Mrs. James H. Richmond and Mrs.
makers Club will have a com- John W. Carr, presiding at the t411
munity canning demonstration at table_
home of Mrs. Raymond Coursey
Friday afternoon, June 22.
MRS VERNON STUBBLEFIELD
• •.• • •
JR . MRS PRESTON ORDWAY
HOSTS AT LUNCHEON
MRS. W S. SWANN
COMPLIMENTED ON BIRTHDAY
Mrs Vernon Stubblefield Jr. and
Mrs. Preston Ordway were hosts
Honoring the birthday of Mrs
at a luncheon Thursday at the
W. S. Swann neighbors gathered
home of the former, honoring Mrs.
at Swanstadt on Monday. Jime 11.
Seth Boaz Jr., of. Pasadena. Calif.,
for a covered dish luncheon.
sister-in-law and house guest of
Preceding the luncheon Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Albert Stubblefield.
Swann was presented many lovely
The house was lovely with its
gifts.
arrangements of summer flowers
Those enjoying the occasion were,
arid each of the three luncheon
Mrs. F. B. Outland, Mrs. Eva Ryan.
tables held attractive flower cenMrs. Kabgrine Kirk, Mrs. Ed Filter pieces.
1 beck, Mrs. J. B. liay. Mrs. Vernon
Beside the honoree, the guest list
Stubblefield Sr., Mrs. Mary ShipIncluded Mr. Robert M. Bergman
icy, 'Mrs. George Gatlin. Miss EleJr. of Hazard. Ky.. and other intianor Gatlin. Mrs. Robert Bergman
mate friends of the hostesses.
of Hazard. Ky., and the honoree. '
• •• • •

Day camping brings the fun of
outdoor living in groups to the
girl. It may be the only camping
experience the girl has in her years
in Girl Scouting. It provits the
first camping experience for many
girls; this is especially tree - of the
Brownie Scouts, who may best begin their outdoor living in
day
camp grounds. Sometimes girls who
have never wanted to go to any
type of camp find their interest
stimulated by day camping, and
progress to experience in establishSUE HOLTON COOK SOCIETY
ed Or troop camps. Day camping
HAVE LUNCHEON MEETING
often provides an opportunity for
girls who go to other camps for
Members of-the Sue Holton Cook
short periods to have camping fun' Missionary Society of the First
Christian Church met in the church
parlor Tuesday for a luncheon
meeting. Mrs. Clyde Jones' group
was host.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. J. H. Coleman and a playlet,
"Into The Fields" was presented
by Mrs. B. B Wear, Mrs. R. L.
I Wade and Miss Jacqueline Wear.
Officers for the coming yell- were
installed with Miss Ruth Ashmore
in charge of the installation servtee. - Officers instilled were Mrs.
R. L. Wade. president: Mrs, A. J.
Russell, vice-president; Mrs. R. H.
Robbins, secretary; Mrs. James
Overbey. treasurer; Mrs. B. B.
I Wear, World Call secretary; Group
Leaders, . Mrs. Otis Churchill, Mrs.
011ie Barnett. Mrs. Maurice.Crass.
There were 30 members present.
Visitors were Mrs. J. M.
Meloan of Frankfort. Mrs. Willie
Decker of Detroit and Miss Jacqueline Wear.

wwwWWW14,

I

SLEDD, Editor

before or after their other camping trips. Girls who have their
first taste of camping through day
camping are ready to gain much
Thbrsday, June 14
from other camping experiences
Tie Girl Scout Board and Scout
as they progress through their Girl leaders will meet with Mrs. A.
Scout years. The nicest thing about B. Austin at 7:30 p.m.
most day camps they are open to
Monday, June 18
girls that are not Girl Scouts.
The Wesleyan Service Guild will
This year is the second
Day
Camp to be sponsored by the Mur- meet at the park at 7.30 for a picray Girl Scout Council. The camp nic.
was a big success last year, and the
Tuesday. June 19
council members, Scouts, and leadEast Circle of W.S.C.S. will meet
ers are anticipating a bigger sucat 3:00 p.m. with Mrs. W. W. Mccess next year. '
Elrath.
Murray Girl Scout Day Camps
South 'Circle of W.S.C.S. will
this year will be on June '25, 26, 27,
meet with Mrs. Jesse Wallis at 3
'28, and 29, at the Murray City
p.m.
Park.
Central Circle will meet with
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Sr.
LT. GENE L DULANEY FETED
West Circle will meet with Mrs.
In recognition and appreciation N. A. Waldrop. „.
The Woman's Association, Bible
of his more than 50 missions with
the 15th Air Force as bombardier- Study Group of the Presbyterian
navigator and his safe return, the Church, will meet in the ladies parneighbors entertained with a pic- lor at the church on Tuesday, June
nic Friday evening at the _City 19.
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FALSE TEETH

"Remember Dad ...
WE HAVE A DINNER DATE AT RUDY'S
SUNDAY,JUNE 17th"
TREAT HIM TO A DELICIOUS MEAL
HE'LL REALLY ENJOY

"IkveoW

CLOSED EVERY MONDAY

GRADE -A- RESTAURANT

Air Conditioned

COTTON is the key-word
to smart summer fashions.
These crisp cottons give you
that fresh, cool look
crave on melting days.

LT. SCHERFFIUS HONORED
WITH PICNIC AT CITY PARK

YOU'RE DARN
TOOTiN'

Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Rogers of
Lynn Grove, entertained Sunday.
June 10. with a picnic at pavilion
four in Murray City Park.
There were 45 relatives and
friends present; several of the
...guests were celebrating June bithslays with Mrs. Rogers.
The guest of honor. was First Lt.
Earl Scherffius, Mr. Rogers grandsum who is home on leave, having
completed his 35 missions over
Germany, as a bomber pilot. He
is reporting June 26 at Miami for
his next assignment
, With the honor guest were his

drama

:turq
,

•

•

• Play Suits
• Shorts
•

• Slacks

_
aa&\2s Scott's

BOONE'S

.0WERY
BROOKS

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

. ,'

Save 10 to 20%
On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and

"THE FASHION SHOP FOR WOMEN"

Cleaning

•

•

•

Y FADED

'Lc"
4

•

•

"5515

vaa •

•

. 1'

•
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[CLASSIFIED ADS

lams, MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Danger In A Big
Opportunity

Notices

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

THURSDAY. JUNE 14, 1945

.M.S.T. Enrollment
Increased 16%

Fruit May Be Canned Ground Won't Hold
Successfully Without 'All The Potatoes •
The Use of Sugar
Mr. Will Rowland's cobbler pota-

REWARD OFFERED for the re
With. 281 students enrolled this
To those who love to fish, boat
so plentiful that the
toes are
turn of a coin purse containing
summer, Murray State College hiiIs
land
completion
of
Kenswim,
the
Lexington, Ky.-Fruit may be ground won't hold all of them and
sum of money representing no,
increase in enrollment of 16 per canned successfully without the
an
tucky
Dam
and
the
impounding
of
they are taking to 'the "trips, acyear's savings, and lost from no,
cent over that if a year ago. The use of sugar, it was pointed out.
cording to evidences in this office,
purse sometime between Monte. Kentucky Lake is a dream come
summer quarter is divided into two
true.
It
is
a
thrilling
sight
to
see
here today by Mrs. Pearl J. Haak, Mr.' Rowland brought a vine of
Thursday-Mrs. Sallie. St. John a
terms: June 4 to July 11. and July State Supervisor of Food Conservathe
land
lubbers
of
Murray
and
the potatoes to the office WednesLittleton's Store.
1p
'
Calloway County
leaving with 12 to August 18.
tion. University of Kentucky Ex- day
showing
young
potatoes
• The Ledger &a Times is author. SERVICE OFFEREp_ z- One bull FOR SALE-- One -Case- tractor,
and
I fishing poles, camp outfits
Of the 281 registered, 72 are en- tension Service, in
response to growing all up the stalk. That is
ized to announce the following .white facta to make season at
VC size, pulls two 12-inch. plows, NOTICE-In accordance with Kentucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and boats, headed for our great out-of- rolled in the "Cooperative Work- many questions prompted by OPA a novelty to us. and if this procandidates. subject to the action of my farm end of 8th St. and Hazel double. disc and cultivator.
See
25200: Notice is hereby given that doors on Kentucky Lake.
shop on Health Problems" being restrictions on canning sugar.
duction is-any sign, it looks like we
the Democratic Primary. Saturday. highway. Also have for sale Allis Cully Salmon. on Mayfield Higha report of final settlement of acIt has come to the attention of sponsored by the college in coop.August 4. 1943:
Chalmers B-Model cultivator, new; way, one mile west of Stella.
conservation are promised plenty of potatoes
According to the
lp counts was on May 28. 1945. filed by
health
dethe
state
eration
with
pLa for sale-Fred-Hargis,
COUNTY- ATTORNEY tp
Mee Nettie Oliver, aiiministratrix the Chamber of Commerce that
specialist, sugar does not act as a this a:owner..
FOR SALE--One coal or
wood for Mildred Oliver. deceased, and Kentucky Lake stands not only as partment, U. S. public health. de- a preservative and fruit will keep
LT ALVIN H. KOPPERL'D
FUNERAL, DESIONS AND POT range, white; only been used 8.1 that the same has been approved an opportunity for a good time, but partment, the Tennessee Valley just as well if it is canned without
WAYLON RAYBURN
PLANTS.-The Hine Flower Shop. months. A real buy. See Jim by the Calloway County Court and also as a potential danger to the Authority, and the agriculture ex- sweetening.
JOE WEAKS
Graduate Veterinarian
-Ear and Carrie Pearl Huie, So. Adams. near Midway, just off the ordered filed to lie over for excep- lives of those who use it. The tension department of the UniverIn canning fruit without sugar,
tions. Any person desiring to Lie lake is now deep
sity
of
Kentucky.
15th St Phone
and
easily
belp any exception thereto will do so on
Hazel Highway.
605 Olive Street
REPRESENTATIVE
the same procedure is followed as
TET enrollment last summer was
or before June 25, 1945. or be for- comes rough on windy days. Many
Telephone 560
To O. TURNER
INCREASE -YOUR PROFITS with FOR SAVE,--Beautiful 4-months- ever barred. Witness my hand this who go into it or upon it are in- 241 with 53 registered in a similar with sweetened Iruit. except that
boiling water or boiling fruit juice
Helm's
old female Collie.
Price, a3.00. 28th day of May, 1945.-By Mary experienced swimmers and boats- "workshop" program.
Government
Approved
is substituted for the usual syrup.
Chicks. Pullorum controlled. Im- Truman Smith. 108 N. 10th
Russell Williams, County Court men. Good boats are' still scarce.
SHERIFF
proved for years wth America's Telephone 805M.
lc Clerk, Calloway County, Ky.
Life guards are not available for
CHARLIE B ADAMS
heaviest laying strains. R.P.O. sirall the places. Much of the water
. WENDELL B PATTERSON
FOR SALE-House and lot and
matings.._ Sexed ChiCkefree
is jet Aitesxploredz:
- - J- 1- -PO•X
brooding bulletin-Helm's Chicks, gii-M-en spice: 11.104419-"'WntlVett•.
In'loving inernoi; of our beloved
Nave -house on South 9th
L. D FLORA
For these reasons, acting on the
iences,
automatic
heating
system.
wife and mother, Ambie Flippo.
Paducah, Ky.
July 30p
St., 5 rooms and bath on 1st
JAMES G. WILSON
suggestion
of
many, your Chamber
Located 2- blocks off square. FOR RENT -- 3-room
Our 4-H Club Rally Day will be who passed away June 3, 1941:
apartment
to held Saturday, June 16, at Murray We have only your memory, Dear floor ( hardwood ), 2 rooms
tf with private entrance and bath. of Commerce calls attention
REFRIGERATORS. ELEC TR IC Phone 48-J.
Mother.
some precautions:
COUNTY JUDGE
State Teachers College. The pro- To remernber our
RANGES and Appltances repair200 North 5th St. Phone 73. Call
whole life upstairs, full size basement,
HOME
FOR
SALE-By
owner.
One
1.
Don't
go
on
the
water...ip
thraiugh;
lot 75x190 ft.
ed. Also toSuse wiring -- Barnett
gram will begin at 9:30 a m. and
PINK G. CURD
Mrs. H. P. Wear.
Ip
makeshift boat.
--- -Electric and Refrigerator Service, of the best locations in Murray.
will be through at noon. It will be But your swe•titneas will linger
5 rccm house on
forever,
2. Be careful to provide extra held in the Little
403 Maple. Phone 698-W1 or Built-ins. Hot, water, nice shade FOR RENT-Furnished apartment.
Auditorium which As we atreaaure the image of you. Sycamore,
CITY JUDGE
basement, and
and
•
oar.
shrubbery.
Basement
508
when
using
an
outboard
?mo56.
electric refrigerator and stove, priis in the Administration Building. Not a day du we forget you, in our
L ROBERTSON
lot 50x230 ft.
furnace
heat,
corner
South
6th
and
Vine
Sts.
tor.
hearts
you
are
always
near;
vate bath, at 304 South 4th St. A
HUB MURRELL
A very interesting program has We who loved you, sadly miss you
1 p short block from the postuffice
3. Use extreme care in standing
STREAMLINED WRECKER SER- Mrs. Joe Overbi-y.
Nice house and lot on
--- been planned for both the boys and As it dawns another year.
or walking in boat.
VICE Nene equipment, 24-hour,
COUNTY COURT CLERK
Husband: W A. Flippo and West Main, lot 95x175.
girls arid we know you will enjoy
FOR SALE- Good second hand See or call Mrs. B. F. Berry, tele4. Do not overload any boat.
fast, dependable Wrecker Service.
children:
phone
103
lc
'LESTER G NANNEY
it. It will include seed identificaSeven rookn house on East
baby
afrugo-Call
659-J.
lc
arid Mrs -Wolter Pire,k.orn
Mr.
-Charges -reasonable Day phone
5. Equip yourself with a life
_
tion, canned foods judging, style
▪
Mn
and
Mrs. Macel Flippo
Elm St., large lot.
97. Night phone 424- Porter Mo- FOR SALE--- Small wh.te pore:preserver when going on
deep
Miss Dorothy Flippo
MAGISTRATE
revue and moving pictures.
tory Company, Chevrolet Sales and lain enamel cooking range
water.
Nine room house at corner
Mr and Mrs.1 R M Cherry
in
Wadeabore District
If you do not have a way to get
Service. stair
tf good- condition, with or without
•
8 Beware of amateur pilots.
6th and Pine Sts., lot 140 by
LEE BARNETT
out to the College from down town
210 ft. This is a real buy.
Bassinet on wheels, coo 7. Keep an eye on sudden cloud Murray.
UNWANTED ti A I R REMOVED 40-gallon hot, water tank and witi LOST
Hazel District
come to our office before
and wind squalls that would catch
ter
back.
--Mrs.
Will
C
Miller.
taming
pillows
and
other
articles
from
face,
arms,
and
legs
by
the
Ten room house and base,
I. N MOODY
9:30, and we will be glad to take
1 p Fell from truck Sunday morning you far out in the Lake.
We wish tooexpress our deep merit, in extra good condimodern method of Electrolysis - Hazel, Ky. Box -222.
Murray District
you out. Our offiaat is at 504 West
a.
and sincere apples-nation to every- •
between North Fourth Street and
approved by phaaacians. This
These and many other precau- Main Street.
E G MOODY
lion on North 15th St., lot
PIANOS-You can buy a real good
one who assisted in any way- dur- ra
aa
method is permanent a n d painEast Main. Finder notify Ledger tions are worthy of consideration.
GATLIN •CLOPTON
piano in good tune. .guaranteed
We are'looking forward to seeing ing the illness and death of our `"'""
"Lt.
less Cyrene Williams, R N, Phone
& Times. Reward offered.
1 p It will mean more fun in the long
CECIL HOLLAND
you at the Rally Saturday..
A real nice home on West
dear-husband, father, and brother •
162-W
523 and delivered, from $105 .up-- Harrun. One drowning in the KenCestetird District
ry Edwards. 428 So 6th St.. Padu-•
S. V. Foy. County Agent.
Grover C Andrus,
Main St., shown by appointtucky Lake, not to, speak of the
JOE B. McCUISTON
eah, Ky.
•
Jn2lp
Rachel Rowland , Home'
.
r
grief at loss of life, would give or
Especially
do wer thank Dr. C.41. leacht obi y.
W. A. PATTERSON
•
Demonstration' Agent,
Lake advertising with it would
Jones and the hospital staff of the
,FOR
OR TRAD'EaaOrae pracTwelve acres of land on
Murray -Marble & Granite Works
take much effort to counteract.
Keys-Houston
Clinic for
their
I Wait
tical
8-foot Case tractor
wheat
South side of Sycamore St.,
East Maple St, near Depot Teleservice:
the
NOTICE
kind
and
efficient
binder on rubber. '1 '1-2 miles
When you fish or go swimming
R. H. (ROB, LAMB
The War Price and Ration Board
, on water and sewer
phone 121 Porter White and L. D.
Churchill Funeral Home for their
or riding in a boat, remember that
SETH COOPER
SI west of Hazel.-Gienn Edwin Pas- announces that it is necessary for
Outland. Managers.
The Community Cannery, located courtesy; the beaotiful
fitiviers
•
chall.
- •
Jn14p all truck operators to call at the it isn't sissy to use common sense
We also have a few nice
at the Training School will open from the Bell City Baptist church
WANTED-- Mattresses to rebuild
CIRCUIT 'COURT CUIRK
Board and bring their license reYours for a great time on Ken- Monday, June 18, arid remain open
vacant
FOR
SALE-See
Ward's
for
truck
and our friends and enighbors; the farms and several
your
old
matWe
'will
pick
up
ceipt
and
Certificate
of
War
Netucky Lake this summer.
DEWEY RAGSDALE
every day this season According fine songs sung so sweetly by,htr. lots for sale.
tresses and make thern new. - and passenger tires; all sizes in cessity before the first of July in
Murray Chamber of Commerce. to an announcement made by A and Mrs. Vester Orr and the vimParis Mattresi Co. G S. Jackson, passenger. 'Also plenty of 825 by order to get their gasoline rations
If vou want to buy or sell
TAX COMMISSIONER
Carman, head of the Agriculture soling and comforting words of
336 E Washington St. Paris. Tenn. 20's and 13110 by 20's--Morngomery- fur the next quarter.
, see or call
CLAUDE ANDERSON
Ward. Mayfield. _Ky_ telephone
Department of the College.
WO. L. H. Poore, thlay God's i
. Phone 979-W. day phone 3Beginning with the'li5th of June
Jn14c
801.
richest blessings be * Witli each of I
all gasoline rations will be issued
POST WAR As soon as available
yeti.
from the Mailing
enter-, • Louiswe will have a comprese line of
Mrs. Grover Andrus and
OR
ville. Ky., therefore, it is necesWestinghouse Electrical Appliance.
Alta Fay,
William Hill, native of CrossWe
wish
to
express
our
sincere
sary
for
each
truck
operator
to
tall
also complete line of Gas applianMother.
Brothers
and
WANTED-I want to buy a baby
land, died at his home near Padu- thanks for all the kindness shown
at the Board at his earliest donces to be used pith Shellane BotSisters
Plaone 547-J or 442-J
play pen. Must be in good concah Friday, June 8. following sev- us during the sickness and death
venienee.
tled Gas Purdorn Hardware. North
dition. Telephone 222-R.
lc
eral months illness. Burial was of four dear daughter and sister
tt
5th Street
held at Pleasant Grove Cemetery Ethel Mae Skinnier
WANTED
--A good used piano. and
Buy that extra War Bona now.
Sunday • afternoon
PLUMBING. HEATING. SHEET
FIDDLING STAR OF PURINA'S
Especially do we want to thank
organ
sell
or
have
good
to
trade
METAL. ELECTRIC MATERIAL
Besides his wife and three chil- our white friends fur their kind:Write
Holton
Jones,
Hazel
Route
STOKERS- H. E. Jenksess Teledren. he Is survived by a-, slider, ness and Douglas High and class
lp
1
phone 498
'
Mrs N Page, Hazel, and two bro- of '45 for the pretty flowers and
P110'. Es
7.5
24
thers, Clifford and Author
Hill, every good deed
DISTRICT AGENTS WANTED for
•
Henry County, Tenn.
May God's richest blessings be
Calloway County and vicinitY by
Calloway County Monument Com- old line legal reserve company. to
with you all.
Buttor-KisfWHEN YOU BUY ALL
Vaster
A.
Orr.
sales
manapany,
Mr and Mrs Buster Skinner
sell Health. Accident. HospitalizaURGENT NEED OF MANPOWER
ger. Phone 85. West Main Street tion and Life Insurance. Highest
and Family •
IN FARM MACHINERY
YOUR POULTRY AND
Extended.
tf
commisanons paid. Writt- Great
INDUSTRY
--LIVESTOCK NEEDS AT THIS
Logan county bank: have pur- Northern Life Insurance ComOth•r 11110NARCB FOODS
The urgent needs of the faro.
panY, 110 South Dearborn Street,
RECAPPING and
, chased six registered Brown Swiss
machinery industry have been ex• • •All Just At Good
Ivklocagh 3: Illinois.
tf
VULCANIZING
I pound
19e
bulls
plained to production urgency com_
MAN OR WOMAN WANTED --ONE DAY SERVICE
pounds
15e mittees throughout the country in
Full or part, time for Rawleigh
a bulletin made public by WPB
Tube Repair large Injuries
Route.' No experience or capital
The bulletin says that in order to
-cheap_.
• Grade 1 Tires
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR PULLET GROWING NEEDS
Syrup
necessary Sales easy to make and
35.r meet the minimum essential pro• Used Tires
Staley's Sweetase. 5-lb jug
profits large. Start immediatefry.
machinery and
• First Line Tubes
75c duction of farm
Karp. 10-lb. bucket
Write Rawleigh's. Dept. KyF-181equipment needed to assure the
White Staley, limit one jug
lc
190. Freeport. Ill,
production
of
food
at
the
A 100-LB. BAG OF
high.
40c
to a customer, 5-1b. jug
". HALE SERVICE
level demanded - by present worldWANTED--I want to rent a five or TeaSTATION
PURINA GROWENA
wide conditions, the farm machinLipton.
six-room house. Furnace desired
East Highway
ery arid equipment ?industry reCAN GROW
..3dct'ormack.
but riot required Write Box X
quires manpower assistance.
Teriderleaf.
'care L & T.
Deer% ood
I WANT TO BUY typewriters, add Max o ell House.
tag machines, cash registers and
16 Tea Rails
used office furniture. -- Kirk A Coffeephone
Pool. 309 Main St., or
's-withPURIN-A
Old Judge.
60.
•i
Max o ell House.
Triple-R Peaberry.
Tbaes all it takes when
By actual test, Chek-11Johnson Peaberry.
you feed GROWENA
JONES'
COME TO GLAD
Ton is 93.6'-a efficient
11.05
3 lbs. ('anova in large jar
on the Purina Plan.
-Grceery at 253 N 2nd Si.. and
in removing lung.
65c
Built for fast growth
7-Day. 3-1h. bag
far 10c see a unique fish.. The
and vigor. Gots'em
roundworms tram birds
Red Cross Maccaronl.
fish has 7 horns and four feet,
on the neat early,
...co,. on birds, tool
Ic
7-ounce pkg.
and Xis floaters ( ome noo
10c
Fancy Rice, lb.
1p
admission 10 rents
_
Great Northern and Pinto
Beans, pound
10c
11c
..........-.
-..........e Red Kidney Beans. lb.
Shelled Popcorn, lb.
10e
, I • HEADQUARTERS FOR
Country Butter Beans, 5 lb.
35e
A mule feed made especially for
Standard Perla for All Cars!
mules, Three bogs will feed an
Ky Rose Flour. 25 lbs.
95e
Office Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
overage
mule one month Built to
Lily
Flour,
5
lbs.
White
73e
keep mules in conttion
B. L. Ray
• TELEPHONE 601
'
F. Miller
5 Ihni. White Lily Free with
. 25 lbs. White Rose Flour
Depend on Purina Umolene
Telephone 16
In beautiful print hag
Si 35
Starlight Flour in cloth.
••••••4.
••. am.
•••••••=••••
25 pounds Star Best Flour
In cloth
9120
Lynn Grove Flour. 25 lb..
$1.15
Ss.re t Potato Plants, 100
25c
GET YOUR IP
Seed Pea,.
Bushel Beans, White Kentucky
W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
Wonder, White (•reasehaek,
Was, Pencil
Black
Pod.
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
Stringless Greenpod, Giant
Stringless Greenpod, Sorghum
../(
Our ropplies of this
Seed, Brown Corn Seed,
WITH AA KILLING POWilt
- AA killing -power
Henderson's Green Seeded But ,
FLU Clornely
nOVII gd.
oo
per
ter Beans, lb.
30e
Fat
Mirk
Meat.
lb.
lac
SALES REPORT FOR JUNE 12, 1945
day per now. Order
VEALS
Kills files, mosquinow.
Good ('finking Apples, lb
toes, gnats, moths,
Or
bedbugs,
Fine
(
°eking
Apples,
some
ants, wa1053
Total Head Sold
No. 1 Veabi
15.75PURINA
ter bugs, silver fish.
defects. gallon
12c
Pleasant odor
Quart sorghum, some% hat
stainless m ad. for
. 2 Veals
Go-od Quality Fat
'
sugared
40c
"1'DM• use.
'
Steers
14.00- 15.20
Honey,
lb
jar
Me
13.00
Throwduts
New Office Location
12.00- 14.00
Grass Fat Steers
4-point Barbed Wire, roll
14.00
Baling
Wire,
one-third
off.
13.00- 15.00'
Baby Beeves
PIMPLES SAVINGS BANK BUILDING
Vinegar Barrels
$1.54
8.50- 11.50 .
Fat Cows
HOGS
Florida Melons. lb
.4e
On West Main Street
5.00- 8.00
Canner'and Cutters
We PAY for large Potatoes
TELEPHONE 575
OFFICE -FH1DNE 122
per 100 pounds
14.3 s
31 75
140 to'350 pounds
35.00-120.00
Milk Cows, per heittl
Smaller Potatoes cheaper.
1. N. Waggoner
H. L. Tucker
*
15.00Best Spring Lamb's
WANT Side Meat. Hams and
„Roughs
10.00- .13:60
12.00- 14.00 •
Medium Spring Lambs
..Lard, Dressed Fryers, Live
Fryers,

1

Announcement

Services Offered

I

For Sale

'

Dr. J. J. Dorman

470.

4-H Club Rally
;Saturday, June 16

For Rent

GOOD VALUES IN
REAL ESTATE
•

In Memory

'Nic:!.

Lost and Found

I

Card of Thanks

MONUMENTS •

Notice To All Truck
‘, • Operators! -

sA.LE.

William Hill Dies at
Home Near Paducah

Wanted

COLLIER HAYS

Card of Thanks

LEON HALE

CURLY fOX

Grand Ole Opry
1t4 94dea(449 rit•u*ue

Swarm's Grocery

tues

samoamus

SALTINE
CRAChERS

500

ONe Seco Seale

YEP!

KNOCK=OUT!
.tail'eva44;ichoo,a4,
(i)

HAIL! HAIL! HAIL!

5 8/6 PULLETS

CHEK-R-TON

SEE THE

MURRAY INSURANCE AGY.
For HAIL INSURANCE on Growing
Tobacco

•

Keep 'em in the Collar

I Murray Auto Parts
W.

1

Murray Live Stock Company

ill/RRY!

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

The Best Market in West Kentucky
AuDREY

Consisting of houses and lots, both business and residential; also building lots
and farms of different sizes and prices.

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here

LIVESTOCK SPRAY
REQUIREMENTS NOW!!

For Real Bargains See

PURINA FLY SPRAY

TUCKER REAL ESTATE
AGENCY

13.504.00-

LIVESTOCK SPRAY

ECONOMY FEED STORE

•

•
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Murray Saves Citizens $95,000
In 3 Years With TVA Power
Murray,
This municipality of
first city in Kentucky to contract
for TVA power' with its own electric plant. Sunday celebrated its
Municipal
third anniversary of
ownership.
ThelElectric Plant Board, headed by Chairman Robert S. Jones,
has paid off $60,000 of its $200,000
bonded indebtedness and expects
to pay off an additional $30,000 or
more in November.

mated

by

comparing

the

Kei

tucky-Tennessee rates in effe
prior to June 10, 1942, with TVA

rinarian
treet
560

LJES IN
ATE

South 9th
,ath on 1st
, 2 rooms 4
basement,.

a

e at corner
lot 140 by
real buy.
and base,
sod condi.
ith St., lot

Albert B. Hughes
Albred Brent Hughes, Seaman,
2-c, volunteered for the Navy May
2, 1944. He received boot training in Sampson. N. Y. and was
transferred to Shoemaker, Calif.
for three weeks. He is now in
the Pacific.
Cpl. Joe E. Hughes was drafted
for service-in April, 1943. He vol-

Back the Attack
By Buying
War Bonds!

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

few nice
al vacant
buy or sell

I

HAYS

kLE

,r 442-J
RIN A'S

Iftosusee
Y ALL

' AND

'Ceiling prices for used passenger cars--sold by either dealers or
private owners— will be reduced
four per cent or? July 1 in accord,:
ance with the "Rollback" provisions of the used-, ear price regula;
tiort. Price Administrator Chester
Bowles announced. Also to be se;
duced four per cent on July I, are
charges allowed for extra equip;
ment on used cars such as heaters,
radios and other inbuilt items having additions to ba,

Lt. Patterson was captured ii,
Schumtche, Germany November 8,
a place that overlooked the Rhine
CONSUMERS TO GET 'maim
River. He was with the First
PRICE ON MEATS
Army and was with the Infantry
serving at platoon leader.
Iii Housewives and •other shoppers
gompany was cut off from their
will share directly in the governarmy and had done without food
ment's meat'control program when ,
fur six days before they, were!,
3.000.000 bulletins listing the top
taken priusenrs. They wer0 placed
ceiling prices of all cuts and,
in a transit camp and- later made
grades of meat are distributed
to live ,in the Interrogation centhroughout the country within the
ters where they were subjected to
next few days. Price Adlhinistrasevere questioning in an attempt
t.r Chester Bowles announced. 1
to get information about the oil
These lists—powerful weapons to
lines across France. The prioners 10 days They radioed, read, play- help smash the black maricet in
refused the bribes of Red Cross ed bridge and enjoyed other games meat—may be. obtained by confend and other reliefs that wale to entertain themselves.
s07-rie-fs by ceiling at rationing
offered for valuable information.
Lt. Patterson went from October tsqird headquarters. ,
There were 103 Americans taken 8, 1943. till June 3. 1945, without
at the time Lt. Patterson was cap- seeing anyone he had ever known
tured.
Twenty-seven were seri- After sre:nding 6.3 days here. he
ously wounded and 30 were placed will report to Miami Beach, Fla
in hospitals because of trench foot. far further orders. He has 95
.
They were taken to Oflag 64 in poiots or more.
1
Shubin, Poland. Then moved by
He entered the service with the
foot through snow in a tempera- Old Kentucky Infantry, 149th Diture of -5 degrees above. They vision and took his training at
marched six days before Patter- Camp Shelby. Miss.
Tie later
son became ill. He was placed in went to Fort Binning, Ga. and was
a box car with 54 others to re- assigned to the Keystone. 28th Dicuperate.
vision and was 'With that group
Four days' food
consisting of when captured.
one-fourth loaf of bread, wurst,
He wears three campaign stars
and fish cheese were given them to that he won in Normandy. Northmake a 10-day trip between Inter- ern France, Luxembourg, Belgium.
rogation camp and a permanent and Germany. He served 106 days
prison. This, to,,. was made in a on the front line in the Infantry.
box car.
and feels lucky to be back home.
to talk about the
Permanent camp was better than He refused
they expected. It contained a li- tragedies he knew, but looks opto- ,
brary with 6.000 volumes furnished mistIcally to the time When he '
by the YMCA and the Red Cross. can own his own farm and run it
They remained there a month himself. He is 26 years old and is I
married.
then had to fravel because the
"Just knowing about folks at
Russian Army was Catching up
home is a joy, for I went from Nowith them.
They were liberated by the ItUs- vember 8 till liberated without
sians 30 Miles southeast of Berlin having a letter."
at Luckenvealde. The Germans
left when they •knew that the Russians were near, and the prisoners
organized the camp and
made
—Buyers and Sellers—
ready for the liberation.
ALL KINDS OF - —
Patterson lost weight during the
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
prison months, but has regained
his normal pounds. The liberated
•
men took trucks for a trip to the
We Are Headquarters
German air bases and took planes
for Seed Cleaning
to France where they were -de•
loused" and secured clean clothes.
NEW LOCATION
given medical attention, and then
sent by train for port of embarka- Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
tion. Nine thousand men made
the boat trip home that required
Telephone 665

MAKE FATHER'S DAY A REALLY
ENJOYABLE FAMILY AFFAIR
--Let the -children shake out their piggy-banks and with
Mother's financial aid, take Dad for a wonderful dinner
at

BLUE BIRD CAFE
LEON
Due

and ALBERT
•

to the Food Shortage We Will Be Closed ALL DAY THURSDAY!-,
Until Further Notice

STRONGEST OF BONDS
,
DAD

kT THIS

)
iPtate

Veer
G NEEDS

UT!
144•Oiriik
(.?

TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, AND TO
ALL MY FRIENDS, BOTH YOUNG AND OLD:

I NA

TON

UNINA

Wing

soar

On Thursday, June 21, at the office of County Health Department,
on the second floor of the Courthouse, there will be a free, preschool clinic between the hours of
2 and 5 p.m.
"Please avail yourself of this opportunity as your child must have
this check up before it eon enter
school. ,jr. you du not 'care to at—ainie please take your
4ered atia
child to your family physician arid
telephone Mrs. -Roy Farmer for
blanks which must be filled out,"
members of the ehalth department
said•today.

Lt. Randall Patterson, son of Mr. •- and Mrs. Wendell' Patterson, ar- ,
rived Thursday night after spending about six months in Germar
prison camps.
He was look
well and feeling fine. He ext
ed -delight at being home, but .
sad and misses the fellows he
knew before the war.

MAKES STATEMENT CONCERNING THE OFFICE OF

land on
:amore St.,
er

I

CEILING PRICES FOR
PASSENGER CARS REDUCED,

Clinic For Pre-School
Children To Be Held
Thursday, June 21

Lt. Randall Patterson Arrives Home
After Six Months in German Prison Camp

OTIS LOVINS

se on West
oy appoint-

out, however, that
j can
show need for

motorists who
more gasoline
under the rationing regulations will
be able to get it after June 11 by
Even though the value of "A" applying to their local War Price
Relatives
were informed last
and Rationing Boards. which may
coupons will be raised to six galweek of the death of Dr. Will H.
tssue the additional "B" mileage up
Yongue which occurred at his Ions each, effective June 22. and to the. maximum of 650 miles per
home in Lafayette. La. on June 6.
after a several months illness if miles per month uniformly overt.
heart trouble.
the country on June 11, it will still - Mrs. Ellis Rowe of the Auburn
Dr. Yongue known to his friends be - necessary for motorists to_exer- Homemakers' Club in Logan counliere as Will was born and reared cise care in the use of gasoline, ty is making a nice little income
:n Murray'the 'son of the late George W. Crenshaw, OPA Disl re-tying springs in upholstered
Dr. and Mrs. W. P. Yongue. He trict Rationing Executive, said.
cushions, frillowing a project on the
received his early education here
The rationing executive pointed subject in her club.,
and Ilter graduated from medical
college and went to Brussard, La.
to practice his profession. He established a hospital at this place
and enjoyed a large practice until a few months rigo when ill
health forced him to take a rest.
Dr. Yongue is survived by his
wife and four children. Dr. Sam
Dh YOngue, also of Louisiana, is a
Joe 'E. Hughes
brother.
Funeral and burial services were
unteered for the Navy but was reThursday,
jected. He received training at held at Brussard on
Camp Lee, Va. and Danville. Ill. June 7. '
He landed in England in May,
1944, and was sent to Paris, France
following D-Day. He is now in
France.
They are the sons of Mr. and
Mrs. L. E. Hughes, Murray.

Dr. Will H.Yongue:Gasoline Ration
Dies in Louisiana Lifted Some

Hughes Brothers Serve Overseas

rates introduced - alter that date
when the city acquired the plant.
"Interim" rates were in effect
from June 10, 1942, until April 1,
1945, pending completion of Kentucky Dam and its integrated system of electrical current transmission. These interim rates for Murray were approximately 28 per cent
The plan has an earned s,urplus
under the K-T rates.
of $75,868.80, accumulated in these
With the completion of TVA's
three years of operation with TVA
3110,000.000 dam at Gilbertsville
power.
With lb. constructhis
Operating with "interim" aria
tion of a substation here, "stanlately with "stanslard" TVA rates,
dard" TVA rates ,were instituted
the plant has saved the power
here beginnig on April 1. With
consumers of Murray approximatethis rate-schedule. Murray's rates
ly $95,000 in these three years, in
are now over 40 per cent lower
rate savings, Supt. Charles Oakley
than the former K-T rates.
estimated. This figure was estiThe Murray plant has paid the
city in three years $12,060, representing 6 per cent on its investment of $67,000 in the system. In
taxes the system has paid $7,001.50.
There are 1.618 power usey as
compared with 1,511 three years
ago.
Murray's power board members
are Robert ,S. Jones, chairman; L.
J. Hertin. secretary-treasurer; W.
G. Swann, E. G. Hendon. arid*
M Overbey

,rman

house on
:lent, and
50x230 ft.
1 lot on
x175.
Ise on East

SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

•

During the peace time dayi of six years 'ago I could
not see down the way, neither did I know how circumstances could alter cases. I didn't know that a war would
be declared which among the lesser things to be mentioned, would result in the fees from this office being
drastically cut.
Nevertheless this does not eliminate the fact that
during my previous campaign days I said "Elect me for
only one term," I also promised this year to go to the polls
and do by some one else who is worthy 01 promotion the
'thing that I then asked you to do by me.
Due to the fact that I have had the experience of this
office but have not received the usual fees! I don't feel
that my friends should blame me too much, if in some respects I underwent a change of mind during the past six
years. However I do feel from a conscientious standpoint
that I should respect that promise when it concerns the
yputh of today, and especially those who have riskO•their
liVesthat a nation might live. Therefore I hereby propose
to furfill my previous statement according to the dictates
of my conscience, by saying:
If there is some capable and qualified soldier, who
has fought for his country during this recent struggle, who
has intentions of becoming a candidate for this office, and
who will sincerely announce his intentions, I will let this
announcement serve as a cancellation to any further intentions of mine. Furthermore I will support that soldier
to the fullest extent of my ability.
No, soldier, I repeat, I will not oppose you for the
place I now hold. I have a brother over there who is now
treading in similar paths to that which you have trod.
There are several Gold Stars which serve to remind me
of little boys of yesterday. I knew them first as school
pupils of mine. I saw them last as soldiers of the Red,
White and Blue..
So in reverence to them, and with respect to you, who
wear a Silver Star, I will now mark time, and will further
await until July 2,. should you care to announce. If at
that time your announcement'has not appeared, I will
make another statement to my frielnds which in all probability will read: "I am now stanfling at your service,
ready to•remain at my post if you care to keep me here
by your votes."
So thanking you for all past favors, I now ask you to
consider while I await.
As ever,

g,,,,eagemy

PARKER can,/

Ogg
/JuivE
/17

Honor Him.

FARMERS
Repair your Tractors and Farm
Machinery NOW
as parts are hard to obtain

on Father's Day, June 17th.
By Giving Him A War Bond!

Our Mechanic and Welder
FRED R. TACKETT
has had years of experience in this
profession
•

South Fourth Street

, MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION '

Big Enough to Take Care of You 7Small Enough to Be Aware of You

Telephone 289-J
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BANK of MURRAY

J. T. TAYLOR
Implement Co.
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OTIS.LOVINS

Your Strongest Bonds
Are To Your
Dad and Your Country
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•
•— •are leaving Sunday with Counselors Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts,
Miss 'Jane Roberts. Mrs. Ray
Brownfield, and hiss Fay Upchurch. What a time we mothers
,are having getting them ready.
Typhoid _shuts, labeling clothes,
getting cloihee'towels. sheets, and
other things• together that are nut
on the market .. .

BUSINESS MORE • PROSPEROUS
l ing the money 14 s ii ry on the war.
DESPITE PRICE CONTROL
Buying War Bends is ease *ire way of keeping our community safe
HEART THOUGHTS BY
HkRT
PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
for post war. War Bonds make an ideal gift at Any time. They will
Consolidation of The Murray Leelger, The Sal:oway Times, and The
To refute statements by some
Bean Thoughts have been rather town, there is a demand for fishbe the ideal gift for Father' Day. Guard your money. use It wisely. and
Tirnee-Herald. Oct. 20, 1928. and The West Kentuckian, Jan, 17, 1042.
critics of peke control the. OPA
enjoy it to buy things that you 'Italla And need uhen normal times iilterrupted this week. I have had ing license since some of our busiW. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
policies have worked general fireturn.
veral and each time I sat down ness men had interviews with the
game warden on the Lake 'last
nancial statements of 1,120 leadMRS. GEORGE HART, EDITOR
ttie" typewriter,„somethiug. call- week .. .
ing American corporations. These
• • •
ed my attetion. The results are
Published Evety.Thursday Noon at 103 North teurth St.. Murray. Ky.
figures indicate that profits both
that "as usual my thoughts are
e
The sheriff's race Is getting nutbefore and atter taxes in the first
• • •
Entered at the Poet Office, Murray. Kentucky, for Transm ission as
- Th4 we.. k. the Murray Chamber of Commerce issued a bulletin. to rather rambling.
ter each day. This week James_
six months of 1944. with a few exSecond Class Matter.
what
I
to think
Thug clipping, was handed to tie Wilson, soldier in the
members with a cover cartooning the thought. "We tiax•e• eorrlething to
far above
Pacific, !am not trying
ceptions. continued
fur the first
Subscription Rate"-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
Crow About" because we "Pull Teigether." aed then emphasized this this Weak, and is worthy of a bit made his announcement, increas- will do with her away
Peacetime levels. The study shows.
I am
$200 a Year: In Kentucky. =.50; Elsewhere. $3.00.
vf theught:
ing the number of candidates to time that long a period.
says Mr. Bowles, that average profthought "But we cannot rest easy for we must keep digging."
•'
what I know is
$1.00 per year to Service Men Anye. here,
five, and four of them are exigent. trying to practice
its, to earnings 10 and 12 times
That expresses exactly what the Chamber of Cesnmerce has done "She went to the butcher's
a chance
have
her
.
.
let
right
.
For spareribs and suet,
lz from the Concord District a • .
what . Was realized by the indus. .. We- have -secured the Tappaja-S49-VP -FACISCIPY which-is.something to
be
nrid
Avyng
Under
My
DOM
art
But 'road That sorne others
• • •
tries before the war. Mr.' Bowles
1
"Crow About
We secured this fine industry, because we were . orunder the direction of those inHad be.aten hertuet •
also disagrees with those critics
SSOC;AT10 N
Veterans of the European 'Thealovely
exa
ganized and pulled tocether_
give
her
to
stt.ucted
She said she would settle
Who. while admitting that corpoter are arriving daily and we talk
Own
others
of
her
with
9111:-'
419
.
1,
1 eiaZzt
,Jellsertiren_
time
Is
perience
a
nap.
because
the
to
rest
easy
and
take
. .This is no time
For sausage or liver.
rate profits have increased, state
to those who come to this Office
age.
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
ripe to aKee.p Digging.- Tha but:her -insisted.
that small business firms have sufwith a sense of sacredness. To
• •
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
He had twee to giver.
The Ledger gr. Timee is proud of the fact that for two: years It has
fered. On the contraey, he points
have had their experiences, to
, foh zark chops_
gne of the first letters that out, Deparunept of Cernmerceefig.
We reserve the -right. to reject any Advertising. Letters'tothe Etter. been suggesting talking and worems tor. the .r_eerganization_aL .tha- She-pleatied
have returned to our -110111E• town
For meatballs . foe mutton
Or Puhlic Voice items which in our opinion is not for the best interest Chamber of Commerce,. We knew that to have a successful an& proand to have their interpretation came in answer to .a advertise- ures show that profits of unite
Club corpoated - rhanufecturing, wholeThe butcher said: 'Lady.
of, our reeders,
of our activities; is beyond my ment from the Sportsman's
gressive community, there rhust be some organization whose job it was
I just ain't got mitten!'"
here, in regard to the Keettgeky sale, retail, and service businesses
imagination.
All
I
have
talked
of
what
the
Chamber
to do things for the good of all. That is just
Some of the pleasant-interhigi- to, say something like this: I have Lake sports, was an inquirey about almost doubled between 1939 and
Commerce is - for the good of us all.
tions were letters from Miss Sus- no sense of bitterness in my heart; hotels, airports, and other facili194t
•
arsepticau6of
feet thatsMurrey and_Celltievey County ..t0e stanieeslinenots -Washington, D. C.
fishing, and
I did what my country demanded; ties for hunting and
kurlday
.
%s Father', Day, acc'orinj to the calenati-lris
jealousy,
and
selfish
She had been sick for the past I would do it again It necessary. it came from Chicago, according
gether are digging cooperatively. Strife, discord,
that we set aside one day in the year as a, day when. special tribute arid
was tall."
interests are the ruins of any,individual or community. We .are proud week and wrote the letter from The people here owe me nothing to reports.
• • •
attention is given to Dad As the years have gone by. It seems that
• • •
to have heard so many times lately that Murray and Calloway ..are bed. Her experiences in that city the government took good care of
by the grape vine
have
heard
I
we have :thought of Dad as being an old mpn. perhaps with. the years
are to be envied, for there sh.t me, gave me good food, good
What are we going to do about
usually free of factions and discord. These are- the main reasons. that
sees the famous celebreties corn- clothes, and is starting me back to securing an airport? With indus- Mete. that Carmon Graham is planof Mettle well spent. or perhaps he was just a sweet memory There
this community le on the-road to something bigger and-finer. The pear
ire -and going from Russia. Arabia, work and to school since I am try coming to town, with vacation- ning a buys' camp on the Kenare a -lot of Dads who have given the best Part of their lives: but there
ple. are cultured, thinking. proutessive citizens who knew opportunity Africa and so on,
tucky Lake, Congratulations, Carwell as being opt.
jets soon coming to enjoy our lake;
areAhese who have the best of their lives to
illon. That is' just the line of
when it knocks. end takes advantage of it when it comes."
able to see some of the good shows
• • •
and with veterans returning whose
Dads occupy peculiar positions today Some of them are at home
thinking and planning that we
-Murray State College came to us 25 years ago. Look what it has offered.
.
They go further than the above vocation it is to fly, we will need need. Why can't we have a girls'
• • •
• -enjoying their familliss et-tem-are away and would give all he treas- done to this county! The value of its coming cannot he counted in mastatements and say: What I An immediately to look after getting camp. too. Others are capitalizing
H.
, __wee:they pk, tie.F.S to .be at home:- and then there are the Dads who will terial -things: however the streets have beeome hard-surfaced: new
A letter horn Charlie Lassiter interested in, is seeing that such an airport that is near town_
19
mountains
the
projects'
in
on
such
they
return
because
have
the
fields
.
never
gone to
of battle, have met homes-have been built; old homes improved: rural homes are attree- was welcomed this week. He re- an experience "does not happen
• • •
N,
__.
.
and on -the lakes. Murray could
the enemy arid paid the price of death in a foreign field.
A -toll Course i's neeciod. There
nye: farms have been built. up: livestock has been given interest; boys mains in the states and has charge again. Our opportunities lie in
do likewise. Also, by the, grape
of. a radio station at his camp.
was
we
laughed
at
a
time
when
training
our
youth
to'
think
and
. It is peculiar the 'reaction one has to watch e father returned from and girls in this county have college edecation that is being osed.right
Bi
t
• • •
vine, I-- heard that Murray State
act right. We must be aware or those who golfed a . but now we
cis
cir;erseas greeting his tittle son -or daughter for 'the first time _and hear here "at home
have
. We coultamme many many things that
. come
•
A letter from Rupert Outand our duties daily and ta.let our know that Res a recreation that is colleges have such an opportunity
_
. .
the childish inquiry: "Are you my ` daddy"."
;and to hear the reply: eirectly from Murray Slate College .. .
_brought 'the neeee that , he
well 'eflatliterir gee the besLof our _bet- good for the tired business men, an all-year program. Not many
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In the fighting in the mountains of
central Luzon, he did an outstanding job of keeping the front line
troops suppliedeViith all the ammunition they needed. All of these
supplies hen . to be hand carried
over six miles of Lough, Jap infested mothitain -trtilis, but Sgt.
Cleaver always got the ammunition
through.
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• Tbey were the first Americans to
assaul now-crumbled Fortress Europe with the Salerno landings and
later fought in the Rapido River's
famous "Bettie of Cup" below
Cassino. The mountain city of
Velletri fell to them when they
took part in the spectacular 36th I
Division infiltration maneuver that
opened the rates to Rome.
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2, was inducted into the army No- PAT D. BLALOCK RECEIVES
vember S. 1943. Ile trained et COMMISSION AS ENSIGN
Camp Gordon Johnson, Fla., bePat D. Blalock, South Seventh
fore going to Australia 13 months street, graduated .recently atom thi
ago. He is with the Amphibious US.. Maritime Server , Officer'
Engineers.
School at Fort. Trumbull, New
His wife. the former Mix.. Lo- London, Conn.
retta' Fair is the daughter of Mr.
Commiesitmed Ensign ip the_U S
and Mrs. Irwin Fair.
Maritime Service and bistied
—
'cense as Third Mate this offs
SERVE:21TH NAVY
will be assigned to active di,
• aboard an ocean-going cargo 'vessel
of the United s States Merchant
Marine. He is the son of MTS. Es- i
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Instil ution.
My opponent is equally well known in his field, really
ambitious personally to represent you with glowing qualifications personally described. 1 have heard somewhere about
political science, but never liner much about science in poli7-Ms, only just a rough and tumble activity, and a struggle to
get what your county is entitled to from the revenue of the
taxpayers.
I have continuously attended the school of hard knocks
for 60 years-never missed a day-hut never quite graduated.
howeser I hold the AIE degree-Age, Ignorance and Fsper
ience-backed up by persistent usage of my degree.
What vie %%ant and are entitled to from Frankfort is a lust
allotment for roads, and control of the Rural Roads Commission brought closer home.
For an increase for teachers and facilities that will reach
every child in the county, for a just allocation for Old Age,
crippled and otherwise dependent people.
I don't think the voters of Calloway expect me to ask
them to vote for me. or 'believe I seek any personal favors, so
ii I AIM nominated it must be because you wish me to undertake the job, that I am financially able to devote the time, and
knoaing and treating all alike in personal service.
Having been a merchant in my own name for 50 years. I
, and would advise
find the lob today the hardest of my
ail to purchase anything needed for the winter season as you
find it. Merchandise will he scarcer than ever. I am receiving
sonic Blankets. Heaty Underwear, Felt Hats and Shoes nownot much preaviar quality. hut the best we can do.
Come in to see us every time you are in town - if you
don't, we 'Miss you and you misit us.

, - T.0. TURNER

ray Training School and attended
Murray State College.
They- are the pais" of Mr. and
Mr ;. W. C. Miller, east of Murray.

ARMY
GROUP, GER6TH
MANY---The city of Wurzburg, in
seuthwestern Goasenany. lay in
ruins after receiving terrible pastings from the air. The rubblesttfewn streets and gutted buildings were deceivingly quiet. But
hidden in dooivrays and behind
walls, the enemy was. waiting with
machine guns trained on advancing
American doughboys of an infanfc
'
, diOision Which "included S-Sgt.
John Ft„ Imes and Pfc. James B.
Whanell of Calloway County, Ky.
On the outskirts of the city.
Corra.4 etimiteuilt""A" of theslah
At meted "Hellcat" Division stood
raised, ready to act- as trouble
shooters in ease the Krauts proved
difficult to rout.' A short time
bter, the, quiet was shattered as
the
well-entrenched
Germans
poured round after round of fire
inta the Antitican infantry.
The' Seventh Army's Twelfth
Armored
Division, a component of General Jacob L. Dev,ers• 6th
Army Group, had three battalions
_ one of tanks. one. of infantry
and one of field artillery -an its
hard-hitting Combat Command 'A'.
The fighting unit is supported by
companies o f medics, ordnance

Pfc.- Darnell has written many
interesting letters concerning the
places, he has been, and especially
about the different types of people
with whom, he has come in contact. He, writes often about the
Top turret gunner and 'engineer
Filipino children he Sees, and this
,ai the Eigth Air Force B-17 Flying
seems to add to his loneliness for
aertress, "Little Joe," the newly
his own 11-months-old son. Willie
'emoted staff sergeant is a memDarnell, Jr., whom he has never:
ter -af the Third Bombardment Diseen.- His wife and sun are now
sion, which was cited by the,
visiting Mende And relatives in
resident for its now historic Eng. ,
Murray._
'. _
land-to-Africa" shuttle bombing of
His chief comment on the end of
Messerscroitt aircraft factories at
the war in Germany was, "We are
Regensburg: Germany.
thankful it is o'er 'over there,'
S-Sgt. Miller is the son of Mr
and with the extra aid we will reand Mrs. Walter F. Miller of Souta
ceive from the ETO and replace12th Street, Murray. Brior to enments from home let us look far.
tering the AAF in May,, 1943, he
ward to seeing a world at peace
was a student at Murray High
Pfc. _Willie Darnell is now in by Christmas."
School. service on Luzon, according to
messages received by his wife of LT, EDWIN JAMES AT
SAN ANTONIO AVIATION CAPoplar Bluff, Mo. He had seen MOUNTAIN HOME, IDA.
DET CENTER, Texas- -Capt..James
_seralee.sila AiLiKaii alld litW- cr-lalls
C.---Ttatirtharr, of 202- -North Tenth,
'Lieutenant Edwin :runes,
nea since going overseas in JanMurray. Ky., AAF Instructor, Preuar,. '44. From New Guinea he son of Mrs. Mary D. James, 50t
flight School of the San Antonio
went to the Philippines wher4 he Maple street, Murray, recently arAviation Cadet Center. Texas, has participated in the battle of
ig- rived at the Foueth Air Force's
been transferred to Maxwell Army Zag Pass east of Olongapo. • He Army Air Field, Mountain Home,
-Air Field, Montgomery, Ala., fol- assisted in, the liberation of the Ida., for duty assignment.
lowing conversion of the
Cadet Bataan Peninsula, the scene of
Lt.' JaTes entered the service
Center into an Army Air Forces our 1942 disaster.
He has also in March, 1939, and received his
Personnel Distribution Center for served in the Bamban-Fort Stots- commission in July, 1943. He holds
Ctimbat returnees.
enburg-Mt. Pintatulia Area, which the Asiatic-Pacific Ribbon, and the
CPL. A. HANELINE IN
HOSPITAL IN GERMANY

proved to be one of the most European -African -Middle Eastern
decisive battles of the Philippines. Ribbon with three battle stars.

Lt. James' wife, Mrs. Ealine M.
Pfc. Darnell is a member of the
Cpl. Alfred Haneline, Who has latith Field Artillery wleteh is the James, resides at 1507 W. Jackson,
been overseas sinee January, 1944, Combat -Teem Mate to,the 149th Spokane, Wash.
leas been in a hospital in Germany
since V-day. On the day before
V-day. Cpl. Haneline was wounded
by a bullet which entered the
palm of his bend and came out
through the wrist,'
He was in the D-day invasion,
and ,fought all through France, and
•Real Estate and Insurance •Rentals and Sale
Germany without being wounded. I
Corporal Haneline's wife, formerly
We're Insuring Both Farm and City Property
Miss Jeannet Barnes, and their
•
daughter Sandra live ,in Rockhill.
494-R Reside:leg
Telephones
-494-.1 Office
Mrs, Goldie Haneline, his
Mo.
mother, expects him home soon.
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LARGE

If you are not registered do not blame the election officers
Registration tars are to keep any one from voting More than
once. There rill be an opportunity to register after the primary for November election.
A's 'previousk announced. I am a candidate for Represen
tative for teatimes- County. I was making it all right until
another ennounced; hoe ever I am reconciled to' democratic
government ',',here tbe people hive a right to choose vihom
they %%FM to represent them.
al aggrandisement, and mill be satisfied
I seek no per
ith the voters' choice. Having been active in road improve
ment ever since I have been a oaken of Calloway. and that
cannot he selfish, as good roads benefit all. The job of securing
proper consideration from the state seems to be more compla
celled or neglected-one or both-so if I may undertake to improve or restore contact is a matter of the voters' opinion, and
not for me to say.
I have no spite or Ill ',sill for any legitimate business or

-

- —

REGISTRATION PASSED ...

•

I

en-K. Miller -

He recceld hiS commission at
Quantico. Va.- July. 1944, and has
been overseas since December, '44.
lie is somewhere in the South Pe_
Lt. Miller graduated Dom Mur-

S-SGT. JOHN R. IMES AND
PFC. JAMES B. WHITNELL
IN WURZBURG FIGHT

•

di,

-

C. Miller has been
overseas two years. He saw aclion in North Africa, Belgium,
-France. Holland. and Germany
a:wet
-attaelsesda-atiass„
Hodges' First Army.
He was inducted into service in
1941. and graduated from Murray
Training School before leaving for
service Lt. Ben Key Miller volunteered for service in July, 1943.

in

MANY,_First 36th "Texas" Divisi.;n troups. un German soil were
*-cloughboys of the 141st ,infantry
Regiment who, in 10 days. battered the Wehrmacht from strong positions along the Mod' River
through the Siegfried Line. Included in this Division are three
Calloway County,%Ky.. men: Pfc.
Spearheading a beach landing ,in
Bunk W. Myers, Route la Capt.
Southern France, they struck north
• Reuben D. Parker, Pfc. Owen A.
to aid in the destructi.iii of the
Witty.
German 19th Army near MonteliEngaged in bitter house-to-house mar. Others_ battles included rugfighting in the torn city of }bee- ged warfare in the Vosges. Mounriest, these U. S. Seventh Army In- tains, the defense of Colmar
fantrymen broke out from a small passes, and combat against Gerbridgeleend
across the
Moder, mans emplaced in Maginot Line
clashed with German rearguards fortresses near Bitehe.
and fine/1y knocked out 35 pillboxes and forts in cutting through
T-SGT. CECIL CLEAVER
the Siegfiied Line.
AWARDED BRONZE STAR
The doughboys, 'commanded by
Cl. Charles H. Owens Of Wallace,
WIT HTHE 58TH DIVISION ON
Idaho, have left landmarks to a LUZON--T-Sgt, Cecil Cleaver. son
defeated Reich from Salerno. Italy, of Mrs Everett Cleaver of Alms,.
to the Rhine in Germany in 353 Ky.. has recently been awarded
days of conflict with the enemy. the Bronze Star for meritorious
Among the most veteran infan- achievement against the enemy in
trymen in General Jacob L. Div. combat on Luzon.
era' 6th Army Group, they capSiza Cleever is a Pioneer and
erred more than 6000 Germans in Ammunition platoon eergeant with
Fiance alone. Several Nazi lead- the 149th Infantry. 38th Division.

am in the
endon told
.s to be
.er. With
is no exlowing the
in water,

Pvt. Geo. Miller

Pet. George

Corporal Baugh is the husband
of the former Mary Virginia Wren,
who lives at Farmington with their
2tt
year-old
daughter,
Jenny
Wren. He formerly taught in the
public schools of Alma atd Sedalia. Ky., and was an asistain executive of the Boy Scouts of Amer- WITH THIRD ARMY
T-5 A. G. Wilson, son of Mr. and gical technician was serving as a
ica at Owensborci, Ky. He was.
Mrs. Harmon
Wilson, Route 2, company aid man at the time when
inducted into the Army on June
Hazel, entered service in March, -enemy-88mm artillery was inflict30. 1943. and took basic training
1943, and has been overseas since ing heavy casualties among our
at CampaFannin, Texas. He arNovember, '44.
troops. Under the intense 38mm
rived at this overseas depot on
He was recently awarded the artillery barrage and direct enemy
March 3. 1944. He is now a clerk
Bronze Star with the following observation over (Men terrain, this
in the classification- and assigncitation:
courageous soldier with utter disment section of the depot.
-TechnIciafterifth Grade A. G. regard for his own safety, crawled
Wilson, 357271196, Medical DelYell:from wounded man to wounded
ment. 290th Infantry, for heroic man administering life-saving first STATIONED IN AUSTRALIA
achievement in cennection with aid. By his courage and initiative
military
operations against the' on this occasion. Technician Wilenemy on 5 January 1945, in Bat- son undoubtedly saved the lives
glom. Teeterdelan- Wilson, a stir." of several soldiers."
LOCAL MEN ARE
IN TEX** orvisiox.

-

Infantry. These two outfits have
'received a Battle Commendation
from Maj. Gen. William C. Chase
for the "splendid and successful
accomplishment of all missions" to
which they have been assigned.

AN EIGHTH AIR FORCE BOMBER STATION. England-The promotion of sergeant Jay L. Miller,
i of Murray. Ky.. from the grade of
sergeant to staff sergeant has been
announced by Colonel Burnham L
_I Batson of Manchester. Conn. commanding officer of the Eighth Air
I Force's 452nd Bomber Group.

T-5 CHARLE J. BAUGH WEARS
GOOD CONDUCT MEDAL

WITH U.S. ARMY FORCES IN
NEW CALEDONIA - Technician
Fifth Grade Charles J. ,tElaugh, son
of Mil- and Mrs. Arthur' L. Baugh,
Route 1, Farmington, Ky., has been
awarded the'Good Conduct Medal
at this depot of the Replacement
Training
Command
of
Pacific
Ocean Area.

PFC. WILLIE DARNELL
SERVES ON LUZON.'

1

Prior to entering the Army in
April, 1941, he worked on the
family farm. Befote the invasion
of Luzon, he had served in Hawaii, New Guinea, and Leyte„ He
has also been awarded the Combat Infantry Badge and the Asiati-cPacific and Philippine Liberation
Campaign Medals.
_
_

•
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War Constructiop
Job
n1outheastern
has openings for

Carpenters
Laborers and Patrol
Me

James k. White, RT 2-e, hitt
of Pauline Yarbrough White, a
imitictra into the Navy February.
1944, He recently completed 12
months in the Radii Meteriel
School at Navy Pier. Chieagwatind
was awarded his diploma in the
graduation ceremonies. '
RT 2-c White is a graduate of
Hazel- High School and was connected with TVA in Chattanooga,
Tenn.. before. entering service. He
is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Randolph White. Hazel.
His wife and daughter reside nt
505 Poplar street.
14-Sgt. Wiliam E. „Peery, 26
Route I. Murray. is stationed
Fort Sumner Army Air Fr
Fort Sumner. N. M.
Sgt. Perry, seri of Walter S. Peery, entered the Army 'in April.
1941., He was a farmer in civil
life.
Sgt Peery is a flight chief at
Fort Sumner Army Aft Field

Honor A Fighting„American
---Your Dad! Father's Day
This Thar Is Sunday, June 17
---And DON'T FORGET IT!

also Sheet Metal Workers needed by subcontractor
•
Work ',seek. 51 hours; 40
hours of straight time and 14
'lours of time and a half.
Room and board available on
project site.
Transportation
advanced.

E. I. Du Pont De
Nemours & Co.,
Inc.
•
ompany representatives ',s ill
Interview and hire at:

War Manpower
Commission
United States Employment Service

HATS

Court House
Mayfield, KY.
Each Wednesday

WEST SOUTH'ST. ,

1

PHONE 205

TROUSERS
DR. C. C. KEMPER
DENTIST
MAYFIELD, KENTUCKY

TIES

• Next to J. C. Penny Company

Li

'COPY FADED

# Littleton s

SHIRTS

2/22/2/22/2/2/a4Flia
---

.

•

•
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•
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It4 t401Ons PACIFIC

THE LEDGER

TIMM MURRAY, KENTUCKY'

THURSDAY, JUNE 14, 1946 •

Mr. and Mrs 0. T Tucker of Kirk- !
street. arrived Tuesday from ,An- tivities .against the enemy," it was
sey is in the Philipp.nes: he was
chorage, Maiska where he tiis announced by 15th
Army Air
drafted April 27. 1944. and took his
been connected witn the Army Air Force headquarters.
basic training at Camp Perry, N'a
Corps as civilian supply clerk. He
An aerial navigator, Lt, Mardis
After a short leave at home
has been. there 30 months, and has Is stationed in Italy with the vetwas assigned to sea duty. going
been
home
once
since going there eran 455th Bombardment Group,
New Guinea in September. He
which flew 241 long-range bombing
stayed there for several. months
Before going North, he was em- missions against key German fuel
before going to the Philippineg.
.- This is t-, r..inorable diseharo.
ployed as foreman in the Murray production
industry
and heavy
Seaman Tucker mairied Miss button.
Already
in Callewey
Hosiery Mills here. He is married centers during the European war.
-Chthrtine Tidwell. daughter of Mrs. county there are 108 men - outilified
to Miss Edell Henson, the (laughand they have three to wear this pine
Algic
A graduate of Murray Training
They are: •
ter of Mrs. W. T. Henson, who re- School, Murray, Ky., in 1941, and
children:- Harold. Freed Jr., and
Walter C. Adams. William . Hatsides
on the old Hazel road.
Nancy Carolyn. They' reside- with f.ird Adams Jr. William H. -Ada former estudent at Murray State
Mr Hughes is on leave and will College. Lt. Mardis entered the air
her mother near Coldwater.
ams.
Within I- Byars. Robert 'Max4
remain here for a few days. until Corps -on April 3. 1943. He was
Before entering the service SeaRule Philips Burkeen. -Alhe gets a transfer to. another cli- commissioned on October 21. 1944.
man Tucker engaged in 'farming 1 Blalock.
bert V Buchanan, Hermlin Butler.
niateeto-centinue --his- ditties with. and he was Ittet shilloned- in the
:-.trici s....
work
Entilea.
the Army Air Force. His heaah United States at Pueblo. Colo.
Pat Oury Coleman. Houston i'
Clark. Ralph M. Crouch. Charles!,
has been bed following an attack
GIVEN -AIR- MEDAL
The ljeutenant's wife, Mira. Glo- - •
ot rheumatic fever. Mrs. Hughes ria E. Marais. resides at 2905 Al' F. Colson: Coda. L. Caldwell.
who is empl,,yed in Detroit, will bany street. Houston, Tex. "
Willie Dumas. William C. &eon
t'ls.Jn.' Wilbur Dyer.- Rub,•r! R
arrive for a visit next week, and
•
Downs. Willis. H. Daniel.
will locate with her husband when
Brandon DM. James• W. 131.!..
he gets his
ti.signment.
Mr.
Cecil W. -Eldiidge. Charles L.
Eldridge. Carlos C. Erwin.
Hughes is a graduate of Murray
Cpl. It. C. Sheridan,
: Mr.
Eli
Farris.
Ford,
Asher
Isaac
W.
James
H.
Parker
' Wm. A. Parker
Training Schoul and has i•ttcnded
.pd Mis Jewel Sherici...e. Lyrui
Witche G Farris. Homer - Le Farrig,
Murray State College.
Grave ereered service in October,
Clifford W. Farris.
By Mrs. Sara Sniotherman
__James H. Parker, F. 1-e. enlisted
training at Fort Leaven1941
Pres-tor. A. Geurire Joseph D. in the Navy in October.
1943.
He
Goodman,
worth, Kan.: Camp Swift, Tex., WITH ORDNANCE
Garland. Samuel A
The remains of William Hill
He trained at Fort Bragg. N. C..
received boot training
Faragut, .nd Fort Henning, Ga. He was
Harmon W. Greenlea.
son of the late Jim Hill, were
r.
and was then sent to the South
Charles B. Hale. Lloyd D. Wirt. Idaho' .and attended electrician :ransferred to the
Air Curiae and
buried in the Pleasant Grove
Billie M. Houedeii. Harry F. Hane- school for four months before go_.
Pacific
•
-.;4„.y.k....4,
‘444 ,c,,,,kba,
‘
,.
cemetery Sunday afternoon. His
fir
to
WeillIfli
F-june. left for overseas el, January. 45
op ins Etibert G Hale. eelSIP
boyhood days were spent at the
tended Lom: Co" o e High SchooL
ert H. Hulchena.
1944.
to France. Belgium, Luzernold home near Crossland, but fo
Charles, Hugh Irvin.
He has. served in New Guinea. 1,, org. and Germany.
several years he had been engaged
Joseph R. JoneeetWibert V. Jones.
SEAMAN AND MRS.
Australia. and participated in the-Charles Andrew Johnson.' '
in farming near Paducah and afte
Before entering service he was
FREED IL t KER
- -Jonathan D. -Kimbre, Fred B. battle of the. Marianna Islands and
several months of ill health passed
employed
in
,St.
hates
Keel.
where
his
the Philippines..
away at his laoriae home there
Wilburn L. 'Lee. Hillman
Lee
the former. Miss Thyra Lee
He is married- to the format
',eons, Franklin. Laverne Lax, Joe
Friday. Besides his wife and
.y resides with her parents.
Miss Maud Esther Parker. daughThomas Lovett.
children he is survived by a sis
Irving N. elitstei•ia, Willie Ray ter of John T. Parker.
They are the sorts of Mrs. Nora
ter Miss Minnie Page of Rout
Mrifteld. Clifford Artell Miller,
Psi. William A. Parker entered Parker formerly' of
Calloway
- 1 1, Hazel,. and
Lawrence Manning, Jesse C. Malltwo brothers
servicein
January.
1943.
He
re.unty.
pin, Hal Mathis,. Jeff Davis 'Murr Clifford Hill of Henry county, and
phy. Edgar L. Miller. Harmon- L.
Arthur Hill of Paris who is- re
Marine. Raymen M. McCuiston,
Oharge soon.
-I ...
ported - critically ill.
S-Sie. James _R. -NeXT 20. and son Robert F. McCuiston.on of Mrs. John M. Stamps, is
Sgt. Lovier- --was stationed in ::me on leave after serving as
Leland
McNabb. Grover 6.
Relative's and friends of A. C.
of Mr and Mrs.' Myers Nix. InHawaii two and one-half years as, communicationi
Orr are rejoicing that he is home
dianapolis, Ind.. formerly of this McAnally. •
watch .officer
Lesser G Neriny,
military
on furlough after being German
policeman.
counteeennd grandson of Mrs. Artie
While; with a unit of the Atlantic Fleet
Cecil Outland. Puedom J. Out- a
Nix. 305 South Fourth street, is land. James Benjamin Owens, there, he received the ankle in- in the North Atlantic. He is a
prisoner for several months, lie
arrived earlier in the week at
home from oversee duty where he George A. Osbron. Finis B. Out- juries which he suffers with,now. graduate of Murray State College
land. Jr.
Chattanooga where his wife lives
recently received' the Air Medal
and_ was former principal of HeifHarvey Pritchett, Dalton D Parand arrived Saturday night at the
for meritorious achievement dur- ker. Joe Ed.Pace, Harald H. Prit- WITH 8111 AIR FORCE
ers High School. Linton. Ky.
.
litime of his parent. and Mrs.
ine, flight over enemy territory in chett. Marvin C. Paschall. Frank
Petty.
Jewel
Perry.
Herman
Cpl. Perry Hamlets, son of Mrs. Clayton Orr where they had _a
IN NEIV.
-• Europe. He completed 15 missions Charles W.
VICE FOUR VEARS
Perry. Sam Pet kilo.
J.•W Hendeln, was inducted Aug- family reunion Stniday.
before V-E Day
Clifford Franklin Rogers. Henry
ust, 1943. ,He went overseas in
Bro. Childers will fill his reguSete Nix- also wears the Distin- Phillip. Rogers. James Pete RutJuly. 1944, -going first. to Hawaii. lar appointment at Pleasant Grove
guished Unit, badge- as ,a ,Tryerribez ledge. John B.- Russialie
Mame le,,bertapre -- Isaac;
tanit.is now
biro Jima with the next Sundair moriiing_ist and
.of a heavy bombardment group Roger!. Emmett F.. Rodgers.
Crrdnance Corps.
3rd Sundays being church eche.
the_Alear-Departnicrt and
Noble Saner. John C.. Spa,
-He is the brother of Graves but Sunday School each Sund.,
e- le
Sse the Coa..d Conduct Medal. He is Dough-. H. .Starkoheble
•brouiret. Harry '54. Sledd. Weir. _
Hendon and was employed at HenI reed H. 1 in
of radio gunner of a B-24 Liberator. C. &mile Lanes Albert
Sterne. Weir
drm's Service Station before en1: rn B Schroeder.
tering service.
Terninle L Todd. Ieii C:
.Nuorey J. Warren. Joe U. Ward.
.His wife.' the former Miss Vel.rd T Wicker. Lowell Edgar
ma Ifeath, resides with Cpl. Henhker. William H. Wilkins. Wiltins mother. Me--4J W. Hendon
Che'rley
Wilkins. Joseph
, Riehard Welker. Leonard W. Wel, ker.
LT. if. A. MARDIS
Alfred Herbert Young.
GETS AIR MEDAL

'Former Countians Serve Irr Pacific, Europe

S. Pleasant Grove

CORPS

• .

r

North Fork News,

TH

Mr. and' Mrs. Oman Paschall,
Mrs. Nannie Paschall, Mr. arid
Mrs. Rudolph Key and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke andchildren, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr
and daughter visited in the borne
of Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris and
family Saturday night. Their son,
Doyce, from camp at Fort Knox,.
Ky., spent the week end at home. •
Mr...tnd Mrs. Fred On and baby,.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Paschall.
visited Mrs Rebecca Paschall Sunday.
. .
_7
Mr. and firs. Dolphus Paschall
and children and Arlin Paschall'
visited . Mrs. Elisha Orr and baby
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris and
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen
Morris and son. Mr. and. Mrs. Rudolph Key and daughter, Mr. and
Mrs. Key visited Mr. and Mrs. Orman Paschall Sunday.
James Paschall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Paschall, is at home
on a 15-day leave from the Marines.
Mr. and Mrs. Duran CaMs and
daughter spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Delmus paschal!.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. •George •
Jenkins and daughter, Hilda and
and Gwinna Morris visited Mr. and
Mrs. Cooper Jones Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key and
daughter spent Monday with Mr.
and, Mrs. Terry Morris.

r

NOTICE
I have equipment here in
Callomay County to do Terracing, Pond Digging, small
Road Jobs, or any kind of
Property Work.
C-ONTACT ME AT NORTH
13th STREET. or call
796-511
•
•
GEORGE NOYES

The Gift That Means Most

VITTE SIGNAL CORPS IN !TALI,

Coe Brice Ea:
Edwerci.
11......
street, is now in Italy, with . the
I Signal.Corp.
He enteiod service in October.
1942, and trained ..t Camp Clairborne. La.,andFt Disc. N J. AP..
seven weeks t.f training he a
sent nversea iteina";_fir,t L. :far
. in
! Attica then Tot 1-ia atifl Italy.
He oil-, rided Kelcsey
init h- fate induction %VAS on11,1"2,,i Ply' oft.. McDarere Transport C. He is marruod to Inez
Waldo ii..d.anttoer of Mr and'Mr
.1drop. Colleee Addieon.
Cpl aid Mrs. •Dh.leilcis have. a Wtte daughter 21 e Sr old. Anna
, Gt'att. Mrs Edwarei and daughter _
f•side with Mr ;,-,1 Mr, Wal_
drop

Is the Best Gift to Give
Whatever "Type" Dad Is Help Shorten the war:
give Dad a_War Bond.
r plum to a comfortable summer: tuck that
..Bond in a gift package

Lt. Joltsi- E. Alterens, son re' Mr
and Mrs. H. E Stephens. WaterKing. formerly
Pvt. W11114/11
town, Tenn. is a ph: it of a P-5I
.
for service
Mustang Fighter Plane with the ..e.f Hazel
four year- a ..
been o var8th Air' Force in England.
He received his Silver Wings seas rnie January. 1,44. He has
see nacoun_iii Normandy. France'.
-tnd cranwoesion at FoVt-r
Victoria. Tex, in AuglitE. -1944 : Betifitirreie a,nd .derrflany. . • o
'Lt. Stephens attendeclo. ts tin
Psi Kir.g is tht
ad Mrs. Era
Calve Sao, 1 and Murray Hete Kiiie a native of CanOWZ1V but
School.
•
now t'f. Jeff, rsonville. Ind.- He has
Mrs Ed Stephens, Rote 4. Mar. bete awarded the Braque Star for
ray. and Mrs: John D Mcl.cel, bra'. cry
!Lad. are his. graikiimotloo-s
_
MCralts
I T. 1.y.t C. -111: • STAMPS"
HOME FROM AL V-:1‘..1
IlOME ON LEAVE
•
Ha.
,
el
ind
Ch. ries, ff. nry
Mrs.Ilther II
South Sixth

15TH AAF IN ITALY-Second
Lt. Herbert A. Mardis, 20. of 640
Pairbraok street. Northville, fdiek..
Was recertily" awarded
the Air
Medal "for meritorious achievement in aerial flight while participating itt sutsained operational ac-

1945 HOME and FARM IMPROVEMENT
CAMPAIGN

FAST RELIEF

Slacks

S4.95

From Too Frequent Urination,
Backa0e, Run-Down Feeling

Sweaters

$3.95

--due to irritation of the bladder
caused by mess acidity in the urine

,

I

PRIZES

jantilick

:
t 1111s4r4.44.*:::
:
:
74;k*"
...
Ortm:IMP`"

$300
250
200
150
100

Twenty-seven Kentucky District Prires-Men
Twenty-seven Kentucky District Prizes-Women
Three Indiana District Prizes-Men
Three Indiana Dirtrict Prises-Worrman"1/4
"

$SO each
$50 each
$50 each
$50 each

men and women have been set up for this
year's Home and Farm Lmprovement Campaign. Copies of these questionnaires
can be obtained by writing to: The Home and Farm Improvement Campaign, The
Ccurier-Journal, The Louisville Times, Radio Station WHAS, Louisville 2, Ky.
Time-sa,
:ing questionnaires for both

S1.98

National Stores Corp.

5,000

PRIZES

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

FOR THE FARMS OF TOMORROW

,

TIMES- Station WHAS

Five Grand Prizes-Both for Men and Women

"II -

Sport
Shirts

,
I

Pit Of 01110 Shift VrsMiN,u cr...--,se

LOUISVILLE

g0h.- Xfiltilakiana-

Short Cotton
Wise .
35c

•

11%1 CO RP'

mwiw

D. LOVIER IN
11EXAts HOseITAL
e.,

A

ASK FOR FREE INSPECTION

trbc Tonricr-Xonntat-THE

i

Washable
Neckwear 98c

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY, Phone 262

F•rneet decfne's d.scetery e•It on 40
&clam and help• heap you hems gen.*.
op ;agate'
Ar• you auffering un
y diaromfart and distress from backache, burnmg
Irmiumit dmire I. pass water?
Getting up often at night? These •ywip.
toms luny be caused by bladder Irtit•tio•
dm to ****** mod in the brine. Then try
that famous doctor's discovery — DR.
KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT.
Famous for many vim,. Swamp Root Is
a carefully blooded combination of berlik,
roots, balsam and other natural loge*.
dient•. There•• absolutely ratilkog harsh
or hiabit.forming in this sc i.4if ii prepmaCon. Just good ingredients that quukly
act on the kidneys to increase the flow
minor
relieve bladder irritation and
It. unceftiottable, 4
ing symptomc
You'll say its moreefous effect is wonderful!
Seed for fr••, pi•psid sample TODAY!
LIke thousands of other. ysill
he ODIC
that you did Send nein. and •ddiess
to
Depmtnient F, Kilmer & Co., In..
12115, Stamford, Coon. Offer licnited. Send
os MKS. AU ikagetass 5011 Swum, M.,.

..a

nem

- The future is bright for more and better telephone
service for people living in rural areas.
Plans ore already under way for resuming our rural
telephone expansion program which was suspended
in 1942 when equipment and materials became more
urgently needed for the armed forces. Surveys arc
being made to determine tire needs and.to provide4
the facts from which we can carry Out plans ,for

The 1945 Horne and Farm Improvement Campaign, with separate awards for men and women, la
corn to the following 'provided they have nct been cash winners 114 the 1944 Campaign•l:
Any farm owner who operates hi own farm, any tenant farmer who operates a farm on a rental
Of share-crop basis and any farm woman_
Entrants must reside in the state of Kentucky or in the following counties in Southern Indiana.
Partholomew, Brown, Clark, Crawford, Daviess, Decatur, Dubois, Floyd, Harrison, Jackson, Jefferson,
lenrInks, -Lawrence, Martin, Monroe, Orange, Perry, Scott, Spencer, Switzerland, Washington.
Fill out In detail your Home and Farm Improvement Campaign questionnaires_ Your report h to
elver the period of progress on your farm and in your home from January I to December 31, 1945.
The period from November IS to December 31 can be estimated.

expansion of farm telephone service.,
The Southern Bell Company's farm telephone ex7,i
pension program is part of the Bell System's notionwide program foe rural telephone extension when

Conjes of the questionnaires for men and women can be obtained by writing Home and Farm InsproVement Campagn, The Courier-Journal and The Louisville Times, Louisville 2, Kentucky,

materials become available again. This program calls
for expenditure of a hundred million dollars during
a three to-five year period and will be an important:
factor in providing jobs for the thcusonds of telephone men now in the armed forccs.

The C...;rnmietee of Judges will be announced at a later date and_will he composed nf well-known
fatm leaders. Their-decon Is final.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
tere•roretr

Winners In the Campaign will be announced no later than December 15, Awards will be presented
the grand prize winriers at the 1945 Home and Farm improvement Campaign Luncheon In Louie, 1.

Additfortal information can be obtained from: yoar County kalension Agent, County Farm Bareau,
Horne Dernonstration Agent, Vocational Agricultural Teacher, !farm Security Supervisor,
Send your report not later MO* November II to The Home end •karm irnproventrnt Campaign,c/o The Courier-Journal, The Louisville times, Radio Station WHAS, Louisville 2,
Ky.
'They may compete air;In in 11145 Or any yeai thereafter.
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Paschall,
Mr. and
daughter,
ndyke and-ilynn Or
the home
turns and
Their son,
urt Knox,,
at home.
and baby..
Paschall
chat! Sun. - ------s Paschall
Paschall"'.
and 150.1i

TIMES, MURRAY. KENTIICRY

P-KGE FIYJi

ILLIONS

4orris and
Gaykin
Mrs. Rur, Mr. and
d Mrs. Or-

Mr. and
s at home
the Ma7.o.its and
with Mr.
Orr and
s. George
Hilda and
ed Mr. and
day after-1 Key and
with Mr.
=1171IMINMN

here In
do Teri". small
kind of

NORM

YES

262

ON

its the Peoples', ball!
HERE'S WHAT UNCLE SAM WANTS you TO DO:
Select your individual quota in
the 7th War Loan according to
your income.
THEN MEET IT!

your average;stoma
per month is:

Your IlLor Bond Quote
in the 7th is:
(CASH VALUO r

& up
225-250
210-225
200-210
180-200
140-180
100-140
Under $100

$187.50
150.00
13/.25
112.50
93.75
25.00
37.50
18.75

Let your dollars join the fight in the MIGHTY SEVENTH WAR LOAN!

ALL OUT FOR THE MIGHTY SEVENTH!

WAR LOAN

This space is a contribution to America's all-out war effort by the following reputable and progressive Mut'ray businesses:
Berry Insurance Agency
A. B. Beak & Son
Boatwright & Company
Bank of Murray
Blue Bird Cafe
Boone Laundry and Cleaners
H. B. Bailey
Collegiate •Inn

Corn-Austin Company
Crass Furniture Company
Calloway County Lumber Company
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Doran's Loose Leaf Floor
Dale & Stubblefiefd Drug Store
Economy Grocery
A. P. Farmer & Company

st.

Farmer & Gibbs Dress Shop
C. J. Farrier Motor Co., Stiles-Service
Frazee, Melugin & Holton Ins. Agc'y.
Gladys Scott's Dress Shop
Growers Loose Leaf Floor JACK I ARMER. Mgr.
Hendon's Texaco Station
Johnson Appliance Company
Love's Studio
Littleton's

Murray Lumber Company
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Company
Murray Fashion Shoppe
Murray Hatchery
National Hotel
National Stores
Parker Seed Store
People(' Savings Bank

Parker's Garage
Rudy's Restaurant
Shroat Brothers Meat Market
Stokes-Billington Motor Company
Superior Laundry and Cleaners
J. T. Taylor Seed and Implement Co.
Varsity Theater
Western Kentucky Stages
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FIRST RAPTIST CHUM H
Braston B. ,Sawyer, Pastor
Miss Polite Small, Secretary _
Plione Ur.
'
•
ilewey Ragsdale, S. S. Supt
noneld Churchllt -TMrs Eugene Shipley. WSIL' Pies.
- •• •
Morning
StInclay School 9 30 a so.
Morning Worship 10 4ga m
Evening
'training Union 845 pm.
Evening Worship 8 00 p.m.
Prayer Sleet:no Wednesday. 8•00
;p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH Eu;sday Services:
. Church School--9:43 a.m. W. Z.
Carter, supetntendent
Morning Worship — 10:55 a.m.
Special music wil be under the diKesler,
'section
of Prof. Merle
With Mrs Frances Johnson,.organYouth Fellowship--6.30 pm. A
program of Leadership training
and study. Mrs. John W. Reaves,
Work,_in
Director -01—Studeat
charge.
.

-

I
HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCE i
MURRAY CIRCUIT
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST 1
T. G.. Shelton. Pastor
1
CHURCH
C. A. Riggs, Pastor .
I
A. 0. Chilifers, Ilastor
i
; Sunday School 10 a.m., Homer! First Sunday—Goshen U Lin.:
r
I Lassiter, superintendent.
0 .
Lynn Grove 3 p.m.
Smith Pleasant Grove
I
Prekching
service
liar11
am.
•
I Second Sunday—Martins Chapel
Sunday School at 10:30 a in.
B T U. 6:45 p ifio
,
11 a m.; New Hope 3 p.m.
old 'Broach, saperintendent
Preaching service 7.40-p.m.
Worship Service at 1130 am
I Third Sunday—Lynn Grove 11 a.m.
4 Special music by the Murray i' - Goshen 3 p.m.
first and third Sundays.
Fourth Sunday—Sulpher Springs
. Huel Church
I 9uartet at the evening service.
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.45 am.; New Hope 11.00 a.m.;
Sunday School at 1000 a.m. Rev, ...A c_ordial _welcome to alL
Sixth and Maple Streets
Martins Chapel 3 p.m.
A. L .Platt. acting superintendent.
•
—
Harold Watson. filbsiater
•
Fifth Sunday — &dither Springs
• Worship Service at 11.09 a
CIRCUIT
—
"Second Sunday and at 8:00 Poi.
Rev. H.'P. Blankenship. Pastor
Bible study at 9:45 am. .
second and fourth Sundays.
- ----communion at
witn
Worship
Youth Fellowship at 7 00 p m.
W4TsIALServknal
_
t HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
10-50 a.m. tina.1730- p.m. SubjeCti-!
Mammy Chanel
First Sunday, Kirksey. at 11:00
L. H. Pogue. Minister
"Lord, Is It P.' and "The Parable t Sunday School at 10.30 a m am : Cole's Camp Grounn. 3 p.m.
,
- --Sundays
of the .Soner "
fourth
first, third and
and Mt. Hebron at 8:15
"
Bible study each 1-ora's day at
evenWednesday
meeting
'
Praytr
and at 2.00 pm. second Sunday.
Second Sunday: Coldwater, at 10 00
ing at 745.
Willie Crairs superintendent.
11 00 a m. and ,Mt. Carnsel at 8:15
Preaching each third Lord's day
• We cordially invite you to atWorship Service at 11.30 am. pm.
morning at 11 o'clock and evening
tend all services.- - --- - - - fourth - Sunday and 3700 -p.m. secThira Sunday: Mt. Hebron, at at 7:30 o'clock.
Our series of gospel meetings be- ond Sunday.
II .u0 am. and Kirksey at 8:15 p.m.
You are cordially invited to atgins 4th Lord's Day in June with
Fourth Sunday: PAL Carmel at tend these services next Lord's
M. Kurfees Pullias doing the.
ALMO CIRCUIT
11 00 a.m.o Cole's Camp Ground, day.
preaching . and Lewis Duran in
- L. le Putlasin Pastor
1 p.m.. and Coldwater at 8:15 pm.
- -at the -song.-Serrofee: Bern
----Fifth. Sunday: . 'Coles Cgsnp
HARDIN CIRCUIT
Worship Serviceet
now- to - plan--for this meeting;
Ground'*1 11 orh..
Henry -BMW Pallor
First Sunday -Temple Hill. Sun•
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH day School 10.00 o'clock each SunFirst Sunday —Palestine TI
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Inservices
11.00
and
*
day; church
L W. Rogers, Pastor,
Second Sunday—Obve 11 a m.
Buron Richersoa, Pastor
dependence 245.
Third Sunday—Hardin 11 am.
Second Sunday _Russells Chapel.
Sunday
Preaching on first and third Sun- and 8 pm.; Dexter--2:30 pm.
Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Suit9.30 a m.--Sunday School
Fourth Sunday—Union Ridge 11
day at 11 a.m. and 8:30 p.m.
1045 a mo—Sermon by the Pastor day: church services, 11.00 a.m.
m.
Sunday school every Sunday at
Third Sunday—Brook,' Chapel.
Pastor's Sunday Night
7,00 pm
Everyone is invited.
10 a.m. Robert Owen. superintendSunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
Bible Class
ent.
.
Much
ser
vices
11
a.m.
Meetings
Group
7:30 p.m.
ALISO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Training Union evesy Sunday at
Sunday—Temple Hill.
Fourth
8.-00 p.m.—Sermon by the Pastor
7:30 pm.
Church
services
11:00
am.
Bethel
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting every Saturday •Preaching' at 11 am. by Bro. T.
200 p.m.—W M S at the Church --Sunday School 1100 each Sun- night at 7:30.
G. Curd. Public is invited.
services
day,
and
church
2:45
p.m.
Wednesday
- ----------- 8:00 p m--Mid-Week Prayer SerELM MOVE BAPTIST CHURCH
HAZEL
CHURCH,
vice and Bible Study
L. T. Daniel, Pastor
H. F. Paschall. Pastor
9-00 p,m.--Teaehers and Officers

BArrisr

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
T. H. Mullins. Jr.. Minister
•
. --- --- Meeting
Sunday School, 10:00 a.m. Har45 a.m. Sunday School
Sunday School 10:00 a m. teac:••
din Morris. superintendent
1050 am. Morning Worship
Sunday. Sunday School SuperinSINKING SPRING B.aPTIST
Morning Worship, 11:00 am.
8 30 p m. Methodist Youth Fel.
tendent, Paul Dailey.
CHI'RCH,
Training Union, 7.00 p.m., J. J.
lowsbip
''Morning Worship at 11 a.m. on
Roberts, director.
M M. Hampton. pastor
I:30.e.p no Evening. Worship
second and fourth Sundays each
Evening Worship. 8:00 p.m.
7:30
p.m. Wednesday, Prayer.
-month.
Mid-week prayer service at 7.30
1Q:00 am Sunday School SylvesMeeting
Evening Service at 745 on secpm Wednesday.
ter PasettetiOnuperimenclent.
-,1:30 p m Sunday, c.,,,,,tiege__Arespers
and and fourth Sundays.
W MU. _meets each second and
'
Sunday school classes for - alitil-al°'
Lill" -P1-24chilit Service - -------- TFaTh-ing tfliOng Pact) Sunday at
'
' "yes devoted to the study of the 800 p.rn. B.T.U. L D. Warren. 0:30 pm. Layman White. director. four 5h Wednaiday.'
director.
RA., G.A., and Y.W.A. meet
Bible Do nut SEND your children
W MU. GA
A. R A. • meets on
Wednesday night.
9:00 p.m. Preaching Service
.
to Sunday school. BRING them.
Wednesday following second arid
-Everyone - cordially invited to fluSundays.
-- - - —
urth
.
OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
FIRST
CHURCH attend an services'
J. H. Thurman, Paster
— —
Corner 111111 and Main Streets
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Samuel _C. McKee. Pastor
It, Late's Catboat Chorea
L. V. Henson, Pastor
Sunday Sellout 10:00 aim James
North Twelfth Street
Preaching twice each month, on H Foster. superintendent.
945 Sunday School
Preaching by the pastor. Second
11 -00 am Worship Service
Services are held each Sunday first and third Sundaes, at litM
and Fourth Sundays. at 11:00 alto
am
230 pp Jnnior High Fellowship u follows:
Sunday School every Sunday at and Fourth Sunday evening at
430 pm Seruor -High Fellowship
First, third, and fifth Sundays
W ED N ESD A Y 8:00 p.m. -Prayer at 10 o'clxxk, second and fourth 10 00 am, L. D
superin- 8:00 pm.
Preaching and business meeting,
tendent.
Meeting
Sondays at S o'clock.
Saturday before Second Sundsiy
at 3 00 pm.
'
You and your friends are always
welcome. Come and bring them

rassarinritum

Why I Am A
Christian Only
a 10110W et of the Christ I SS ant to eive
him all the honor for my ails Ation By nearing only the name of Christ I do this I show
that my allegiance is not divided My- Saviour
and my Master are one
Paul declared:
"Wherefore God also hath highly exalted him.
and 'give• him a name n bleb is above every
martyrs that' at the name of Jesus every knee
should bon of things in heaven and things in
earth, and things under the earth"
Phil
2:9-1L
And again: -And he is before all
things, and hy him all things consist
And he
is the head of the body. the rhurch siho is
the beginning, the firstborn from the dead.
that in all things he might have the preeminence.' ,( ol 1
Those it ho wear another name are not giving ( heist the preeminence that he deserves and requires. I must
stand before the judgment seat of ( brim one
day, and as I stand there for merry and bow
my head In shame for the sins I have committed. I knon hut one name 1.4.111( h V. ill
fire, I kn.. but one name I dare to claim—
the name of ( hrist. If I have nom the name
of John the Baptist or Luther, or some name
descriptive of an ordinance form of church
governrnent. or a plan of is ork n ill I still
plead for mercy in those names' I think pot.
I know there is "none other name under
heaven given among men IA hereby
e may
be saved." Will I not be a bit inconsistent in
%4earing such names here in my religious title.
arid then claiming only ChriXts name at the
judgment" May the I.ord assist us in giving
honor to %shorn honor is due.

Non this I si.
are contentions among y ou
that I.% eqs one of y 011 ••••101. I am of P•ul. and
I of Apollo., and I of ( ephas. and I of ( hi, ,
Was Paul rein ifird for
Is Christ divided"
you!' or %sere you baptized in the name of
Paul says to near
Paul? il (or. 1.:11-131
human names is to try to divide the body' of
Christ. If. that 'sea true when Patti %%rote
this letter it mast be true today. As a Chris
tian only. my plea is for all who %wild fol
This ris.the
TON ( brig' to near only his name
first step ton ard unity in ( hristendom. and
as cording to Paul's admonition, It ism also
( hrists prayer that all nho believed on him'
Paul adds: "For •uhile one
might be one
saith. I am of Paul; and another. I am of
%polio., are ye not carnal' Who then is
Paul and nho
Apollos. but ministers by
nhom ye believed, even as the I.ord gave to
es el..' man
I (or 3:4. 51 It requires no
more than a careful reading of the above
scriptures to con, lude that the name of hrist
is the only one men should near in religion.
Just near the name of the one nho_wis erg( ified for you. Paul says, and the difficulty of
the name .sill be settled.
'mother reason nhy I near no name other
than Christ's is because it is the only name
of %Filch I shall neser have reason to be
ashamed
Peter declared. "Vet if an, man
'utter as a ( hristian. let him not be ashamed,
hut let him glorify God on this behalf " I Pet.
4.161
Peter denied my Lord one time: Paul
persecuted Him and His Church: all
others sometimes sinned. Of these
all — all
men—I -most 'at times he ashamed
Not so
concerning Christ. Of His name and of His
conduct I never have reason to be ashamed
says Peter. and all the forces of heaven and
4earth concur in this statement. Friend.
you not let this name alone be your spiritual
name. you mill never be ashamed of it, but
y1:11 can "glorify Card on this behalf.'

I am a ( hristian only because nearing human names is divisive and carnal, and both of
these are L oridemried
In IA riling
to the
Church at ( orinth Paul scathingly condemns
them for nearing the IlalTie• of( ephas, Apollo..
and himself hear him For it hath been derlared unto me of you. my brethren, by them
nhli h are of the house of ( hloe. that there

COME TO OUR GOSPEL MEETING BEGINNING the 4TH SUNDAY IN THIS
MONTH. BROTHER KURFEES PULL1AS WILL DO THE PREACHING, AND
LOUIS DORAN WILL BE IN CHARGE OF THE SONG SERVICE

Welcome To The Chuches Of Christ
•

Watch This Space Each Week For Gospel Lessons '

NORTH PLEASANT MOVE
S.' W. haulms. Pastor
-----Sunday School. 10 a.m. and
Morning Worship 11 am. at City
Park
Session Meeting. 7:15 p.m.
Christian Endeavor. 7.45 pm,
Night Service. 8:15 p.m.
Sunday, June 9, we will have
our annual Sunday School and
Church Picinc at the Murray City
Park. Bring your .basket and err
joy -Sunday School and Church
services in the. out of doors. Vlsrturs are -ntiemys Wete*ITTTP. lit case
of rain, the outdoor services will
be postponed until a Liter (Lite

weloso-ossastaio-o.....,,-1fisioreeter

•

•Af

QUARTERLY
NEW HOPE

CONFERENCE AT
18

CHURCH Jvxs

The Third Quarterly Conference.
for Murray Circuit, will be held.at
New Hope Church Saturday, June
16. •
At 11 a.m. Dr. R. A. Clark, superintendent of Paris district, will
preach
-Dinner and social. .hatir, 12:00
noon.
At 1:30 p.m. business of the
Third Quarterly Conference will
be transacted.
The officials,of the Murray Circuit will please take notice. Be
present with your reports ready.
The public has a cordial invitation to attend these services.
C. A. Riggs, Pastiar
REVIVAL MEETING AT HARDIN
METHODIST CHURCH TO
BEGIN SUNDAY MORNING

Coldwater News

Custom Grinding
and Mixing
•
Every Day in the
Week
•
Ross Feed Co.

J. D. Garland of Akron,
spending a few days with home
folks.
Mrs. Esther Smith fell Saturday
and broke her arm:
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Carter and
sons visited Mr. and Mrs. Jennings
Turner and family Sunday.
Darrell Hargrov4 of the Army i•••
spending a few days at home.
Mrs. Bob Guthrie and daughters visited Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Bazzell and family over the week' /
1
4110
•
end
Mrs. Fthel Darnell spent Sunda
with Mr. and Mrs. Avery Hargrov,•
and family.
Mrs. Madison Whitlow is improving.
. Plea Cude spent -part of his;
week with Mr. and Mrs. Hermac
Code and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Richaolson and son were Sunday visit- •
ore- Mrs.-Esther-Smith- .
Mr, and Mrs. Bird Ezell and Mr.
and Mrs. Novice Ezell and family
and others visited in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kirkland and

-The--seyival 'meeting will begin
Sunday at the Harding Methodist
Church. according to ReV.lietiry
Smith, pastor.
The Rev. H. P.
Blankenship of the Kirksey Melia will do the preaching.
Services will be held each day
Married Fifty-Nine Years
at 11 am. and 8:15 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Darnell celeThe church and pastor extends
brated their fifty-ninth wedding
to the public a cordial invitation anniversary on
March 18, 1945.
to attend this series of meetings.
Mr. Darnell, born in Kentucky
is 85 years of age. Mrs. Darnell
REV. MeCULLAH TO PREACH
who was born in Tennessee, haAT CHRISTIAN CHURCH
passed her 77th birthday.
.pest wishes 'go to this couple ftii•
The
Rev. Kenneth —710
- 4- many more happy years togethcr
Cutlah, student of the dollege of
—Guess Who
religion,
Vanderbilt
University:
Nashville, will preach at the First
Buy that extra War Bond now!
Christian Church Sunday. He is
a graduate of Phillips University,
His sermon will be
The Blood River Association will Enid, Okla
LIFE'S Little TROUBLES
hold a Training Tin-km Mass Meet- "Faith Exploits".
ing at First Baptist Church, Murray on Sunday. July 1, at 2-30 pm
A minimum goal of 100 will be exAll mempected in attendance
bers of all ages trunk all the
churches of the Association are
urged 14 attend. -The meeting is
One ladye said recently that her
stomach used to be like a "gas
open to the public.
factory!"
That is, when she ate a
Thit is one of the 79 such meetings, expected to be held in Ken- meal it seemed to turn right into
gas She was always bloated, had
No Need to lie in bed—tom—
tucky with a total minimum atawful stomach gas pains, daily
worry and fret because CONtendance goal of 10,006.
headaches and constant irregular
STIPATION or CAS PRESbowel action. Now, however, this
SURE won't let you sleep Be
HOMECOMING DAY AT
lady says she is FREE OF STOMsensible--get up—take a dash of
FRIENDSHIP CHURCH JUNE 24 ACH GAS and she says the change
ADLER-I-KA •
is due to taking ERR-HELP. Her
to relieve the pressure of large
There will be an all-day meet- meaLs agree with her. No gas or
intestines on nerves and organs of
bloat after eating Headaches and
the digestive tract. Adler Ilia assist•
ing at the Friendship Church of
constipation are gone "Oh! what
old food wastes and gas throio.,h
Christ on Sunday, June 24. Sun- relief!" states this lady. "Why don't
a comfortable bowel movement ia
day School at 10 o'clock
and other gas and constipation sufferthat bowels return to normal st/c
services
at
11:00.
This
preaching
ers get Erb-Help"
and the discomforts of pressure
ERB-HELP contains 12 great
LA planned as a home-coming day.
stop. Before you know it. you are
asielep. Morning finds you feeling
Officials of the church urge all to Herbs: they cleanse bowels, clear
gas
from
stomach,
act
on
sluggish
—refreshed and ready for a
clean
come and bring a lunch and spend
liver and kidneys. Miserable peogood day's work or fun.
ple soon feel different all over .So
Caution, use only as directed.
thed
Broif y Clarence Mayfield. of the don't go on metering! Get ERBe...aaiwoo. &Sao ••••• I•mesoor today.
Antioch congregation
will have HELP. Sold by all Drug Stores •
Dale ai Stubblefield Company
charge of the song service. A good here in Murray
portion of the afternoon service
will be devoted to singing.
All 'of the ministers who have
labored with the congregation have
been invited to attend and have a
part in this service
A special Invitation to all is extended.
Sometime during the day there
will be a meeting called of all
who are directly interested in the
cemetery This is fur the purpose
of better organizing the cemetery
assoctation.
Buy that extra War Bona now

:1!

Lady's Stomach Was
Like A Gas Factory;
Meals Turned To Gas

111116,
-CAN'T SLEEP-

ANNWUNCING:

y,

Murray Consumers,
Coal & Ice Co.
Telephorto 64
We Deliver

NOTICE!!

Blood River Ass'n. to
Hold Mass Meeting

ARTHUR
BOURLAND'S
ELECTRIC REPAIR
, SHOP
Is Now Located
in the
MVRRAY MACHINE
SHOP
at
106 North Fourth
Street
— For
Wiring and Repairing
Telephone 338
FOR EXPERT
SERVICE
4-

Additional Benefits

Lyons' Luncheonette

FOR THE 104,207
MEMBERS OF

West Main Street Extended

.BLUE CROSS

Formerly Known as AMBROSE TEA ROOM
Off College Campus

Now . . . at No

Additional Coati
• SHORT ORDERS

Adding to the baSic provisions for bed, board, pre-scribed
diets, general nursing care, use of riperatnig morn, dreasings and plaster casts, THE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SERVICE has now added further benefits to uontunie so
long AS favorable exl...erience perrnits:

• SANDWICHES
• STEAK DINNERS

' Including cultures,
ALL LABORATORY EXAMINATIONS
spinals, eh

Min=toisnmswe+.

BASAL METABOLISM tists have now become a part of this
)•..r
,

THE USE Of PENICILLIN has now been in, laded.

• SOFT DRINKS
• ICE CREAM
• SUNDAES

ALL MEDICINES and drugs, including physician's prescrtpt101IS

SPECIAL ATTENTION TO LUNCHEONS
After This Week

ALL TRANSFUSION TRANSFERS. The patient pays only for
tin blood or pla.ana.

Cosmetics : Cigarettes

OXYGEN ;and this: use of all equipment needed.
the-se nu w Benefit. prurides without limit,
. Use
'01,
esery itenrof eare furnished by hospitals, excepting those
defined as -profet.i.inal serviisa- by law: pathology, :rays, ele-ctrorardiagratm arid anaesthesia.
'

ASK YOUR EMPLOYER TO INVESTIGATE THE BLUE
CROSS PLAN OF HOSPITAL SERVICE

s

COMMUNITY

: Tobaccos

• Superior Service

I have been honorably discharged from the Marines since being
wounded in the Pacific several months ago. I have purchased this
business and will appreciate the patronage of the good people of this
community.

Call BLUE CROSS or
Your

: Cigars

NEWLY DECORATED
BUS TICKETS
BUS STOP
• Excellent Quality Food

It is inexpensive . r „cooperative or paid in full by the
employer. It is e
thefr
. . . an efficient non-profit Plan
that removes worry and provides the finest care in case
of illness or accident.

Local
. linspital
HOSPITAL SERVICE

The BLUE CROSS PLAN
Urban Building, 120 S. 4th St. '

•

;
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Hillman Lyons

